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EQUATION OF STATE AND TRANSPORT MEkSURM
ON EXPANDED LIQUID METALS UP MO 8000 K AND 0.4 GPa
Abstract
Equilibrium measurements of pressure, enthalpIy, density, temperature
and resistivity have been made on liquid lead, platinum, gold-copper,
uranium, niobium, and niobium-haknium at high temperatures and
pressures.

A unique method of determining sample temperatures from

multi-channel fast radiation pyrometry has been developed and used to
calculate temperatures between 1600 and 8000 K without definitive
emissivity information.

Pseudo-potential theory has been ured to model

the lead resistivity and equation of state measurements and t*-matrix
i-her'r

bas

aEV

d-U to

e uLanium resistivity data.

The central experimental concept involves resistively heating an
uncontained 1 mn diameter wire sample at a rate slow enough to allow
uniform energy deposition and pressure equilibration, but fast emugh to
avoid significant heat loss and sample collapse through gravitational or
instability effects.

The containment vessel is several orders of

magnitude larger than the sample and filled with an inert gas which
maintains a constant pressure experimental environment independent of the
sample's expanding volume.

Energy from a 70 kj capacitor bank drives a

current as high as 35 KA through the wire bringing the material through a
succession of hot, low density liquid states.

Current through and

voltage drop across a known segment of the wire is continuously monitored
yielding information about sauple enthalpy and resistance at any point in

.7

iii
In addition the sample surface temperature is measured

time.

'

radiation pyrometry while streak photography provides a continuous record
of the wire diameter.

The streak record yields the sample volume which

in turn can be used in conjunction with the resistance to compute the
resistivity.

The elevated pressures elevate the metal's boiling point,

a~lloing the investigation of highly expanded yet still

liquid (and

conducting) states.
Recorded temperatures reached 8000 K for Pt and 5000 K for uranium
with maximum temperatures for the remaining materials intermediate
between these two values.

An approximate mapping of the liquid-vapor two

phase boundary has been made for lead to include an estimate of the
critical point parameters.

The metal to insulator transition in lead

occurred at a specific volume expansion of approximately 3.65 for super
critical pressures.

Equilibrium measurements hav,_ been extended at least

a factor of two in temperature,

enthalpy, and specific volume over

previous static measurements for the materials of this work.

Accuracy is

estimated to be good enough to support definitive theoretical comparison,
and in some cases, to produce reliable derivative quantities.
Pseuco-potential calculations using local potential form factors have
op

_

-,T -

i-nh-

r

n

lp

n

rwi-in

th

l

mid(4.

;

over the limited range of previous work, but are found to be inadequate
for modelling the resistivity of the most expanded states reached in
these measurements.

T-rw trix calculations on uranium resistivity using

APW supplied phase shifts produced reasonable agreement with the data
only if suggested imodifications were incorporated.
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FQVATION OY STATE AND TRANSPORT MEASUREKENTS
ON EXPANDED LIQUID MEMALS UP TO 8000 K AND 0.4 GPa
W. Mark Hodgson

1.

INT)ODUCrION

The growing interest in controlled nuclear energy has been
accoipanied by a requirement for inLcreased knowledge of the behavior of
materials under high energy density ccnditions:(f)

The efficiency of

fission reactors can be improved with coolant fluids capable of
maintaining large molecular densities at high temperatures and moderate
pressures

Many inertial confinement fusion schemes have been proposed

hich depend on the optimum conversion of photon energy into kinetic
energy.

(2)

The large fields necessary to magnetic confinement fusion

concepts may require an extremely dense plasma to carry the generating
currents. (3)

Each of these requirements appear to be met best by

hchara.teristics peculiar to metals in the liquid state.
\•The

high melting points of rmost of metals place the liquid state at

temperatures too high for easy experimental investigation.

Therefore,

although liquid theory has received concerted attention with promising
results it

has yet to be corroborated or refuted over much of the

pressure and teatperature range pert-irient to liquidJ j.. tais. "(4•) A
relatively complete mapping of the liquid region to include location of
the liquid--vapor coexistence curve through the critical point is
available only for Na, K, Rb, Cs, and Hg,'(5) and for these not all
measurements are in agreement.

For nost metals the critical region lies

at higher pressures and tenpxeratures than are accessible to coiventional

_L_____IK

N

experimental techniques.

/

The highly reactive nature of liquid metals

2

makes their containment in uncontaminated form very difficult, and
decreases the accuracy, with which thermophysical properties can be
determined. (7)

Slow resistive heating methods have provided more

precise enthalpy-tenperature data but are limited to the melting
temperature or below for unrcontained samples. (8)

Exploding wire

techniques have for some time probed the highly expanded states although
these experiments are generally conducted on time scales too fast to
allow intra-sample communication and are plagued by questions of sample
equilibrium.

Thus, both-to provide needed engineering data and to

stimulate theoretical understanding of low density liquid metals, an
investigation of the equilibrium properties of metals above 2000 K and
0.1 GPa is th- objective of this work.
The isobaric expansion experiment (IBX)

illustrated schematically in

Figure 1 was desiyned to study liquid metals at pressures up to 0.5 GPa
for temperatures as high as 8000 K. (10,11)

The samrple, a cylindrical

wire approximately 25 'imlong by 1 mm in diameter,
vessel which is pressurized with an inert gas.

is contained in a

Energy from a 70 kJ

capacitor bank is added at constant pressure through resistive heating.
The enthalpy of a given state can be conputed from the time inteqral of
the measured current through the sample multiplied by the voltage drop
across it.

The sample, rigidly held between two current carrying leads,

melts very quickly relieving the axial stresses.

Thus, expansion is

in

the radial direction only, and this dimension is continuously moanitored
with high speed streak phiotography. (12)
voltage, pressure and wire diameter,

in addition to current,

the saiiple teriperature is measured

through three channel radiation pqrometry.

" • -L-.. ...---

..

. ..

These data allow

•
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4
determination of the enthalpy, density, temperature,

and pressure of each

of the states reached as a result of the resistive heating.

Resistivity

and, with less precision, derivitive quantities such as heat capacity and
the thermal expansion coefficient can also be ca culated.

Runs at

different pressures enable an estimate of the capressibility which in
turn can be used to calculate the bulk sound speed.
As will be discussed fully in the following section successful study
of the liquid state with the IEX experiment depends critically on the
choice of energy deposition rate.

Heating rates are on the order of

108 K/sec which represents a compromise between ensuring equilibrium
within the wire (slower rate) and completing the experiment before heat
losses, hydrodynanic or magnetohydrodynamic instabilities, or
gravitational effects become significant considerations.

With the aid of

physical arguments given in Chapter 2 the sample can be perceived to be a
standing liquid column during most of the experimental run of 10-100 ps.
The liquid column radiates thermal energy sufficient to allow its
temperature to be determined,
being added electrically.

but insignificant compared to the energy

Conductive losses are still

less significant

and the sample remains essentially chemically isolated from its
surroundings by a wall of inert gas.
Initial measurements have been made with this apparatus on refactory
metals and are in the literature. (1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 )

This thesis extends that

work through an experimental investigation of tenmperature-density curves
at several different pressures for lead, platinum, and a gold-copper
alloy.

Temperature studies are performed cr, uranium, niobium, and

niobiu t-hafnium and these data are combined with previous work(13,15),
to present more complete equation of state information on the materials.

'4-
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Unique experimental results observed are the stable four-fold expansion
of liquid lead and the measurable separation of lead isobars in the
enthalpy density plane.

Lead data are sufficient to permit a qualitative

mapping of the liquid vapor coexistence curve and place datinitive bounds
a. critical point parameters.

Data on the remaining materials represent

a large extension of the high temperature, low density limits of: previous
equilibriLui measurements on these metals, and should provide a reliable
test for theoretical modelling efforts.
A second major thrust of this project has been to establish a
reliable technique for determining accurate temperatures from fast three
channel radiation pyrometry.

The posed problem is one of relating the

emitted radiation of the sanple to a true temperature in the absence of
any specific information about the temperature and wavelength dependence
o SE th,MISSIviLty. ,Ltlhee U-hilluel

of Vyrometry data provide five

independent methods of determining a given temperature, each of them

ii

involving the unknown emissivities at the wavelengths of the channel
windows.

The technique developed in this work exploits the redundancy of

the pyrometric data in a way proposed by Lincoln and Pettit. ( 1 6 )

',heir

contentic•i is that the emissivity may be expressed as a simple function
of temperature and wavelength, and that this functional relationship and
the temperature can be uniquely determined by minimizing the difference
among the independently calculated temperatures over a broad teffperature
range. A weakly linear emissivity temperature dependence has been found
to produce the requisite agreement for much o." the data studied, but tCie
dependence is not considered significant in view of experimental

uncertainties.

The analysis technique has led to tenperatures, however,

which are consistent and reproducible from run to run.

i

I
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A third goal. of the present work has been to compare the experimental

results with calculations based upon the Ziman nearly free electron model
of a liiuid metal. ( 1 7 )

The parameter chosen for the initial ocMparison

has been the resisitivity and the calculation is dependent on
experimental temperatures and densities.
expounded by Ashcroft(18),

Following reasoning first

a guiding philosophy of the theorefical

modelling has been to choose extremely simple local pseudo-potential forml
factors with a rinimum number of parameters which are adjusted within
constraints imposed by published band striucture measurements to give
agreement with measured resistivities across a broad range of densities.
The most extensive calculations have been carried out on lead, a
known "good" free electron metal.

Results indicate good agreement of the

measurement arid calculation over the very limited density range of
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result in

strong

enough density dependence over the greatly expanded range of the current
work.

It was also found that pseudo-potentials giving reasonable results

for resistivity did not necessarily lead to a meaningful equation of
state nor agree with pablished potentials based upon nrxelling measured

ban" structures.

The inadequate density dependence of the model is

examined through a paraiaetric seisitivity study.

Although the work of

this thesis provides a broad data base against which to compare theory
a-nd discover areas of disagreement,

the basic failings of the theory have

not been resolved and are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Resistivity calculations have also been made on uranium which
presents a more difficult theoretical problem because of the presence of
the d and f electrons in the conduction band.
discussed by Hirata, et al (19)

--4-----r--.

The theory applied is that

in which, as in pseudo-potential

-
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formalism, the electron scattering is
matrix between plane wave states.
known as the t-matrix,

described in terms of a reaction

In this case, though, the matrix is

and the elements deperd upon the phase shifts of

the atomic pctentials as well as the energy at which the scatt=ering takes
place.

These necessary phase shifts

are extrapolated from self

consistent augmented plane wave (AmW) calculations done by McMahan for
compressed uranium. (20)

The calculations require choices for the

effective electron mass and the effective number of free electrons in the
conducticon band which ai-e not straightforward and have not as yet
provided completely satisfactory results.

In fact the overall modelling

effort is just begun and provides a fertile area for further Work.
Chapter 2 contains a descripticn of the experiment and discussion of
the considerations necessary to assuming sample equilibrium at each state
reached during the electrical energy deposition.

The experimental

objective, equilibrium investigation of the liquid state of metals,

is

shown to be achieved through techniiques that impose constraints upon the
choice of sample and limitations on the temperatures and pressures that
can be reached.

Chapter 3 deals with the data analysis calculations and

develops an estimate of the experimental uncertainty inherent in the
measuremrentsi
....

Becau,=•se- the isobar'a

eA-pLnsi

expvriment has been

developed in an evolutionary manner over a period of ten yrars much of
the subject matter of Chapters 2 and 3 is in the literature and is
presented in outline form only for completeness.

For this reason the

emphasis in Chapter 3 will be on the temperature determining procedure
which is unique to this work and other diagnostic techniques incompletely
developed elsewhere.

S~8

•

The experimental results of this project are presented in Chapter 4.
These include all properties reported for lead, platinum and gold-copper,
and the teliperature-erithalpy measurements made for niobium,
niobium-hafnium, and uranium.
Shaner, et al(

Density enthalpy measurements made by

are included for the latter three maierials.

The data discussed in Chapter 4 are initially taken in analog form as
oscilloscope traces, next digitized with a film reader, and then at
various stages of the data reduction are reconstructed using piecewise
quadratic fits or cubic splines.

This procedure is necessary in order to

correlate current, voltage, pyrometer voltages, and streak photography
records read at arbitrary tines.

Using this technique the time parameter

is eliminated altogether and the density, temperature and resistivity are
plotted as functions of the measured enthalpy which is added
electrically.

The processed data are then least squares fit as a

function of enthalpy to whatever order is deemied necessary for an
acceptable fit of the data.

The resulting polynomials are given and used

to generate tables of thermophysical properties.
Chapter 5 contains a description of the nearly free electron theory
that is uscd to model selected resistivity data.

ALso reported are lead

equation of state calculations done using the same theory as applied in a

code under development by Ross. (21)

Both the pseudo-potential and

t-matrix ca]c.'ulaticns involve the use of a structure factor which is
itself the Furier transform of the pair distribution function of the
ionic cores in the liquid metal.

For these calculations the ionic coLes

are modelled as hard spheres and the structure factor used is that
developed by Ashcroft and Lekner from a known solution to the
(47)

Percus-Yevick equation

The resistivity determir~ation employs a

9
unique method of choosing the hard sphere diameters as a function of
liquid density and these diameters are ofpared to those chosen by more
conventional techniques.
modelling is preliminary.

As has been indicated above, the theoretical
Satisfactory exploitation of the range of data

presented should go far beyond the scope of this work.

Possible avenues

of theoretical investigation as well as desirable experimental
improventents are discussed in Chaper 6.

i-

I'
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2.

THE EXPERIMENT

The isobaric expansion experimuent (TEX) was designed to circumvent
the containment problems accompanying experimental investigations of hot
liquid metals at high temperatures and moderate pressures. (10,11)
Figure 2 illustrates schematically the thermodynamic region of concern to
this project.

Indicated nufbers are estimates for lead based upon the

data and arguments advanced in Chapter 4.

Throughout much of the region

of interest the sample is at. temperatures and pressures above which any
conceivable container material could maintain its integrity.

Even at

temperatures at which a container could retain sufficient strength, the
corrosive nature of the sample might cause a reaction which would confuse
the meaning of the measurements.

To avoid these inherent difficulties of

extetnally heated, contained sample techniques the IEX leaves the sample
completely uncontained and adds energy through resistive heating.

Thiis

chapter includes a detailed description of the experiment and its
diagnostics, and a discussion of the technical concepts necessary to the
essential assumption of equilibrium heating.

The Isobaric Expansion Experiment
Central to the IEX is the 1 mm x 25 mm,cylindrical sample pictured in
Figure 3.

Energy stored in a 70 kJ capacitor bank drives currents as

high as 40 ka through the sample for experimental times as long as 70 P s.
The current lead is electrically isolated from the massive metal anvil in
the lower part of the figure as are the leads accessing the metal ribbon
voltage probes shown lightly contacting the sample.

A cylindrical

conducting cap (not shown) fits over the sample holder contacting both
the current lead at the upper end of the sample and the anvil just above
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Schematic Phase Diagram
This is a schematic diagram of the thermodynamic states that can be rached with the
IEX experiment- Included for reference are the experimental track of shock driven
experiments (principle Hugoniot), the solid liquid two phase region (shaded area at
left), and the boundary of the liquid-vapor two phase region. An experimental rurn
follows a horizontal track beginning at normal density and elevated pressure and con.
tinues to an expansion at which the sample begins to boil for subcritical pressures or
until the critical density is reached for supercritical densities. Specific numbers are
those determined experimentally for lead.
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Fig. 3

IEX Sample and Anvil Assembly

The 1 mm thick by 25 mm long sample is firmly clamped between two
current carrying jaws with voltage measuring probes lightly contacting at
a precisely measured separation. The assembly is enshrouded in a grounding
cap (not shown) and placed within a pressure vessel in which the O-ring
backed indium-coated hoop shown at the base forms the critical pressure seal.
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the neoprene O-ring.

The cap provides a return path coaxial with the

sample ensuring that the magnetic forces generated are azimuthally
syrmetric and thus do not cause any motion of the sample.

The voltage

probes are attached to a high impedance differential amplifier allowing
-

the voltage drop across a precisely measured section of the wire to be
continuously monitored with minimum perturbing effect on the sample

*

current and thus minimnwn

contact resistance effect.

pictured in Figure 3 is placed in a pressure vessel,

The assembly
the inner diameter

of which is only slightly larger than the largest diameter of the anvil.

Inert gas is used to pressurize the cell pushing down on the 0-ring which
in turn presses on the indium coated metal seal just below it.

The

indium seal has a triangular cross section so that the gas pressure as

transmitted by the O-ring forces t' . lower outer edge out against the
inner wall of the vessel and the upper inner edge in against the sam.le
bolder.

The higher the gas pressure the more the indium seal bc-cclnes

deformed and the tighter becomes the double edge sealing action.

Although care must be taken with the indium seal, pressures of 0.,* GPa
are reached routinely and the seal arrangement does not appear to be the
limiting consideration.
Details of the anvil are shorwn in Eigure 4 where the assenbly of
Figure 3 is inverted to the orientation it

vessel-

assuxaes in the pressure

It is necessary to circpromise the cylindrical syrmetry of the

brass grounding cap in order to provide viewing ports for the optical
diagnostics.

I

These ports are covered with thin sapphire shim windows

whoYse function is to protect the interior of the vessel frci
sa•ple.

i --

splattering

The placement of the voltage probes on opposite sides of the
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Current electrode

[K

,- Pyrophylite insulating

sleeves

II

- Voltaae probe electrode

/x/

Voltage probe electrode-

--MraE'ng stwl anvil

SI

Indium coated seal--.

a

Adaprerie 0C-ring

1_

",,--Brassgrouading cap
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Wire specimen

Sapp--hire shint wiridow

S

Phenolic support post

4
Voltage probe

Fig. 4

.-

Lower clamping iaw
Phenolic support disk

Drawing Af the IEX Sample Holding Anvil Assembly
This cutaway drawing shows the anvi; assembly in the orientation it assumes within the pressure
vessel. Resistive heatinrj current flows through the central electrode, to the sample from whirjce
it returns to the anvil body thrutrqh the brass grounding cap. Hoth the current electrode a,nd the
voltage probe electrodes are insulated from and sealed to the anvil body with epoxy bath.d
pyrophylito liners.
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sample reduces the inductive coupling of the voltage measuring circuit
with the resistive heating circuit.
Pigure 5 is a drawing of the main cell assembly which is machined in
two parts, the inner of Maraging steel and the outer of tool steel, which
are then pressed together.

An aluminuni jacket is bolted around the steel.

to act as a shrapnel shield in case of catastrophic failure.

The sets of

viewing ports are placed at 900 to one another aid sealed with 20 cm
thick cone shaped sapphire windows encased in pyrophylite liners and
epoxied in place, permnitting a clear line of sight aperture 1.4 cm in
diameter.

This window arrangement is the pressure limiting component of

the experiment.

At pressures above 0.4 GPa the difference between the

hoop stress and the axial stress in the vessel distorts the viewing port
which either cleaves the window or breaks the window to vessel seal.

The

vessel itself ary] its associated pressure system are capable of 1 GPa. a
considerable improvement over the system discussed in reference 12.
Electrically the sample is an element of the circuit shown
schematically in Figure 6.

Ballast resistors R and R are chosen to

&w.xninate the characteristics of the circuit and together typically total
approximately 0.5 2.

Current is initiated by firing spark gap 1 and can

be~ shunted arou-d the. sample Ably
firiag &PCIIA yap 2.

T-he coil is a

precisely calibrated Pearson probe designed to measure sample current
indu~ct ively,
The cell is pressurized with either helium or argon, the former
having the advantage of a lower index of refraction and the latter being
much easier to cotain.

Experimental pressure is reached by ozxpressing

an initial volume of gas successively with 1:1 and then 10:1 hydraulic

'A
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Drawing of the IEX Pressure Coll Assembly
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into the outer sleeve of tool steel. A jacket of aluminum is bolted about these with a further
steel shrapnel shield encasing the entire assembly. Two anvil bases are shown sealing the interior
while being retained by large steel nuts.
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R1

2

Spark gap 1

C

S•..T

.

Spark gap 2

,
Fig. 6

Pearson
Prohe

IEX Resistive Heating Circuit
Energy stored in capacitor C drives a current through ballast resistors R1 and R?, the
sample, and the toroidal loop which measures current inductively. The closing of
spark gap 1 initiates the current while closing spark gap 2 shunts current around the
sample.

it
/
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rams.

Hydraulic pressure is provided by an air driven Haskell pump.

After a delay of two to three minutes to allow the compressed gas to
equilibrate with the room temperature environment the main capacitor bank
is charged.

The fire sequence is controlled electronically using a pulse

generator and a delay chassis.

A single pulse serially opens the

oscilloscope camera shutters, triggers the oscilloscopes and a high speed
image converter streak camera, initiates current through the sample by
firing spark gap 1 (Figure 6),

crowbars that current by firing spark gap

2, and Q-switches a ruby laser which back lights the sample for a post
shot picture.

The resulting data is described in the following section.

Diagnostics
As initially conceived the isobaric expansion experiment was to
provide thte eutlalpy, paLessu -e, C

an"-ty
dfor

a t...

necea-ry to

generate an equation of state that was both analogous to and
complimentary to that produced by shock compression work. (22)
Ten!erature could then be inferred by assuming that heat capacity
measuredl by more conventional techniques at relatively low temperatures
would be ayjplicable to the high temperature regimes attainable with the
mx.

ia) this end the original pressure vessel was fitted with beryllium

winrac1.- through which a pulsed x-ray source made a radiograph of the
expanded sample once during an experimental run.(10)
scheme proved inadequate for at Theast two reasons,

This experimental
First, small errors

in the assmaed heat capacity lead to prohibitively large errors in the
calculated temperatures when extrapolated over a broad range of
enthalpies.

Secondly,

in practice it proved very Oifficult h) make

consistent representative density measurements when limited to a single

19
point per run.

These considerations led to the current diagnostic

capability discussed in reference (12) and described in the following
paragraphs.
Pressure is monitored with a gauge precise to 0.5 MPa.

The sample

occupies less than 0.1% of the pressurized volume so that even four-fold
volume expansions alter the pressure imperceptibly.

Current through the

sample is measured continuously through the inductive response of the
Pearson probe indicated in Figure 6.

The potential at two points on the

sample is fed to a differential preamplifier for display on an
oscilloso3pe.

Typical current and voltage traces are displayed in Figure

7, taken from a 0.4 GPa run made on lead.

The overall shape of the

current trace is indicative of the slightly overdamped nature of the
heating circuit, and the points at which the bank is fired and
crow-barred are readily identifiabhe features.

The early

of the

voltage record is characteristic of a significant inductive contribution
to the overall sample impedance,

a feature that must be corrected for in

determining the enthalpy of the material.

Also easily recognizable on

the voltage trace are the beginning and ending of melt, the long linear
liquid region, and the increased curvature of the trace as the sample
approaches the liquid vapor two phase region.

Pressure, voltage, and

current measurements remain essentially as developed in ref. 10 and are
made on each experimental run.
In order to obain maximum sanple radiation for the pyrometric
measurement the temperature and density data are taken on separate runs
and then correlated through common enthalpies.

For temperature data the

sample, magnified a factor of five, is imaged upon the end of a
randomized fibre optic bundle.

A slit is placed just in front of the

20

Fig. 7

I

Current and Voltage Oscilloscope Traces for Lead at 0.4 GPa
The upper trace, scaled at 8307 amps/cm, exhibits the overdamped nature of the
circuit of Fig. 6 with a rapid rise following bankfireý, a long period of slow decay',
and an exponeential decay after crowbar. The voltage trace, scaled at 200 volts/cm
begins with a sharply rising inductive signal which diminishes as the sample is
heated through the solid phase. Melt is identified by the short steep linear region
which is followed by a longer more slowly increasing portion indicative of the
phase
t
liquid phase which in turn hfnrk sharniu ''p ,ard -. cdhn I•i,,d
region is approached. Time base for both traces is 5 ps/cm.
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fibre optic bundle to select a 0.8 mm x 3 mm section c.f the sample for
viewing.

The sample edges are occluded because radiation from the edges

has been observed to not strictly obey Lanbert's law.

The fibre bundle

is branched randomly among three pyrometers, each thus viewing the same
area of the sample.

Radiation exits the trifurcated bundle through 100

nm width interference filters centered at three separate wavelengths
within the visible and near infrared region of the spectrum.

The

response of the photodiodes is amplified logarithmically in each channel
and displayed as an oscilloscope trace.

The intensity within the window

of an inxdividual pyrometer typically varies by as much as four orders of
magnitude over a tenperature range of 2000-8000 K.

As will be discussed

in the following chapter the accuracy of the temperature determination
benefits from having low intensity lcw tente.rature data on the same trace
with the high tenperature data.

This requirement to have the complete

temperature range measureable in each channel dictated that the better
precision inherent in linear amplification be sacrificed in favor of the
greater range of a logarithmic response.

The unusually broad temperature

range along with the electrically noisy environment created by the bank
circuit made necessary a special very stable amplifier which was designed
arA %-I, for thu

experiment prior to this work.'-'

Tezperature data

for lead at 0.3 GPa recorded in the 650 nm channel is shown in Figure 8
along with the temperatures calculated from that data.

Except for the

noise signal caused by bankfire and crowbar the trace is relatively
featureless which indicates that the sample remained in a single phase
over the range of recorded temperatures.
Calibration of the temperature data is best served if the sample
undergoes a phase transition in the range of good detector sensitivity.

['
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Pyrometer Response Voltage and Resulting SCT Temperature for Lead at 0.3 GPa
(a) Pyrometer response voltage recorded in the 650 nm channel for lead at 0.3 GlPa.
(1) and (2) are the noise signals from bankfire and crowbar, respectively. The scales
are log intensi ty (0.5 V/crn) vertical and 5 jus/cm horizontal. (b) Temperature vs tilTe
plot for the shot shown in (a).
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A material satisfying this criterion is tantalum which melts at 3270 K
producing a melting plateau in the data trace where the temperature does
not increase during the time necessary to add the enthalpy of
fusion. (23)

Because the melting plateau provides such a convenient

means of associating measured intensity with known temperature much has
been done to extend the measurement capability below 2000-2500 K.
Specifically the optics between the cell and the detectors was changed to
redefine the exit aperture of the cell and present more sample radiation
to the detectors.

With the improved sensitivity it has been possible to

discern melting plateaus for platinum (Tý = 2045 K), Nb (7ý = 2741 K)r
and urani= (Tý --- 1406 K) .

However,

the lower tpnperature melting

points oi_ý
uranium arA platinum have not proven useful for calibraLion
purposes because of Ue, large uncertainty in the measured intensities at
such low temperatures.

in addition the greater intensity associated with

the higher temperatures frequently saturates the photodiodes making the
hicdI temperature readings unusable.

C14-arly, everý with the logarithmic

amplifier it is not possible to accurately measure the entire temperature
range in a single experimental run.
Volume measurements are made with a high speed image cýavezter
streaking camera which produces a continuous record of the diarnpi-Ar of
the expanding sample.

The sample is back lighted with a one watt argon

ion laser, the beam of which is sufficiently spread by diffraction to
uniformly illuminate the entire 14 mm. diameter aperture of the viewing
port.

This image is brought to a focus at the plane of a horizontal slit

with a magnification of approximately ten to fifteen.

An image of the

slit is then relayed through a 10 ran width narrow band interference

L
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filter to a second intermediate focus with a slight gain in
The narrow band filter is centered at the laser frequency

magnification.

(A = 5145A) for the purpose of excluding the thermal radiation emanating
from the sample.

The streaking camera is focussed an this last image of

the slit producing a continuous record of the image covering a 50 rn
length of film in 100 Ps.

The camera itself produces a demagnification

so that the final overall magnitication is about ten.

Figure 9 is the

streak photograph from a 0.2 GPa lead run acconpanied by the expansion
data reduced from that photo.

Timing marks are generated every 1 or 2 Ps

by switching a continuous wave HeNe laser with a Pockels cell and
bringing the pulsed beam to a focus at the center of the slit image
before the camera.

The Pockels cell is driven by a high voltage

oscillator whose frequency is measured with a high speed digital
counter.

Thus the time scale is known precisely in the streak photograph

while the start of the sweep is determined relative to bank fire by
nmnitoring the camera grid voltage on an oscilloscope.

The accuracy, of

this technique will be discussed in the next chapter.

IWhether a run is dedicated to enthalpy-volume or enthalpytemperature measurements the second optical viewing port is used to
obtain a late time photograph of the sample in order to confirm or deny
the sample's equilibriuxn status.

Early in the firing sequence a signal

to a capacitive discharge unit controlled capacitor bank shorts the bank
across flashlamqs which optically pump an air cooled ruby rod.

This

pumping operation occurs on the time scale of hundreds of milliseconds in
contrast to the tens of microseconds necessary for the rest of the
experiment.

The rod is placed in an optical resonator cavity with one

mirror obscured by two polarizing elements, one of them a Pockels cell

25
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PS

Expansion of Lead at 0.2 GPa
Streak photograph of diameter vs time and resulting analyzed iulative volume vs
time data. (a) Streak photograph. Time marks in the center of the shadow of the
wire are spaced by 2.001 pus.(b) Analyzed data.
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whose plane of polarization is at 900 to the other.

From 5 to 10 li

atter the main bank voltage has been crowbarL-ed (see Figure 6) a separate
high voltage pulse is imp~ressed across the Pockels cell rotating its
plane of polarization allowing the fully pumped ruby rod to lase.

This

precisely timed pulse of laser l~ight (,X= 6941A) is transmitted through a
beam expanding telescope, into and through the pressure cell, through
intermediate optics into a framing camera.

As with the streak

photography it is necessary to discriminate against sample thermal
radiation by placing a narrow band filter between relay lenses (where the
imaging light is coaxial).

In addition the intensity of the ruby light

is conrtrolled b~y placing No black glass flats Used as first surface
turning mirrors in the optical train and by further attenuating with
neutral density filters.
Two examples of the resulting picture are shown in Figure 10, the
first illustrating lead at 0.2 GPa expanded stably to 2.7 times normal
volume.

The second picture is of lead under the same experimental

conditions as the sample in the first picture except for a pressure of
0.1 GPa.

The lead at 0.1 GPa has been pushed beyond stable equilibrium

conditions, evidently reaching to and beyond the volume at the liquid\vaixr twn rphase bondavry (seea Figure 2), .

Data 4rom

iI~na

LU

!-p~

which the sample exhibits this late time behavior are usually disregarded.
Thl~e major

omp~onents of the experiment including the diagnostic

apiparatus are most easily envisioned through the photographs of Figure
11.

Majir components in picture (1) are the cell itself, the main bank

capacitors, the hut housing the Q-switched ruby laser, and the framing
camera for the ruby snapshot.

Picture (2) displaYs the image of the
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(a)

SIM
Unstablc liquid lead at 0.1 GPa

Fig, 10

~.

Liquid Lead WirL at 0.2 GP,, ancd 0.1 GP;,
Ftub\' d1( pou
!
~a8(J'1wrj,, in denst. aryon. (d) StaDIl'expansiori to V/V 0
2.61 at 0.2 GPEY.
(ojl UrrstahIlf etpn!Jorii with sarnc' c-roy
copositiov) as (a) bitt at
0. 1 GPa.

I

---

(1) Pictured in front from left to
right are the pressure cul,, the
framing camera used for the ruby
laser snapshot, and the argon ioil
laser used to back light the streak
photography. Behind are the four
modules of six capacitors each.

12)
mjge of the samnlec si upon
the adiustable sli in front of the
fibre r,)ticb bunrdi.

~gVA

-I
(3) The main control panel showing
pressurization system controls on the
left and electronics controls on the
right.

(4) Parn of the oscilloscopes used in
recording data.

Fig. 11 Thu Isobaric Expansion Experiment
Photographs of various components
of the IEX.
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sample being brougait to focus on the end of the trifurcating fibre
optic.

Picture (3) shows the main experimental control panel or, the

right and the pressurization panel on the left.
oscilloscopes are in picture (4).

The data recorcG..,j

To enhance reliability current,

voltage, and pyrometer response voltages are Yeasured redundantly.

Data

reductian coW3nideraLions are discussed in the following chapter.

Technical C(_cepts and Experimental Limitations
The basic contention for the validity of the experimental
measurements discussed in this work is that it is possible through
resistive heating to bring a metallic samrple to an equilibriLM state, and
to know the state parameters by measuring the pressure of the
environment, the amour.t of electrical energy added, and the thermal
radiation of the sample.

In this section it will be established through

elementary physical arguments that such a claim is valid within certain
constraintrs on the characteristics of the material, the size of the
saiple, and the_ duration of the experiment.
It can be shown that the electrical energy added per unit mass per
.2

unit timne is j 2eP•n where j is the current density, 1e is the
electrical resistivity, and p,_ is the mass density.

In this experiment

J' Pe and p are all funictions of time so the total energy added to
tl-w

sample per unit mass is the integral of the above expression.

For

tea:,.o-s to be discussed it is best to deposit the energy with as low a
curcent density as possible which,
p~iiict

In

ioatisfactory data has been takei on materials with initial

resistivies as low as 0.05-0.07 jii4
(c•arbx).

in turn, puts bounds upon Pe*

(AuCu) and as high as 13.75 p2m

The upc~r Iiinit, although not firmly established, is governed

I

I

3o
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by practical considerations of cell design.
grow very large it

Should the sample resistance

would dominate resistors R

and R2 (see Figure 6)

placing a large part of the bank voltage across the sample.

This voltage

appears between the current carrying lead shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and the
anvil body, a space of 0.35 nT• filled with pyrophylite and epoxy.

At

high sanple resistivities the voltage frequently breaks this insulating
barrier shunting the current around the sanJple.

Various materials Lave

been tried for this crucial seal, but better insulating arrangements have
proven to be less pressure tight, allowing thp cell gas to diffuse out.
The lower limit of sairple resistivity has not been established
experimentally.

However,

small resistivities make uniform energy

depositicn more difficult by slowing the diffusion of the current density
to the center of the saaple.
currents

In addition small resistivities make large

accssary to achieve the large enthalpies required to

investigate the lower density liquid states, and these large currents
lead more readily to the growth of instabilities.

The instability

questictn will be considered first.
In a pinched plasma column slight departures from cylindrical
symnetry grow uistably.'(4

Such an instability is the

magnetohydrodynamic necking in the linear pinch whose characteristic
Sgrowth time is

given by a/Va, where a is

the wire radius and V. is

the Alfven velocity based on the magnetic field at the wire
surface. (12)

Va -

1/2

instability growth time of Tc

and B = oI
0 1/27Ta yielding an
-L

-0 1/2

with a current of 30 ka is about 5 ps.
deiinstrated it

Tc for lead near melt

Experimental runs made on lead

to be stable as much a, 60 lis past melt which could nean

that the sample was very symmetrical and remained so during expansion.
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Nevertheless, tae possibility of significant bM

instability on the time

scale of the experiment makes low current energy deposition preferable to
higher current heating.

More immediate resistivity considerations center upon the need to
achieve a uniform energy density throughout the sanple.

A perfectly

conducting wire, of course, would exclude all fields from its interior
carrying the cubrrent it, an infinitesimally thin region near the surface.
In less perfect ccniductors this situation applies initially, but radially
inward diffusion of tth

current density eventually causes direct

resistive heating of the entire wire.

For a time then; the energy

deposition is not uniform throughout the wire and it is necessary to
determine how lnxig this mon-equilibrium condition persists.
In the absense of a uniform current density equilibrium could rly
reached thronnh
{

.heattransprt.

IHeat

oanduciui,

be

should it prove

significant on the time scale of the experiment, could eventually lead to,
a uniform tenperature in the sample.

The Einstein diffusion relation T

<X2 >/2D provides a straightforward check on the thermal communication

I(25)

length, or conversely minimum times necessar-y to establish thermal

equilibrium.

5

2

<x> is an average squared displacemeit which is

cnosen as the initial wire radius 0.5 rm,

and D is the self diffusion

coefficient, K/Cp m. C , the constant pressure heat capacity,
measured to be 3.61 R and
2500 K (see Chapter 4).

is

m. 9.1x10 3 kgm/m 3 for liquid lead at
K, the thermal conductivity is not measured but

can be deduced from the electrical conductivity through the
Wiedemann-Franz law, K = LoT. (26)

L, the Lorenz nurrber,

is assuned to

be 2.6x10-9 watt-ohns/ KJ2 and a is measured to be 6.25x10 5 ohais/rn
yielding a value for K of 40.63 watts/m- K.

The self diffusion

14
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S2
5 m /sec and a characteristic
time for

coefficient is then 3.1x10

heat transport between the outer edge and the center of the wire is 4 ms,
which is one and half orders of magnitude too large for heat conduction
ti play a significant role in establishing equilibrium.
Clearly then, valid IEX equation of state measurements are dependent
upon the rapid establishment of a uniform current density.
Qualitatively, a positive change of resistivity with temperature would
tend to damp out slight temperature inbohrogeneities by shunting more
current to the cooler less resistive areas.

It will be shown

quantitatively that a positive teRperature derivative plays a strong role
in achieving uniform current density by driving the diffus&-xi of the
magnetic flux to the center of the wire.

Of the materials studied to

this point only carbon has exhibited a negative resistivity derivative
and this occurred at resistivitie- high mnough to -sure that
D the diffusion of the current density was essentially instantaneous.
DEidence of sample destruction caused by an accelerating shunting of the
current to a non uniformly hot region was observed only rarely.
The diffusion of the current density can be calculated through
application of Maxwell's equations in conjunction with Ohn's law. (23)
If the displacement current is assumed negligible compared with the current density and the magnetic permeability is constant in space and time
VxB = ibJ and Vxp.1 = -@B/Dt,

where p is again the resistivity.

Combirkntion of these two expressions implies VxVx p

- -PO D/ýt J.

If the current density is only in the axial direction and is not a
function of the long dimension of the sample the cylindrical symmetry
allows the expression to be reduced to:

_______________

_____
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,

1

a

(r -2- (pJ) =c-J

(2-1)

where J is n(m the magnicude of the current density in the axial
directicr.

For a spatially indeperdent resistivity the usual separation

of variables, J(r,t) = j(r) eiwt, yields:
--

_+

10

2r• r

3r

where 6 = IP
units.

J

(2-2)

2•

br

6
-I/2 is just the classical skin depth in SI

Using the initil

lead resistivity of 0.206x10a-6

m and

assuming the 6iainant Fourier conponent of the current pulse to have a
period of 10 p.s, the classical skin depth has a value of about 0.5 mmn.
For qd

p

the- inltia1 rosis
.

dekpth is about. 0.3 mui.

vi ty is

0,V73I-U

6

•:-1

WA

skin

Both numbers are on the order of the sample

radius which, of course, is a prinary consideration in choosing the
Sample Si ze.
Because ie is a ftniction of the temperature and the temperature is
at least a function of positiorn it is necessary to numerically integrate
Eq.

(2-1) to calculate current density and thus the energy deposited as a

f-wtcLicn of wire radius.

The ratio of the energy density on the surface

to that at the center is plotted for both lead and gold-copper in Figure
12.

In each case the energy distribution is found to be essentially

un if orm before the pyrometry begins to respond and before there is
significant expansion of the sample.
Though it appears feasible to add energy uniformly to the sample
through resistive heating, other points bear consideration before the

*

i~~--
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Fig. 12 Skin Effect Calculation in Lead and Gold-Copper
Results of current density diffusion calculation showing the ratio of the energy
deposited at the center of the wire as a function of time. Energy deposition is
shown to be uniform across the wire by the time the pyrometers begin to respond.
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saiple can be assumed to be in equilibrium.

It

has already been argued

that the sample boundary experiences a constant pressure independent of
its state of expansion.

In order for this expansion to occur,

however,

the pressure interior to the sample must exceed the gas pressure by some
finite amount.

To maintain equilibrium the boundary condition must be

communicated to the interior on a time scale short relative to the time

necessary for a significant volume expansion.

The vehicle of

communication is a pressure relief wave which travels from the surface
inward at the bulk sound speed, and a representative time is the time
necessary for this relief wave to reach the center of the sample.

The

sound speed is inversely proportional to the square root of the density
times the compressibility, Us =[1/PmKsl/2.

Lead,

being the most

compressible of the materials of this study, should give a worst case
number.

Soft sphere calculations based on the data in Chaptex 4 and

measured sound speeds near melt at 0.1 MPa show Us to vary from a high
of 1.8 nm/ps at T = 600 K to 1.1 mmuis near T = 4000 K.

Direct

thermodynamic calculations using the data of Chapter 4 show U5 to be
very close to I mmlps over a temperature range from 3000 K to 6000 K.
This latter figure yields a relief wave transit time of 0.5 v's, certainly

short errouqh to make the asgumnrion. of a ,niform pressure valid.
The contention that the change in enthalpy of the sample is directly
the electrical energy added is true only if heat losses are negligible
during the time of the experiment.

Early concern over possible index of

refraction changes due to sample caused heating of the inert gas led to

the choice of x-ray radiographs rather than optical techniques for the
density mesurement. (10)

Subsequently it was shown that for times of

100 Ps or less the characteristic diffusion length in dense argon is
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about 3x10-3 ram. (12)

This calculation derives from the Einstein self

diffusion relation previously used with K = 70x10- 3 watts/mr-K and
Pmp '1 106 j/m 3

K.

On the time scales of interest there is

negligible thermal conduction beyond the surface of the sample and
consequently very little optical aberration.
A dual and sonewhat antagonistic requireitent is placed on the
radiative

n-iergy transfer from the sawple.

Thermal radiation has to be

strong enough to be reliably recorded by the pyrometers yet not
significant when compared to the electrical energy being added.

Typical

electrical energies added are from 0.7 to 2.0 MJ/kgm over a time span of
30 to 50 os.

The rate of thernkal energy emission is given by the
Estimates4

Stefan-Boltzmann expression for a gray body, dE/dt = aT4.

of the emiissivity of lead (see Chapter 4) over a temperature range of
2000--6000 K are 0.20-0.25 with some wavelength dependence.

Reasoning

that the most energy is emitted at the highest temperature for which the
3
density is low a temperature of 4500 K for a density of 5.7xi0

kgm/m3 over a time of 30 1s will give an energy loss representative of
a typical experiment on lead.

Under these assumptions total radiated

energy is 8.65xl0-5 14J/kgm and is far less than the error associated
with the enthUiy mteasutiement.

A worst case. calcUl a+-',-

-i-

,
nel

material heated to 10,000 K over a time span of 60 v's, with a
hypothetical density half that of the expanded lead, and an emissivity of
approximately 0.5.

Dien with the unrealistic assuwtion that the samrple

remain at peak temperature for 60 ps total radiated energy would be only
1.71x10- 3 MJ/kgm, again within the accuracy of the enthalpy

measurement.

4

It

is evident, therefore, that samples whose diameter is on
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the order of 1 mm lose only insignificant energy radiatively for total
experimental times of 100 p's or less and temperatures less than 10,000 K.
Irregularities in the surface of the sample could give rise to the
growth of hydrodynamic instabilities driven by the surface tension of the
liquid.

If the surface deformation is small these instabilities

propagate at a velocity given by V = 'U2.TY/pm)$i
tension, p

2

where Y is the surface

is the liquid density, and X is the scale size of the

instability. (27)

A calculation of this velocity in liquid lead will

demonstrate the significance of the effect.

Care in the preparation and

handling of the lead sanples conservatively limits the size of surface
irregularities to 10 11m or less.

For calculational purposes consider the

model deformation to be a dome (or pit) whose radius is 5 jm.

A

characteristic time for the growth of the instability might be the time
necessary for the deformation to move half the length of the sample or
about 10 amm.

The surface tension of lead at 1000 K is approximately 0.4

nt/in and the density is 104 kgV/m3. (28)

I~

The propigation velocity

is then 7 m/sec and the instability growth time is about 1500 ps, a time
loqnger thean other time constraints.
A final consideration in defining the parameter range accessible to a
successful experiment is perhaps the most obvious, the influence of
gravity.

Throughout much of the duration of an experimental run the

sample is a free standing liquid colun whose motion is inpeded only by
viscuous torcesý

An estimate of the effect of gravity can be made by

computing the displacýment due to gravitational acceleration in the space
of 100 ps, neglecting viscuous retarding forces.

This purposely
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pessimistic estimate is about 5 im which is on the order of 0.1% of the
length of the sanple and is
It

insignificant to the experiment.

has been established that it

is

indeed possible to resistively

heat a sample to a succession of equilibrium states if the heating time

is longer than about 5-10 iis, the time necessary for flux diffusion to
equilibrate the energy density. and if large changes in state do nwt
occur in less than 0.5 its, the time required for the acoustical
equilibration of the pressure.

Heat transport processes do not become

significant to the state of the sample as a whole for times less than
100 ps.

The upper limit on experimental times and temperatures less than

10,000 K are imposed by the growth rate of magnetohydrodynamic

instabilities, modeled as the Alven wave velocity, which leads to an
instability growth time of 5-10
[pL(]/

ps.

This time constraint, r/Va

=

2/j, is about an order of magnitude shorter than times

routinely reached with no evidence of instability.

The conclusion is

that experimental times are constrained to be less than 70-100 l's by the
possible growth of MM instabilities which are not initiated until well
after bankfire.

The disparity between the calculated and actual time

limits is added evidence that the sample expands uniformly, maintaining a
swooth symmetrical surface until late time.
The maximum enthalpy of the state that can be reached with the
experiment is the time integral of the deposition rate, "Max
Stnl j2 pe/Pm dt. If the time dependence of all parameters involved
is ignored AHmax can be estimated as:

.2
D

2Pe
e

Pt

j

2p10
ee

(2-3)
1/2
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where 10 is the adjushnent factor contributed by experimental evidence.
It should be noted that neither the characteristic instability time nor
the maximum attainable enthalpy is a function of sample dimension.

The

sample dianeter is limited to less than 1 to 2 mm by the times required
to diffuse the field and equilibrate the pressure.

MinimLia sample

diameter is limited by the difficulty in handling thin wires and, in the
extreme, by radiative heat losses.
The validity of the temperature measurement requires special
examination because it depends not upon the bulk properties of the sample
but on the conditions at the surface.

Fields associated with the thermal

radiation are representative of the material only within a skin depth of
the surface.

To illustrate the considerations important to the pyrometry

consider a rectangular cell of 6000 K liquid lead of unit area and one
skin depth deep.
•

At 6000 K thte blnacky........ peak ii at a wavelength ot

approximately 5000A, and the characteristic skin depth for this radiation
[•0Oe] 1/2
is given by 6 =[NOWOe'/ = 384A, where a measured conductivity
of 1.43xi0 5 mhom-I has been used.

The pertinent issue is whether the

thermophysical conditions prevailing in this element of material at the
surface are those of the sample as a whole, or have been significantly
altered because of surface energy losses.

A crude estimate can be nade

by assuming that because of the short times involved conduction is not
important and that energy may only be added to the cell through direct
electrical heating and is lost by radiation.

Using a measured density of

4
5.68 kgm/m 3 and a measured enthalpy addition rate of 4.7x10

Mj/kgm-sec the rate at which energy is being added to the cell is
l.33x103 J/sec.

The energy loss rate, using an estimated emissivity of

0.25, is found to be 1.84x10 3 J/sec.

ti
4'

U'-----

-

In the absence of conduction the
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surface element loses energy at a rate faster than it

is gained and the

temperature is not indicative of the amount of electrical energy that Ias
been added.

The error in the temperature can be calculated by comparing

the total electrical energy added to the slab to the total energy
radiated during the course of the experiment.

The total energy added is

3.83x10-2 joules and the radiated energy is calculated using a measured
temperature-time relationship to be 7.94x10- 3 joules.

For the spectral

window of the pyrometer used in measuring the temperature the radiated
energy varies as approximately T5 .

Therefor(

the error in temperature

for the calculated error in energy is given by AT/T = 1/4 AE/E = 5%.
While this does rot appear to be a serious error the implication that the
surface layer cannot be heated above a temperature scxnewhat less than
6000 K because of radiative losses is wrong, and is a direct result of
the simplifying assumption th-at all radiated energy is drawn from within
one skin depth of the surface.
The fact that blackbody spectra characteristic of temperatures much
greater than 6000 K have been observed indicates that the radiative

losses of the surface are being resupplied by the conduction of energy
from the interior of the sample.

In order to make an estimate of the

potential heat conduction rate consider the temperature deficit calculated in the last paragraph to appear across the skin depth.

In this

case the heat conduction rate into the cell is ql = K, A dT/dxlI
and the thermal conductivity can again be calculated from the WiedetnannFranz law, K1 M LOT = 22 watts/m- K.
then 1.72x10 7 joules/sec.

The rate into the surface slab is

Similarly the conduction rate out of the

slab into the gas can be calculated from q 2 = K2 A cdT/dxl 2 where
K2 is the 70x10-3 watts/m- K used previously and the gradient is

S•

- 7.

4,1
estimated as a linear change from 5700 K to 300 K over the thermal
diffusion length in 33 ps (time necessary to reach an indicated 6000 K).
With these assumptions q 2 = 1.76x104 joules/ sec.

The energy balance

in the surface slab is controlled by the heat conducted from the sample
interior which raises the temperature of the surface element reducing

dT/dxll until equilibrium is achieved.
It is possible with the approximate discussion of the above
paragraphs to argue that the temperature at the surface of the lead
sample is within 1% of the bulk temperature of the sample at 6000 K.
Hasever, without a dynamic heat transfer calculation on the entire wire,
it is not possible to know exactly the deviation of the surface
cemperature from that of the interior nor to predict the temperature past
which the surface element cannot be heated.

Complicating the calculation

is the fact that the thermal conductivities involved are a function of
temperature.

It should also be noted that the skin depth and thus the

width of the surface element from which energy is radiated is a function

of wavelength, and that the significant spectral content of the blackbody
radiation varies strongly as a function of temperature. A valid
calculation would necessarily include specific knowledge of the surface
roughness.

Skin depths are on the order of 500A whi!• late t--ime st-reak

photography indicates surface irregularities as large as 10 iim.

Finally

it is unclear whether linear heat transport analysis is applicable to
cases involving the steep teffperature gradients inherent in the short
time scales of this experiment.

In the absence of such a detailed heat

transfer calculation 'the inherent inaccuracy of the measure temperatures
cannot be reduced below 1% for the data reported in Chapter 4.
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3. Lcic AWLYSIS
..
AND

ruCCUcY

As -Nescribod in the previous chapter each expeimntacxuces
a weal].th of data for the inost part in the form of pbotographed
oscilloscope tra,ýes.

Throse parameters recorded as a frInticr( of time

are the! c Lrent through the •,nple, the. voltage drcp across a measured
portion of the sample, t.e voitaqe res~onse of the photodiodes, and the
inage of a sample diameter.
established on the

A co•wKnn timy referenoe point is

arny independently recorded data by the electrical

noise spike recorded when tlhe sspark gap is fired closing the circuit to
the main capacitor bank,

Each analog trace is digitized with respect to

that reference point by reading the film on a Grant Model 2000 film
reader controlled by a Digital Equipment Corporation FD8P/e computer.
The x-y stage of the film reader enables a particular point on the fil]m
to be located to the nearest micron.

A film is "read" by locating a

succession of arbitrarily spaced points on the trace, and, at each
location, pressing a foot pedal which causes the x and y positions of
that point to be punched on a computer card.

A typical trace is

adequately represented by 50-100 points, which form a table of raw data
as a function of time.
This chapter is a discussion of the calculations necess-ary to.•
transform these digitized data tables into accurate thermophysical
properties.

Most of the calculations described were performed on the

computer using a code originally developed by Henry( 1 0 ) but
extensively modified by Gathecs, (29) and a series of codes developed
on the current project.

The primary properties emerging frcm these

analyses are the enthalpy, density, temperature, and resistivity.
Invoking the equilibrium arguments advanced in the last chapter pressure

...

..-. .. . . .

,.

is read directly froni a gas pressure gauge and requires no analysis.

4

The enthalpy determination has received much prior attention(I 0 1' I)
and will be addressed only briefly.

Density and resistivity are

straightforward once the credibility of the measurements has been
established.

However,

the determination of a true temperature based

upon multi-channel intensity data is involved and will be discussed in
detail.

Estimates of the measurement precision and the overall accuracy

will be node.

Enthalpy
Determination of the enthalpy remains essentially as described by
Henry, et al, (11)

and is calculated front the experimental current and

voltage according to the following expression:

AH = H(T) - H(298)

f

t
I(t)Vr(t)dt

(3-1)

0
where V refers to the voltagc

drop due to the passive impedance of

that part of the sample between the voltage probes.

The enthalpy

calculated is thus the amount of electrical energy added to the mass of
the interprobe sample, and that mass is known from an Archemedian
measurement of the initial density plus a comparator measurement of the
initial diameter

"rI] probe separation.

Current is determined from the voltage response of the Pearson probe
which is calibrated against an N.B.S. standard to be accurate to within
0.1% over a frequency range of 12-100 kIJz.

For each of the experimental
4

runs the oscilloscope horizontal and vertical amplifiers are calibrated
with a precisely adjusted signal generator in conjunction with a time

....

....

....

...

....

....

...
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mark generator.

Calibration signals for each scope are read on the

Grant fiLn reader and are used to convert film distances to voltages.
The primary sourzx of error in this procedure derives from scope1
mn-linearity (averaged out in the calibration procedure) and

iuprecision in finding the center ot scope traces and timing marks.
Errors in probe calibration are systematic while reading errors are
rando= and are greatly reduced by the redundancy of calibration and data
measurements.
In order to correlate I(t) and Vr (t),
times with the film reader,

it

which are read at arbitrary

is necessary to reconstruct continuous

functions from the tables of digitized data.

This is done with

overlapping piecewise continuous quadratic fits, i.e. quadratic fits

are

made for successive sets of three data points with the first points in

adjacent sets displaced by one k
in the second set is

fm

each othr.

The first
..

the second point in the first set, etc.

oiiLt

This means

that each region of the time axis except for the ends is covered by two
quadratic tits

and a parameter value is

taken as the average of the two

values calculated with the two quadratic functions overlapping in a
given time region.

This interpolation scheme has the effect of reducing

random error but also destroys s,"e of the features of the trace.
The interprobe voltage includes both inductive and resistive
contributions and may be expressed as:

V (t)

II

=

I (t) R(t)+IT (t) [dI (t)/dt] +I (t) [dLT (t)/dtj

(3-2)

J
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where the first term is VR(t) required in Eq. (3-1).

L,(t), the

total inductance, includes the self inductance of the sample L(t),

and

the inductance due to the interaction of sample current generated fields
The latter quantity, labelled here

with the voltage measuring circuit.
M(t),

is reduced by placing the voltage probes on opposite sides of the

sample but is apparently still

a sensitive function of the exact

positions of various electrical elements in the circuit and varies from
shot to shot.

L(t) is calculated using the following expression for a

coaxial line: (30)

L(t)

(t

2

2

FL,

a2 ,1

L1

n+

p-p
1 (.
-a- +

ij

(3-3)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the inner (s-aple) and outer
(grourw

k

cap) corrductors.

reso,-e-.-ieoy.

1

2-

--

A

equal and equal to the permittivity of free space while P4 is the
measured resistivity of the sample.
V is a frequency chatacteristic of

'I

the current pulse through the sample.
Sthrough

L(t) is a function of time

time variation of a,, the sanple radius, and Pl the
resistivity.
In practice for those runs in which a3 is measured the self
inductance is calculated, and M(t) is then chosen, to be an additional
constant value that might be necessary to eliminate obvious inductive
spikes in the voltage record.
measurement is not made

For tl)ose runs in which a volune

t(t) is chosen as that constant inductance

which best eliminates inductive spikes in the voltage record.

Of course

this eliminates the third term in Eap (3-2) from the calculations.

In
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either case VR(t) is that measured voltage remaining after the
inductive correction is subtracted.
At early times the inductive component of the measured voltage is
large wipared with the resistive part, and any uncertainty in making
the inductive correction is translate3 into a significant error in the
computed enthalpy.

At later times the uncertainty in the inductive

contributicn shrinks markedly in significance because the resistive
voltage dominates conpletely for large slowly varying currents and high
resistivities.

Therefore, the overall uncertainty in the calculated

enthalpy may be as much as 15% from 1-5 psec into the experiment but
falls to 2% for the experiment as a whole.

The possibility of large

early time enthalpmy uncertainties has a noticeable effect only on the
temperature calibration procedure to be discussed in a later section.

Volwme (Density) MeasureTent
The volume measurement discussed in Chapter 2 and illustrated in
A

Figure 9 rests on the assumption that the expansion of the sample is in
the radial direction only, and thus any change in volume may be known by
monitoring the sample diameter.

The procedure for establishing the time

dependence of the sample diameter involves measuring pre-shot and data
streak photographs, and an additional photograph monitoring the gating
voltage in the image converter camera.

This last photograph shows the

time relationship between bank fire which is evidenced by a noise spike,
and the point at which the streak photograph begins.

The pre-shot

streak photograph calibrates the faithfulness of the camera in
reproducing a constant diameter image as a function of time.

The size

of the photographed image may vary by as much as 2% for a 100 ps record.

_j
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In analyzing each streak photcgraph the positions of both edges of
the image are reduced to sets of x-y coordinates as was done with the
current and voltage traces0

These edge locations are measured with

respect to the film position at which the streak record begins.

The

exact position of the streak record beginning is somewhat indistinct and
therefore uncertain to 500 pm or less, introducing as much as a I ps
error into the time base.

Readings of the image edges are made at

arbitrary positions with respect to the common base point.

Cubic splines

are used to form continuous functions of edge position versus distance
from camera start.

The image diameter can then be calculated by

subtracting the positions of the left and right edges for common film
distances from the base point.

Because sample heating does not begin

until after camera start the early part of the record gives the initial
diameter of the sample, and the relative volume can be calculated as the
sguared Latio of the diameter to the initial diameter.
The time scale is established in two steps.

t•the

First, the time between

camera start base point and bankfire is found and then the time
versus distance relationship for the streak photograph is computed.

The

latter operation is done by measuring the positions of the time marks on

te• p•

r•a nd again uLjriy (ubic splines to form a continuous

function of time versus distance.

Since the volume ratio has been

aoxrputed as a funcrtion of filmn distance the time versus distance spline
fit can be used to find volune ratio as a function of time from camera
start.

These calculations are carried out for both the pre-shot streak

record and the data record producing V/V0 (t)I . and VI/V(t) D.
The actual sample volume ratio calculated as a function of time and
corrected for camera non-linearities in two directions is:
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V!Vo (t) true

=

Iv/V0 (t)

1]

/ [Vo M(t)0]

(3-4)

Error in the measured volhne ratio deriver, from uncertainties in
locating the two edges of the photographed shadow and uncertainties iii
determining an accurate time scale.

Timing errors can be further divided

into a systematic part caused by an incorrectly determined streak start
time, and a ran(cn part caused by errors in reading the positions of the
timing marks.

The

pxossible

start time error has already been identified

as correspondirig to a tilm distance of less than 500 1m whii-le the timing
mark position is accurate to within 50 unm.

For a typical photograph I imi

of filn, corresporns to 2 ps, meaning the confidence incerval for the time
axis is + 1 Ps. The absolute nature of this error makes it significant
for the initial stages of a run but of diminishing importance at later
times.
At least three factors ozntribute to problems in locating the shadow
edge exactly.

These are diffraction effects, instrument resolution

limits, arnd irregularities in the surface of the samiple itself.
Relatively elementary considerations indicate the last of these is the
limiting factor in volume accuracy.

The sample is a thin wire bathed in monochromatic essentially
collimated light whose shadow is brought to focus an the photocathode of
the streaking camera.

Because the diameter of the wire is

large compared

to the wavelength of the illuminating radiation the diffraction at each

edge can be considered independently of the other.

Consider a straight

edge a distar.ce a from a light source whose shadow falls on a plane a
distance b from tlh
________________________

edge.

The first diffraction intensity maximum falls

_________________________

I________________________________________________________
4

.

4

-

"
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at a distance from the edge of the gemnetrical shadow given by x
(sa
X)1/2. (31) Were no optical elements present between the
a
sour. ce ark] the sample and between the sample and the viewing plane a and
b v)uld be ooiparable and on the order of 3 or 4 meters each.
case with A = 0.5145xi0

6

In this

m the first intensity maximum would be

displaced from the edge of the geometrical shadow by 2 mm making the
precise h.-catiion of the edge impossible.

In practice diffraction is

taken care of empirically by the introduction of lenses and mirrors
between te

sample and the inage plane sufficient to cancel any

diffrzctian effects.

The intervening optical elements have the effect of

redu.,.ing b so that a is large by conparison and x 4- (bX)I/ 2 .

The

opticil elements are positioned so that a desirable magnification is
achieved and observed diffraction patterns are oompletely eliminated.
Instrument resolution is another possible source of uncertainty in
determiuing the exact position of the sample edge as a function of time.
In taking the streak data the shadow of the sample is brought into sharp
focus at the plane of the slit with a magnification of approximately 10.
The slit width is adjusted to 0.5 mm and the image of the slit with the
shadow of the sample is relayed to the focal plane of the camera with

essentially no further change in magnification.

Durin

A typical

experimental run the slit image is swept across the film plane at 0.5
mm/p s.

As a worst case example a lead sample may go through a factor of

four change of volume in 40 iis causing the each edge of the shadow image
to advance 5 mm in 40 ps (0.1.25 mm/lis).

Each point on the film outside

thre geometric shadow receives 1 i's of illL,,ination during which time the
radius of the shadow grows by 0.125 ram.
backlightirn,

Assume the intensity of the

the response of the photocathode, and the sensitivity of
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the film are such that a point on the film requires 0.5 lis of exposure to
becane fully saturated.

In this case each point on the image edge will

define a radius greater than it should be by 0.063 nmn and the deduced
radius of the sanple will be in error by 0.0063 mm which is a percentage
error ranging between 1.2% and 0.6%.

The time requirement for film

saturation is actually somewhat less than 0.5 ps so the 0.6% to 1.2%
error is perhaps conservative.
A further consideration in determining the edge of the shadow image
is possible optical distortion that might be caused by the growth of a
diffusional boundary layer.

Again using the Einstein diffusion

relationship and the high pressure argon transport coefficients given in
Chapter 2 with an experimental time of 50
2.4xlO-3 rm.

Ps

the diffusion length is

Depending cn the index of refraction of the boundary

layer this should also make the radius of the sample appear larger than
its actual size.
A final phenomenon having a potentially deleterious effect on the
accuracy of the radius measurement is the roughness of the surface of the
sarrple.

The initial sample diameter is measured to be uniform within

less than 1% which is equivalent to an absolute non-uniformity in the
3 rMM..
raditiq of Sxl0)

Tt- i-, mi-

mrrP

don-tnhi;

i-o- Asiwne

t-hat

U-m-a

ih

expaunsion may amplify these surface irregularities by a factor of 2
although large flaws should result very quickly in prohibitive MHD
instabilities.

A conservative estimate of the contribution of surface

roughness to radius uncertainty is then 10xi0-3 r,

and this is

corroborated by observation.
The various phenomenological contributors to the uncertainty in
locating a single edge may be- combined with random measurement
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inconsistancies in a way less severe than additive to give a percentage
error in the radius.

The volume ratio is a function of r and r 0 as

follows:

V

=

r2
2

(3-5)

yielding an error given by
(2
(3-6)

I•

Although most of the radius errors discussed are either absolute or

IF
grow nrt as a constant percentage they are converted to percentage errors

P

here by choosing an average value for the radius.
unicertainty is ciosei asi 5xIu

mm.

The film measurement

The initial radius can be measured

over a long period of time and therefore is susceptible only to a
5x10 3 mn surface roughness factor and a 2x1(error.

Ar 0 /r 0 is theni 1% and 7

is 1.7%.

3

mm film measurement

The total uncertainty

in the volume ratio for an individual run is 5%.

The excellent agreement

of redundant data reduces this uncertainty to the neighborhood of 2%.

I
f

Tenperature Analysis Technique
The technique for deducing the tenperature of the sample is unique to
this work and will be discussed in four major parts.

This section will

begin with a treatment of the theory necessary to radiation pyrometry and
close with an outline of the calculational procedures used to implement
that theory.

An estimate of the uncertainties in the oxputed
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temperatures will be made in Appendix A and details of the cnkputer
calculation are presented in Appendix B.
The basic assumption of the temperature determining technique is that
the hot metal sample radiates with the characteristic blackbody spectrum
modified by a wavelength and temperature dependent emissivity.

In the

experiment the emissions in three separate regions of this spectrum are
ccntinuously monitored with the pyrometers described in Chapter 2.

The

true sample temperature may be determined independently from each channel
of pyrometric data and from the two possible unique ratios of these
single channel data.

To facilitate this discussion the true sample

temperature deduced from the measured emission of a single channel is
designated the SCT temperature, and the true sample temperature derived
from the ratio of the measured intensities of two separate channels is
labelled the

r•yip

temperature.

The SCf temperature may be defined as that value of T which satisfies
the following equality:(32)

r2
Ii(T) = GJi

c
C1 /T
dX
X [e
-_1]1

(X'T)D (.)Bi(M)-

X
where i designates pyrometric channel,
Gi = geometrical calibration factor

Di = measured detector response function
B. = fractional transmission of the filter
1

C1 = 3.74126xlO4 watts 114/cm2
C2 = 14388 11K

-(X,T)

i

-- sample emissivity,

(3-7)
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The interference filter determines the limits of integration A1 , and
Although in general c(A,T) is unknown its wavelength dependence is

A

2"

believed to be weak enough that it may be assuned constant over the

narrow spectral range defined by a given filter.

Designating the central

wavelength of channel i as Ai Eq. (3-7) may be expressed as:

Ii(t) =Gi (XiT)Fi(T)

(3-8)

where
2 D
D(X)SiB

Fi(T)

~~

M

(3-9)

d&

Cl

/XTre2_m=

J

I

-11

Ae

1

In practice Fi(T) is evaluated numerically for a set of discrete
teriiperatu-es

al

Lhen made a continuous function through the use of cubj •-

splines.

2

In order to solve Eq.

to evaluate G. and W(Xi,T).

(3-8) for the SCT temperature it

is necessary

Too general methods of finding the

calibraticn factors, Gi, have been employed in this work.

The first

involves identifying same characteristic feature of the pyrameter trace
to which a known temperature can be attached.

For metals which nelt

above 2000 K the characteristic feature is the pyrometric response to the

melting transition.

At melt the temperature remains constant for the

time required to add the enthalpy of fusion resulting in a relatively
flat portion of the pyrometric trace.

Within measurement error the

melting temperature is independent of pressure so low pressure melting

data may be used to obtain a melting temxperature.

Gi can then be

evaluated as follows:

it

-".

-i-"

.

.

.

.

.
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I i (Tc
cmeasured

where Tc is

the known calibration temperature and I

(Tc)

is

the

experimentally determined intensity (at the melting plateau in this case).
A second calibration technique is necessary for those materials which
do not undergo a significant phase transition within the temperature
range in which the pyrometers have sufficiently sensitive response.

For

example lead melts at 600 K, a temperature at which the emitted radiation
is below the threshold of detector response, and there is no recognizable
feature of the pyrometer trace, with which a known temperature can be
ass(yciated.

In these cases publi ished

low tenperature-enthalpy data are

extrapolated to the higher temperatures necessary for detector response.
constant C1 , in many

flzqs

esti-atdr
d

is
. u

L

ei,

the purpose being to associate an enthalpy with a known temperature.

The

enthalpy thus deduced will have been reached at a specific time in the
experiment and the intensity measured at that time can be linked to the
corresponding temperature.

Eq.

(3-10) is again used with these

parameters to find Gi_
In cxzcert with the work of Lincoln, et al. a linear tevperature
dependence is chosei for the emissivity. (16)

C(Xi.T) = s (AiT) [l+ai (T-T0 )

Substitution of Egs.

(3-li)

(3-11) and (3-10) into (3-.8) produces an expressicn.

fLr the SCT tenperature of each chanmel in which the only remaining
unkiown parameter is a

I -

- I --

I

I

I-I-

I.

-I

I.--I

-I

I

I

I

-

I -
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Ii(Tc)
Ii (T)

=

'

(3-12)

l+ai (T-Tc) ]Fi (T)

A suitable choice of ai produces an equality which can be solved for
the unknown SCT tenperature, T.
The MT temperature may be defined as that value of T which makes the
measured intensity of any two channels at a given point in time sat-sty
the following equality:
Ii(T)
Y(TT
J

I. (T )F (T )[l+ai(T-Tc)]Fi(T)
I.(T )Fi(T )[l+a (T-T.) ]F (T)
j
ic c
3

where the unknown parazneters are a. and aj, and all indicated
intensities are, again, measured quantities.

With the three channels of pyrometry data there are foi any given
time three independent SCT temperatures derivable from FBq.
independent

-ECTtemperatures derivable from Eq.

(3-13).

(3-12) and two

The choice of

the adjustable parameters for each channel is made on the basis of
forcing agreement among the five independently but redundantly chosen

temperatures across the full range of temperatures reachIddiring an
experimental run.

Eploying this criterion it is possible to determine

the adjustable parameter for each channel and the true temperature of the

sample as a fur ;tion of time. (16)

Figure 13 illustrates the full range

agreemnent experimentally attainable among the various SC'I and 'ICT
temperatures.

Graphed results are lead temperatures recorded in 100 nm

width channels centered at 450, 600 and 650 nm.
temperatures for these three channels the I

!1.
t

In addition to the SCT

temperature derived from
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Fig. 13 SCI arid TCT Temperatures for Lead at 0.3 GPa
SCT temperatures deduced from pyrometric data recorded at 450, 600, arid 650 rim,
and TCT temperatures from the ratio of the 600 to 650 nrn data are plotted as a
function of experimental time in jis. Error bars shown are calculated from the analyses
of Appendix A and demonstrate good confidence in the SCT temperatures but large
uncertainty in the TCT temperatures.
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the ratio of the 600 nrm, to the 650 rn

Because of

intensities is shamn.

:experi;tal uncertainties discussed in Anendix A the ultimate agreement
5,

among the independently deduced tutuexat~ures is frequently less than
The extremely large uncerdt-,inties in the 'YN temperature are

perfect.

the result of the fact tha" tke ratio of the bhackbody functions in Eq.
(3-18) varies less than one order of nkýLgnitude for a 5000 K variation in
temperature.

On the other hand, the blacktody function for an individual

channel may vary seven orders of m.agni.tude over the same temperature
rige making the SCt temperature a much more exactLy determined quantity.
Although it is quite possible to obtain very useful terrperature data
using this technique the ernissivities thcmsrelves renain specified only in
terms of an unkhnmnl quantity,

(icT'•

(see Eq. 3-i.).

As will be

discussed in Chapter 4 c.(i.,T ) must be obtained indepenidently, and
emissivity measurements at temperatures in the range of T

are almost

Several experimental and coxfutatiarial steps separate the pyrometer
voltage respxnse trace pictured in the upper portion of Figure 8 from the
temperature curve in the lower part of the samle figure.
are derived from application of Eqs. (3-12) arid (3-13),
involke t e experimental intensities.

Ithe temperatures
which in turn

A primary cxocern then is

translating the oscil]osccýe trace in volts to measured intensities

Thne

method of finding intensities and subsequently using them to find
temperatures will be addressed next.

Details necessary to actually

implement the technique are discussed in Appendix B.
The usual calibration is d(ne for each oscilloscoe for each
experimental run to cxvert thie x 4nd y deflections to time and voltage,
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respectively.

Response of the diode-amplifier-oscilloscope combination

is then converted from volts to a relative intensity as follows.

The

output of a 1.5 watt argon-ion laser is focussed to an appropriate spot
size an the integrated end of the trifurcated fiber optic bundle (see

Figure 1).

Because the anplifiers are ac coupled they respond only to a

transient signal.

For this reason the CW laser beam is shuttered with a

Uniblitz shutter set to remain open approximately 8 ms.

A pulse

generator is used to trigger both the shutter and the oscilloscope sweeps
with the triggering signal to the oscilloscopes delayed 4 ms with respect
to the shutter open signal.

The oscilloscopes thus sweep a 50-100 lis

segment of time some 4 ms after the shutter begins to open and well
before it begins to close.

During this time the shutter is completely

open and not bouncing around, and the diodes are exposed to the full
intensity of the laser.

.ob
interferencc filters ace interposed between

the laser and the diodes so each of the ttree diodes sees the same laser
signal which is labelled I0.

Laser power and the spot size incident on

the shutter opening are adjusted so that 10 is greater than or equal to
the maximum signal recorded during a data run.

Once these adjustments

are made 10 is assumed to remain constant during the remainder of the
calJbfa4iun procedure.

The oscilloscope camera shutters are opened and tie Uniblitz is
shuttered, recording the pyrometric response to I0.

The laser beam is

then attenuated with a neutral density filter and th2 resulting response
recorded by triggering the Uniblitz.

'rhis process is repeated

successively for neutral density filters numbered between 0.3 and 3.6.
Intensity attenuation is related to filter number through the expression:
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Ij/10

(3-14)

10-A

where A. is the neutral density number and I. is the intensity
transmitted by the jth filter.

A baseline is established by triggering

the oscilloscopes without opening the Uniblitz shutter.

The oscilloscope

photograph produced is shown in the typer portion of Figure 14 and has
the baseline and twelve other voltages recorded.

Maximum intensity is at

the bottcxn of the photograph and the baseline is at the top.

Beginning

immediately above I0 intermediate voltages correspond to A.'s of 0.3,
0.6, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 2.0, 2.3, 2.6, 3.0, 3.3, and 3.6.
with Eq.

In conjunction

(3-14) these voltages axe used to create the relative intensity

4

versus voltage transfer function graphed in the lcer part of Figure 14.
It should be noted that I1 is the hldest trace in the oscilloon)ne.
pýotograph while I

relative to itself is one and arpears at the bjp of

the relative intensity graph.

t

Points on the graph corresponding to

oscilloscope traces are labelled with ti.iangles.
Figure 14 illustrates instrumental idiosyncracies discussed in this
chapter and in Appendix A.

r

sp c n

• A.
between t

First, it is evident from the incorrect
wiGd

2 = U .3 lines in the protograph that

the full laser intensity IC has saturated the pyrometer,

and that,

looking at the lower graph, the maximum voltage response is about 2.58

volts.

In fact a straight line extrapolation oL the linear portion of

graph inlicates that I = 0.65 10 would have been sufficient to

Sthe

saturate the diode and any signals stronger than that are lost.
information.

Secondly, the response of the pyromet(,r near the baseline

af[pcacs not to be truly logarithmic but sanewhat stronger.
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Pyimoetei Relative Intersity Calibration
(a) fPyrornctric response to a defocused argon-ior laser beam.
The bottom trace (:ctie~powEJ: to thu full bearn which is thent
attenuated with riutral density filters of thu indicated N.D.
number to pioducu the remaining traces.
(Ii) Plot of intulnsity relative to urattenuated argon ion beam
vs voltages measured from data of (a).
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explanation might be that the low intensity signal might be indicative of
a significant noise contribution, and the pyrometer response does not
assumee logarithmic characteristics until the intensity is high enough to
completely overshadow the noise.

It

is this low intensity problem that

makes a higher intensity calibration desirable.

Minor deviations fran

linearity in the middle part of the graph are the result either of
measurement uncertainty or of imperfectly characterized neutral density
filters.
The transfer function of Figure 14 is made a continuous function by
using cubic splines.

With this function an intensity relative to the

maxinum laser intensity, I0,

is associated with measured points from

the pyrometer data illustrated in Figure 8.

It is these relative

intensities that are labelled I (T) and are used in Eqs.
The relative intensity at the calibration

(3-13).

mrointi

(3-8) through
I

(T I)

also derived from the transfer function.
At this point the sets of time voltage points read from the pyrometer
traces have been transformed to discrete sets of time-relative intensity

jpoints

read at arbitrary and differing times for each channel.

These

sets are made continuous functions with cubic splines, and used to
produce sets of intensities at commo

times for all channels.

All

quantities required in Eqs. (3-12) and (3-13) have now been computed with
the exception of the linear coefficients.

To avoid complexity the

calculation proceeds with two channels at a time.

A two dimensional grid

of possible ai's is chosen and evaluated one point at a time.

For each

choice of ai's two SC'r and one TCT temperature are found for each point
in time.

The sun of the squares of the differences among the three

temperatures for all connon times defines a minimization function which
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is cceiputed for each point on the coefficient grid.

The values of a, 's

which minimize this function then define best agreement of the SCr and
TOT temperatures, and thus determine the temfperature of the sample.

It

is these tenperatures with their inherent qualifications which are
reported in Chapter 4.
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4.

ThE MFASURED PRDPEIRrIPS OF LIQUID Pb, PT, AuCu, U, Nb, AND NbHf

Sufficient data are presented here to establish the equation of state
of six metals for liquid states at normal densities to as much as four
fold exrpanded.

The materials form a disparate group, ranging from the

simple free electrcri metal lead to the more complex and less easily
modelled uranium, and were chosen to provide a broad base of data an low
density liquid metals.

Lead, being the most compressible, provides the

most revealing information, enabling surprisingly consistent estimates of
the compressibility and the sound speed.

Accurate measurements of

pressure, enthalpy, density, temperature, and resistivity are reported
for all six materials along with less exact estimates of C.

p

The

actual data are presented graphically with least squares fits obtained
with a code by Knox(33) used to generate data tables.
i,

Lead
Figure 15 displays measured enthalpy as a function of SCT

I

temperatures determined from 600 run and 650 rnm channels for lead runs at
0.2 and 0.3 GPa.

Calibration was established by extrapolating the 0.1

?Wa data of Hultgren(34) to .3503 Mj/Kgm at 2600 K, and presumes a
slightly larger C" tha^n
interest.

styn'

L.

IiultgL-en- four the region ot

C = 3.61 _+0.25R is chosen because it better represents the

p

lower part of the measured temperatures and brings, good agreement among
the SCT and ¶1C- temperatures.

The two longest wavelength channels are in

more consistent agreement with each other than they are with the shortest
wavelength (450 rnm) channel.

This is attributed to the sensitivity of

the calibration technique and the fact that the low temperature intensity

_____I
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- Liquid lead temperatures
-- 0.1 GPa Huttgren tables
A 0.2 GPa X = 600 nm
0,8 -0 0.2GPa N 700nm
"00.2 GPa X = 700 nm
S0.3 GPa X 600 nm
® 0.3 GPa X-=700 nm
0.
0.6- [10.3 GPa X = 700 nm
+ Error bars
1.A)
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Fig. 15 Erithalpy vs Liquid Lead Temperaturc

Enthi!py i, plotted as a function of SCT temperatures computed fron data taken

20,00
at 0.2 and 0.3 GPa in the 600 and 650 nm channels. I he caiibratior' puhlnt,
and 0.36 Mj/kgm, is extrapolated from the plotted 0.1 MPa literature data. The
vertical scale is specific enthalpy with respect to cell pressure and 300 K.
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is much stronger in the long wavelength channels and therefore more
A least squares fit of these six data traces is

precisely determined.

given below and selected values presented in Table 1.
2
H CC1 + C2 T + C3T

(4-1)

C1 = 2.227465x10-2
C2

=

1.167629xl0-4

C3

=

4.682139x10-9

Enthalpy is referenced to 300 K and the pressure of each individual

run.

As discussed in detail elsewhere,(15) the enthalpy necessary to

reach a given temperature is almost independent of pressure for the
The difference in the

moderate pressures and temperatures of this work.

enthalpy necessary to reach a given ternerature along separate isobars
can be expressed as

UH, V(T 0 ,P)

[(T-T 0 )c]

2

and a is the thermal expansion coefficient.

6P where T1)

300K

V(T 0 ,P) is independent of

pressure for the moderate pressures germ&ae to the IEX so a sufficiently
snall a will establish that

AM is insignificant on the scale of the

experimental uncertainty associated with the data of Figure 15.
reported by Gschneidner

temperature and pressure.

4

As

a = 29x0-6 K-I for lead at standard

A rather inexact calculation based on the data

of Figure 18 places a between 100x0-6 and 500x10- 6 K 1 over a
temperature range of 2600 K to 6000 K.

K

An a of 300x10

-6

--

produces

a predicted separation of 5% in enthalpy between the 0.2 GPa and 0.3 GPa
data at 5300 K.

No such systenatic offset is observed leading to the

conclusion that a must remain below 100xlO06 K1I until very near the

.

.
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Table I
Measured Properties of Liquid Lead
T(0K)

H-H(T, P)
Mj/kgm0

1600o22111600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3200
3400
3600
3800
4000
4200
4400
4600
4800
5000
5200
5400
5600
5800
5980

.1.

.2211
.2476
.2745
.3018
.3295
.3575
.3859
.4147
.4439
.4734
.5033
.5336
.5642
.5953
.6267
.6585
.6906
.7231
.7560
.789A
.8230
.8570
.8880
.9000
.950
.97
1.000
1.05
1.10
1.15
1.18
1.20
1.25
1.30
1.33

V 0.1 GPa

-0.2

O

1.204
1.236
1.267
1.298
1.329
1.359
1.390
1.420
1.451
1.483
1.518
1.557
1.602
1.654
1.717
1.793
1.885
1.998
2.135
2.302

1.202
1.226
1.250
1.276
1.302
1.329
1.358
1.388
1.420
1.454
1.491
1.531
1.575
1.623
1.675
1.732
i.795
1.865
1.942
2 An2
2.122
2.227
2.331.
2.374
2.567
2,652

GPa

-0.3

~

V.

o

1.178
1.206
1.235
1.265
1.296
1.327
1.359
1.391
1.424
1.457
1.491
1.526
1.563
1.601
.1.642
1.686
1.733
1.785
1.844
1....
1.984
2.068
2.155
2.1,92
2.362
2.568
2.815
3.110
3.462
3' 70n

0io

V-03ga•.
1.149
1.174
1.201
1.229
1.259
1.290
1.322
1.355
1.389
1.424
1.460
1.497
1.535
1.574
1.615
1.657
1.702
1.748
1.798
1.896
1.969
2.028
2.032
2.162
2.285
2.426
2.587
2.773
2.985
3.230
3.510
3.70

I
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liquid-vapor two phase boundary and then climb steeply.
K-

a = 10010-6

yields a 0.5% offset in enthalpy at 5300 K which is indiscernible

with respect to the measurement error of the experiment.
As noted in Chapter 3 the method of determining the temperatures
graphed in Figure 13 and 15 does not require knowledge of the absolute
sample emissivity (see Eq. 3-12 and 3-13).

Computations t

produce the

ai's, however, and these provide sample ernissivities relative to the
calibration point emissivities for each channel through Dg. (3-11).

in

order to obtain a set of absolute emissivities it is necessary to employ
a standard for which an emissivity is known to find the Gi's for e&ch
channel.

For these lead data accompanying calibration runs were made on

tantalum which has a distinctly identifiable melting plateau within tie
range of maximunv

detector sensitivity.

Using Ek. (3-10) and the

temperature trace of the tantalum control run associated with a given

lead run, a value for G1 STa (\iT) uay be obtained at 2--3270 K,
the tantalum melting point.

The tantalum melting point emissivities are

known for specific wavelengths(

36 )

and interpolation of these da"a

provides representative values for the At's of this experiment.

Assuning the G 's have not changed significantly between the lead and
tantalum runs they can be calculated and then used in Bg. (3-10) to find
the lead emissivity at the calibration temperature.

Application of this

calculation is outlined in Table 2 and the resulting anissivities graphed
in Figure 16.
It should be pointed out that while this temperature analysis
technique results in true sample temperatures with small uncertainties,

the emissivities are knrrm much less precisely.

There are two major

sources of error in the emissivity determination, the large ntm*ber of

Table 2
Lead LmiSSivity DeatermiRatjorj

^han

A

~

G

A,

iaXi

4

2

1
2

450
600

8.60xL,)-"
l.61x0

1 9 27P~
.9320x10-3

1.2546xJ0-2
S.8709XIl0 2

3

650

1.96xlcF 3

2.0.393xlOF3

S.Gi67xlO 2

G.c:(AiT)
1.

m.

I.T ('
I m M,
1C

i

)~ CX,
.

Pb

i

cpb(A/n00

1

4.2548x103

.40

l.0637x10-

.087

.075

.1.13

2

5ý2633xJ.0

.38

l.3851x102

.140

.131

.160

3

4.2158x103

.37

1.I394xlW

2

.180

.167

.1,96

T,

2600 K
.3501 Mj/kgnt
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X 450 nm
0) X =600 nm

0~)

650 n

0.18

AA2

E

0.14

0.10

2000

280(U

3600
4400
Temperature - K

5G200

6000

rig. J6 Mcabureji [irssivities ot Liquid I ead
Emnissiviries co~mputed fromy lead data tok, .i at wavelengths of 450, 600, and 650 nm.
The calculation is outlined in Table 2 and makes use of the known emiscivity of
tantalum at 3270 K.
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arithmetic operations involving uncertain numbers and the uncertainty in
the measured lead intensities.

The emissivities are presented in Table 3

along with their uncertainties.

The computed emissivity variation with

temperature is within the measurement error for the temperature range of
the experiment and may,

in fact, just conpensate for the unavoidable

•incertainties in the calibration technique.

The blue channel which was

calibrated at a point nearest minimum detector response exhibits the
strongest temperature dependence in its emissivity.

It can be said with

surety that the liquid lead emissivities are much less than those of
tantalum at its melting point, but further deductions are not warranted.
Figure 17 presents the volume expansion of lead along four isobars.
The enthalpy is referenced to a state at 0.1 MPa and 298 K.

An initial

enthalpy input of 0.0086, 0.0172, 0.0257 and 0.0342 Mj/kgm is produced by
the work done on the sanple during pressurization of the cell for shots
at 0.1, 0°2, 0.3 and 0.4 GPa, respectively.

These enthalpies are

computed from AH = (1-cxT) V AP using a thermal expansion coefficient of
291 6 K-.
-1
29xi0-6

Subsequent enthalpy increases produced by electrical

heating are then added to these anounts.

Least squares 4th order fits

for the four isobars are:

SViV 0

=

C1 +C2 H+C3 H2 +C4 H3 +C5 H4
(4-2)

O+B3 (
H = BI+B2
1 '0V +A 0

+

+B5
4

4

0B

V
0

where both sets of coefficients are listed in Table 4 and representative
values of the parameters are tabulated in Table 1.

Also graphed in

Figure 17 are lead expansion data derived from Lucas' (37) 0.1 MPa
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Table 3
Cowparison of Tantalum and Lead Dnissivities at 3270 K

X (run)

Ta

cPb

1

450

.40

.09+. 06

2

600

.38

.14+.06

3

650

.37

i8+. 06

Channel

t

*From Ref.

34 by interpolaticn.

Table 4
Lead Enthalpy--Volime Coeff icients
0.1 GPa

B

2.316871xl0-

9.806G04xi0-1

-2.600625

3.896541

2.356379
9.947246x10- 1
0461•1A1
C5.

C3

6.296780
-1.757053

-3.785522x0 - 12
-6.135478x].0

C4

-1.433270xl0+
2.612217x10 1

2.061060x10'2.438690xi0- 2

C5

1.122190xi0+I

9.049582xi0 - 1

C2

•B4
B5

AWA
WP

-1.806757

1.009796

c'

BI

0.2 GPa

l.992454x0- 2

0.3 GPa

0.4 GPa

-2.334034

-2.429936

1.012996

1.015107

3.600521
2.932559xi0
-39_1

2

3.823210
-6.336762x0- 2
1 Cn,71A

3M879281
3.I88688xi0-

3.134925
3 .718307Xi0-

-6.163421
-2.597707xl0- 2

-3.754703
-3.192306xl0-2

3.699364

1.867036
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1.4

-T

0

1.2

0

0

0

0
'

0
1.0

C
0

0

0

A

0

0

0.8

X

El

0

0
130

0.6

A

00

0.4

0.2

0

rM
0
--

OP
C]/

14

I-R

2.9

1.1tbar (Pb34)
2 kbar (Pb36)
3 kbar (Pb37)
4 kbar (Pb40)
Refs 7, 34, 37

26

In

R4

V/Vo
Fig, 17 Volume Expansion of Liquid Lead
Enthalpy as a function of specific volume for lead at 0.1. 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 GPa. The
vertical scale is enthalpy with respect to 300 K and 0.1 MPa. Literature values are
the 0.1 MPa data of Kirshenbaum, et al(7) virith the work of Hultgren, et at (34) and
Lucas (37) used to transform from temperature to enthalpy.
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volume temperature relationship using the Hultgren tables (34)
conversion to voJlume-enthalpy.

for

These data are most accurate for V/V 0 <

1.15, employing extrapolated values for enthalpy as a function of
teiperature for V/V 0 > 1.15.
Kirshenbaum, et al.

(7)

On the scale of Figure 17 the data of

are coincident with those of Lucas where again

the Hultgren table is used for enthalpy temperature dependence.
Thle end points of the individual isobaric expansions were reached as
the sample resisitivity turned steeply umiards (see Figure 20).
abrupt sharp increase in resistivity is

An

interpreted here to indicate near

entry into the two phase region at sub-critical pressures and expansion
to critical density at super-critical pressures.

As illustrated in

Figure 17 this point is reached for expansions of 2.3, 2.7, 3.6 and 3.6
at 0.1,

0.2, 0.3,

and 0.4 GPa, respectively.

These points define a

critical dome and a critical specific volume in the neighborhood of 3.6
fold expanded.

A turther mildly daring interpretation of these data

indicate a critical pressure greater than 0.2 GPa but less than 0.3 GPa,
deduced from the fact that the insulating transition occurs at similar
expansions for the 0.3 and 0.4 GPa isobars.
Similar reasoning can be applied to the temrperature data of Figure
15.

The 09

r.PA ten.-eraturcs roach approxitaLely 5300 K while the 0.3

GPa temperatures go as high as 6000 K.

The critical tenperature can be

limited to the 5300 to 6000 K range and depends upon how far above 0.2
GPa the top of the critical dome is.

Specification of the critical

temperature is made less precise by the constant pressure nature of the
experimental track.

Near the critical region in the pressure-volune

plane the isotherms becine_ nearly parallel to the isobars over a
significant range of volumes.

-

It

is therefore difficult to associate a

____________________________________________
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specific tenperature with a given

pecific volume.

These estimates for

the critical parameters of lead are coxpared with other estimates in
Table 5.

The soft sphere parameters are based on a modelling of these

data(5) while the "shock wave" results are based upon the behavior of
release adiabats of shock oaWressed porous lead sanples. (45)

The

corresponding states entry is somewhat approximate in that it depends
upon measured data in cesium and mercury and on an accurate measurement
of the enthalpy of vaporization of lead, a difficult experiment.

The

accuracy of the current work could be inproved as will be discussed in
Chapter 6.

Table 5
Compar ison of Various Estimates for the
Critical Point Parameters of Lead

Source

Tc

K)

VC

v0

P(ra
•Pc(GPa)

This Work

5300-6000

3.6-3.7

0.2--0.3 GPa

Soft Sphere (5)

5158

3.7

0.226 GPa

SShock Wave(45)

5300

4.9

0.170 GPa

Hard Sphere (4)

4668

3.66

0.208

Corresponding States( 46 )

4980

3.49

0.184

The commn enthalpy parameter can be used to deduce from the data of

Figs. 15 and 17 the expansion of liquid lead as a function oftemperature.

This has been done using the least squares fits of Eqs.

(4-1) and (4-2) and presented graphically in Figure 18. The coefficient
of thermal expansion at 2000 K is coflptourd to Le 120x10-6 , 100x10-6,
120xl-

-0.

and l15x-

K-

at 0.1, 0.2,

a,
0.3 and 0.4 U
GPa,
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respectively.

To the accuracy of the calculation these values are

indistinguishable but are less than the 150Ax0-6 1-1 reported by

I

Kirshenbaum, et al. (7)

This difference is due to the fact that 2000 K

is very close to the liquid-vapor tvo phase region at 0.1 MPa but far
removed for the pressures of this work.

The thermal expansiCA-

coefficient increases rapidly as the two phase boundary is approached at
0.1 and 0.2 GPa yielding a maximum value of 400xi0-

K-1 for the 0.1

GPa isobar at 5400 K and a still growing value of 260xi0-6 K-1 at
5960 K for the 0.2 GPa isobar.

The two phase boundary is estimated to be

near V/V 0 = 2.3 and 2.7 for 0.1 and 0.2 GPa.

Less dramatic growth is

observed for the thermal expansion coefficients along the two higher
pressure isobars becruse they do not approach critical density for the
temperature range of these data, and they are estimated to be above

critical pressure.

Representative values of the data of references (7)

and (37) are plotted for con-arison.
Values of the sPecific heat, C , derived from Eq.

(4-1) range from

3,37R at 200 K to 4.31R at 6000 K. Th1Ae width and heighth of the error
bais on the drt-a ot Figure 15 allow a broad possible Lange of heat
capactties arY3 the cl'icŽ of a second order fit is arbitrary.

rosuible th-t: t he .at .

A

r
lno
.....
-... ......-

It is

a....
*------x--'-

of a[ZproxlW~tely 4500 K anr] thetn increases above that.

Cordoba and

"flrcn)ks(38 ) relort a heat capacity approaching 3.25R at 800 K while
-

Hultyren, et al. report a heat capacity of 3.44R at 1300 K. (34)

TO

within experimerital accuracy the current data is in agreenent with these
values.
In additlr•i

to C it is possible to use thea least squares fits to

the data reported here Wt compeute severYal other thernc'physical properties

Ii
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I

2.4

C

2.2
2.0
>0

1.8

1 kbar (PB34)
A 2 kbar (Pb36)
"0 3 kbar (Pb37)
0 4 kbar (Pb40)
--- 0.1 MPa Lucas

>
A
^

-- 0.1 MPaKirshenbaumetal

A
A

% 6

"

00
0b

I

1.6,

1.41.2
1.0

2000

I

I

3000

4000
T-

Fig, 18

5000

6000

K

Thurmval Expansion of Liquid Lead
These are the data of Fig. 17 with the data of Fig. 15 used to convert from enthalpy to temperature.
Lucas' (37) and Kirshenhaum 's. pt Al (7) data arm p

,•tt•d
fnr c.nm pari

on

I
N
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of liquid lead.
at 0.3 GPa.

Table 6 is a tabulation of cmnputed properties for lead

The tenperature range extends only over regions where there

is sufficient separation of the isobars to calculate isothermal

Ioi1ressibility,

1 ýV

KT = V-p)T"

It should be remembered

that the large number of arithmetic operations performed with
experimentally inaccurate numbers renders the crimputed values of Table 6
inexact, even though they are obviously consistent and appear
reasonable.

The cxipressibility is particularly susceptible to

inaccuracies in the data because its calculation involves the difference
of large almost equal numbers.

The resulting error is then carried

forward to the dilation term, the ratio of specific heats, and the sound
velocity.

Because of the lack of data in this temperature range the

sound velocities are compared in Figure 19 with Grover's projections
based qt~n Lindemann Law melting point scaling. (39,40,41)
The last tour colmnns ot Table 6 display the results of a theoretical
estimate of the specific heat at constant volume and the difference in
the measured C

and the estimated C

v. Ve is c<xiputed from the

free electron expression for electronic beat capacity(42) using the

iiii

experiment ally determined specific volume.

C

Cre

= 2 NeeL

[KTf

R

(4-3)

The lattice contribution to the specific heat, Cvi, is taken from
39
Grover's expression based uplyn Lindemann type scaling( )

3 [L

(4-4)

+

S-
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!U

0

1.4

0

This work

SGrover,

ref 41

1.2
V0

E

0

-1

0.8 L
0.6
3000

-_,_

J
3500

4000

4500

,
5000

5500

6000

T-K(
Fig. 19 Sound Velocity in Liquid Lead at 0.3 GPa
compressibilities deduced from the data of Fig. 18 Cornmarison is made to sound velocities
calculated by Grover using the 'GRAY" model. (39 -41 Agreement is considered excellent
and fortuitous because of the inherent inaccuracies of each method.

a,
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which has been found to be in agreement with soft-sphere modelling over a
broad temperature range.

a has been chosen as 0.125 to give best

agreement with published data while Tm is

the temperature of melt at a

given density and can be calculated using the Lindemann scaling law and
the Gruneisen relationship.

Tm

ý

T
*±0

The Lirdemann scaling law is (40)

2 vm 2/3

miylr
Ivo
0G

(4-5)

where the subscript m refers to the melting state at specific volume
ajnd the subscript 0 refers to the melting state at standard pressure.
The Gruneisen expression is

YG=

dnV

(4)

and provides a relationship for the normal mode variatihn as a function
of volume. ( 4 3 )

The paamnieter YG'

is usually inferred from high

pressure shock wave exper iments but Ross has found it to follow well the
linear relaticnshp yG = CV + .1(44) Te constant c is
dteormined using yG = 2.62 at V0 = 1.03 normal density. (7,35)
Intcegration of Sq. (4-6) and its substitution Lin

&g.

(4-5) yields:

-/ 2C (V0-Vm

T==

e

m(4-7)

Consistent measurements and calculations should yield reasonable
agreement between C -C and the dilation term. In view of the
p v
estimated nature of the involved parameters the agreement is quite good.
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Plotted in Figure 20 are the measured resistivities as a function of
specific volume for runs at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 GPa.

Also graphed are

the measurements of Banchila and Filippov which were taken at variable
and unspecified pressures for temperatures as high as 2500 K. (48)

The

conversion from temperature to specific volume was done using Lucas'
18. (34)
density temperature relationship which is graphed in Figure
The current data are in excellent agreement with Banchilla and Fiiippov
over the limited volume range of their measurements.

Lead resistivities

are apparently a function of specific volume (or density) alone as
evidenced by the agreement of the four isobars of resisitivity data which
are at differing temperatures for a given expansion (see Figure 18).

The

large expansions are accompanied by liquid state resistivities which grow
as much. as a factor of seven for the subcritical 0.2 GPa data and a
C,

t.t.. -. -,t

LdULJJL

,r

Ut

.,

U

d1attL~cL

lA
•..

'44

O._

.

..

.

.

.

fo: LLthe S+jLeC[CLuL

",

-

uS" A'

i 0.4

U±Ad

uLac.

-...

ff1is

slouxu be

contrasted to platinum, for example, whose liquid state resistivity
increases only a factor of two by the time the isobaric expansion reaches
the neighborhood of the liquid-vapor two phase region (see Figure 23).
Thce pronounced vol•me dependence will be discussed further in Chapter 5
where the volume dependent resistivity projected by the nearly free
electron model is shown 'co ap-ply well to lead.

A least squares fit of

the liquid state data is given below and representative values tabulated
in Table 7.

Although the lead resistivities

c114C2

)

+3

+ C4 -)v

C1 = 0.512205
C2 = -0.785519

"

I

(4-
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24.0

2

20.0

CP
16.0-

S

I

1

U.U

8.0-

4.0--

1.0
1.0

I
1.4

I

I

1.8

2.2

U
,
0
*

0.1 GPa
0.2 GPa
0.3 GPa
0.4 GPa

--

Banchila Filippov, 1973

I

2.6

I

3.0

3.4

3.8

VAi 0
Fig. 20 Liquid Lead Resistivity
Resistivity in i•2m is shown to be a function of specific volume for lead at 0,1, 0.2, 0.3,
and 0.4 GPa. Comparison is made with the data of Banchila and Filippov (48) which
demonstrates the excellent agreement of the two data sets over the limited range of the
previous work.
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C3

1.]97060

C4

0.056275

are not a unigue function of teprperature, the temrperdture dependertce
alc,ig the various isobars can be deduced by fitting the data ol Figure 18
and using volumes so calculated in Eq. 4-8.

The volume versus

temperature expression necessary to do this is:

V

T
C¶ + C
2 2T

C3T2
3

C4 T3
4

5T5

where the coetficients for tou- isobars are listed in T'hbAe 8.

Platinum
PlaLini.n specific volLhae

thalpy data take'i at pressures of 0.2, 0.3

and U.4 GPa are plotted in Figure 21.
and 298 K.

Enthalpy is referanced to 0.3. MPa

Cr•'inate values are the measured electrically added

enthalpies plus an enthalii

of cold •.Yxpressia!.

As witih lead the

conpressional entnal.pies ate calculated tLCM the expressicon AlH
(I--eT)V
i-1.

6

Y where a, the coefficient o( thermal expansion,

(33)

is 26.85x10-6

then
-I!
)s 0.0092, 0.0139, and 0.0185 Mj/ am fe-n n--2

arnd 0.4 GPa, respectively.

03-,

The crtrpressibility is sufficiently low that

expected resolution aI-cg tIie plotted isobars is smaller than
experimentil uncertainties.

Therefore, the following second order

expression is fit to all the liquid phase data of Figure 21:

V
V
v0

2
A. 4 A2H + XL
3H

(4-10a)
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Table 7
The Resistivity of Liquid Lead for
V/V 0 between 1.15 and 3.65
V/V0

V/V0

)

V/V0

p

m)

1.15

1.290

2.00

4.630

2.85

11709

1.20

1.410

2.05

4.926

2.90

12.282

1.25

1.538

2.1-0

5.236

2.95

12.874

1.30
1.35

1.675
1.820

2.15
2.20

5.559

3.00

13.487

5.896

3.05

14.122

1.40
1.45

1.975
2.139

2.25
2.30

6.247
6.613

3.10
3.15

14.778
15.456

1.50

2.312

2.35

6.993

3.20

16.157

1.55

2.495

2.40

7.389

3.25

16.882

1.60

2.689

2.45

7.801

3.30

17.630

1.65

2.892

2.50

8.228

3.35

18.402

1.70

3.106

2.55

8.672

3.40

19.200

1.75

3.331

2.60

9.134

3.45

20.023

1.80

3.567

2.65

.

3.50

20.872

1.85

3.815

2.70

10.109

3.55

21.747

1.90

4.074

2.75

10.623

3.60

2.2.650

1.95

4.346

2.80

11.157

3.65

23.581

Table 8
Least Squares Coefficients for Fi:t of
V/V 0 versus Termperature for Liquid Lead
0.1 GPa
C1

1.250943

0.2 GPa

0.3 GPa

1.050965

1.13140

0.4 GPa
1.10334

5

-1.27027x10-

4

3.09513xl0- 7

3.00071xl0-8

1.41486xi0-

7

C4

-8.34668x10-II

-8.12790x10-1 2

C5

8.26025xi0-15

1.22937x10- 1 5

C2

-3.43794x10- 4

C3

6.23018x10-

-3.15433x102.71183xi0-

1I
1

-9.16413x10-5
1.01549x10-7
-1.85668x10'- 1
1.41846x10-15

V
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A1

0.99265

A2

0.19299

A
3

0.15811

The inverse relation is:
2
H

B

B + B

1

+ B

(4-10b)

2CVV )+3(VV

= -3.34273

B2 = 4.43530
B3 = -0.899656

Representative values computed with Eq. (4-10) are presented in Table 9.
Error bars indio.'ted in Figure 21 represent 5% uncertainty in the vol•ue
measurement and 2% uncertainty in the enthalpy as discussed in Chapter 3,
and appear overly pessimistic in view of the agreement (among the
indiv.,idual data runs.
Solid platinum densities are compared to those measured LkyWaseda, et
al (49)

using x-ray diffraction techniques.

Waseda's expression for the

dilation of an individual lattice parameter as a function of teixerature
is:

Aa

a

*1

_5546yd0-6 (T-298)+3.750xl0-9 (T-298)

(4-11)

and, because of the cubic stru•.tuce of platinum, results in a volume
expansion of V/V 0

=

1 + 3

Aa
where only
-0

"..

first order terms have been
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E 1.6
1.1

I08

2

0.8
A 0.2 GPa (Pt8)
C-3 0.3 G~ai (Pt3)

IC):

0.4 0.-

-

I

Liquid-solid
L
2 phase region

•

0.4 GPa (Pt5)

Waseda et al., ref 49, 50
Lucas. ref 51
Dubinin ref 52

"1.-1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

V/Vo
r-ig. 21

Platinum Enthalpy vs Specifiu Volume
Data are for platinum at 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 GPa with an estimate i tliquid
te
solid
23. The veriicai scaie is reierenced to
2Dt oýre f plujat
iuduuuda ur.2 F0i.3 and
300 K arid 0.1 MPa. Comrarison is made to the work of Waseda, et al (49),
Lucas (51, and Dubinin 52) with some discrepancy noted in the liquid state
which was reached with some difficulty by the previous investigators.

'A!

I
'I

1i.

_

~'-
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Eqansions computied with Eq.

retained.

(4-11) using teq(eratures taken

from the enthalpy temperature t--bl1i of HuLtgren(50) are also graphed
in Figure 21.

Waseda's measurements show platinum to be approximately 6%

expanded at the beginning of melt which is reported by Hultgren to ooxur
at an enthalpy of 0.273 Mj/l";in.

The beginning and end of melt are not

readily discernible features cf Figure 21, bUt can be identified
approximately in the temperature data of Figure 22 and the resistivity
data of Figure 23.

Melt begins at an enthalpy of 0.270 + 0.005 Mj/Kym

and is coqleted by 0.400 A-0.010 Mj/Kgm yielding an enthalpy of melt of
0.130 + 0.015 Mj/Kgm which compares with Hultgren's prediction of 0.101
Mj/Kqnt. (513)

Corresponding volhne expansions at the beginning and end

of meat are 1.06 + 0.005 and 1.10 + 0.01, respectively.
Also plotted in Figure 21 are the projections of Lucas (51) and
Dubinin. (5.)

V
•

Lucas' expression for volume E~xpusion is.

1.1345 + 1.7374x10

-

(4-12)

(T-2042)

V0

and is a fit to data taken at ter•peratures between 2042 K and 2200 K.
The corresponding expression of Dubinin is:

V- = [0.9217 - 1.llB9xl0_-4

V0

(T-2042)]- -

(4-13)

and was determined by analyzing the configuration of sessile drops at
temperatures f:om 2042 K to 2473 K. The use of Eq. (4-14) to convert
from temperature to enthalpy produces the indicated points in Figure 21.
The discrepancies between the measurements of Lucas and Dubinin and

If

I
I

I.
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Table 9
Measured Properties of Piatinun
Teuperature K

2100

2300
2500
2700
2900
3100
3300
3500
3700
3900
4100
4300
4500
4700
4900
5100
5300
5500
5700
5900
6100
6300

6500
6700
6900
7100
7300
7500

+0

i

Vo

0.u47

H-H(T 0 ,P) Mj/kqm

0.4681

0.5180
0.5679
0.61.78
0.6677
0.7176
0.7675
0.8174
0.8674
0.9173
0.9572
1.0171
1.0670
1.1169
1.1668
1.2167
1.2666
1.3165
1.3664
1.4163
1.4662
1

. 5i6J1

1.5660
1.6160
1.6659
1.7158
1.7657
1.8156

P (Ijom)

V/V 0

1.028

1.12

1.052
1.076
1.099
1.122
1.144
1. 167
1.190
1.214
1.239
1.264
1.291
1.320
1.350
1.383
1.418
1.455
1.496
1.539
.1.586
1. 636
1.690
1.748
1.800
1.877
1.949
2.025
2.107

1.14
1.15
1.17
1.19
1.21
1.23
1.26
1.28
1.30
1.33
1.35
1.38
1.41
1.43
1.46
1.49
1.52
1=55
1.58
1.62
1.65
1.68
1.72
1.75
1.79
1.83
1.86
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between each of theirs and ours is embodied in widely differing specific
The relative volume at end of melt is found

volumes at the end of melt.

In each

to be 1.1345 by Lucas, 1.085 by Dubinin, and 1.10 + 0.01 here.

of these cases the slope of enthalpy versus V/V 0 is roughly the same
for the low temperature liquid region.
Platinuim temperature measurements,

Pyrometry channels were centered at

GPa, are plotted in Figure 22.
nominal wavelengths of 450,

made et pressures of 0.3 and 0.4

600,

and 700 nm and sample radiation was

sufficiently intense in all channels to produce distinct evidence of the

melting transition.

However,

the lcow melting temperature (T

= 2042 K)

caused the melting transition to occur near enough to minimLy detector
response to render the blue channel melting intensities too unreliable
for calibration purposes.

Therefore,

the red channels are calibrated on

melting point intensities and the blue channel is calibrated by
-ttributing
a later time intensity to a higher temperature as determined
by red channel data (see Eq.

3-10).

Sample radiation in almost all cases

was bright enough to saturate the pryrometers at late times, resulting in
abnormally large data scatter at temperatures above 6000 K.
on Figure 22 are computed with Eq. A-I assuming
Gi/Gi = 20%.

H = C1 + C2 T

C 1 = -5.5935xi0-2

'Ir~

= 10% and

Because of these uncertainties in calibration and late

time measurements the data are least squares fit

C2

Ii/Ii

Error bars

2.4954x10-4

to the linear function:

(4-14)
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2.0

V

T - V

S1.2CL

•:0.
0Z

.

0

Pt 11 E20C (0.3 GPa)

,A Pt 12 E21C (0.3 GPa)

Li

0

Pt 14 E2C (0.4 GPa)

*0.4
0 Pt 14 E2A (0.4 GPa)
o Pt 15 E4C (0.3 GPa)
.0_._58'00I

1800

2600

LI
6600, , 7400

3'0

3400

4200

5000

5800

6600

7400

8200

Temperature - K
Fig. 22 Platinum Enthalpy vs Temperature
Platinum data are taken at 0.3 and 0.4 GPa. The vertical scale is enthalpy referenced to 300 K
and 0.1 MPa while the horizontal scale is SCT temperature. Temperature values are derived
from data taken at 45U and /UU nm.
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over the entire liquid range from 2042 K to 8000 K.
broadly averaged heat capacity of 5.85 + 0.50R.

%Chen, is a

This can be compared

with the liquid heat capacities of other d electron transition metals
such as molybdenum whose C is 8.5R, tantalum having a C of 8.3R, or
tungsten having a C of 6.2R. (53)
p
Figure 23 presents resistivities measured at 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 GPa.
The independent parameter of choice is enthalpy but could as well have
been temperature or specific volune because there is no measured
resolution among the platinum isobars as there is for lead.

Enthalpy is

referenced to the state at 298 K and the ambient cell pressure of each
individual run, and is thus the enthalpy due to resistive heating only.
A least squares fit of these data in the liquid phase yields the
expression:

C1 + C2 H + C3 HH2 + C4 H3~

P

C1

=

0.711749

C2

=

0.921390

C3 = -0.679053

(4-15)

3I

C. = 0.327686

Use of Eq. (4-10b) for enthalpy versus volume in conjunction with Fq.
(4-15) yields the fundamental volume dependence of platinum resistivity.
In an attempt to probe the liquid vapor coexistence region individual
rLuns at 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 GPa were carried to expansions at which the
resistivity began to grow very quickly, i.e. the densities at which a
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Platinum Resistivity
The resistivity of platinum in p#m is plotted as a function of enthalpy referenced to
300 K and cell pressure. No significant separation is observed among isobars at 0.2,
0.3 and 0.4 GPa. With reference to Fig. 21 similar agreement would be obtained for
resistivities as a function of specific volume.
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metal to insulator transition was observed to occur.

Table 10 lists the

parameters characteristic of that point on the individual isobars.

Table 10: Platinum Boiling Point
Pressure (GPa)

V/V0

If(Mj/Kgm)

p (WOR)

0.2

1.60

1.82

1.85

0.3

1.89

1.90

2.28

0.4

1.90

1.97

2.80

Enthalpy again is that added resistively.

Platinum resistivities exhibit

moderate increases with enthalpy until what is interpreted here as the
boiling point is reached.

At that point the resistivity versus enthalpy

curve rises almost vertically making the enthalpy and the resistivity
measurements somewhat uncertain.

For this reason the relative volume

parameter of Table 10 has to be regarded as the most reliable of the
estimated boiling point parameters.
For pressures between 0.2 and 0.4 GPa the relative expansion at which
boiling occurs appears to be only weakly dependent upon pressure,
indicating that the slope of the liquid vapor coexistence curve in the
pressure-specific volume plane is very steep (see Figure 2).
interpreted to mean that 0.4 GPa is

ell belco

This is

critical pressure since

near the peak of the critical dome the coexistence curve must necessarily
flatten out.

Young and Alder use hard sphere van der Waals calculations

to project a platinum critical pressure of 1.05 GPa. (4)

Subsequent

soft sphere calculations have reduced the original hard sphere
predictions by significant amounts for other d-electron transition

94
metals.(5)

Although no soft sphere calculations are available for

platinum by analogy one could logically assuie that the critical pressure
of platinum might be between 0.5 and 0.6 GPa.

data of this work are

TI-

consistent with that prediction.

Gold-22o~r

Several data runs were made on an alloy of gold and r-pper at
pressures of 0.2, 0.3,

and 0.4 GPa.

From a basic science point of view

investigations of pure gold and puce copper would have been preferable,
but the pure materials were thought to be too difficult to heat
resistively because of low normal state resistivities.
of gold is 0.022 11Qm and that of copper if 0.017 wm
the alloy has resistivities of 0.0732 and 0.070
and annealed forms,

respectively.

The resistivity
at 295 K while

•m in the cold drawn

The alloy chosen is 95% by weight or

35% b:y mole gold, the rest being copper.

It

is a coavmon material noted

for its combined characteristics of strength and resistance to hydrogen
embrittlement.

It

is hoped that, although the trans-ort properties are

strongly a function of the alloying, the measured equation of state
parameters will bear some close relationship to those of pure gold.
Non-annealed gold-copper resistivities measured at 0-2, 0.3 and 0.4
GPa are plotted in Figure 24.
identifiable than it

The melting transition is less distinctly

is for many pure metals but is

interpreted as

beginning at approxinately 0.14 + 0.02 Mj/Kgm and ending at 0.21 + 1.01
Mj/Kgm for a total transition enthalp1y deposition of 0.07 + 0.03 Mj/Kgn,

i.

Although not completely equivalent this can be, oopared to the enthalpy
of melt of pure gold which is 0.064

4-

0.002 Mj/Kgm. (55)

Pure gold

melts at 1337.56 K yielding an entcopy of melt of 4.79 + 0.15xi0

WWI

•-
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Mj/Kgm for a total transition enthalpy deposition of 0.07 + 0.03 Mj/Kgm.
Although not ccpletely equivalent this can be coipared to the enthalpy
of melt of pure gold which is 0.064 + 0.002 Mj/Kgm. (55)

Pure gold

melts at 1337.58 K yielding an entropy of melt of 4.79 + 0.15x10-

5

For the rapid heating rates ot this experiment the alloy is

Mj/Kgm K.

assumed to melt at constant composition but varying temperature.

With

reference to Hansen's phase diagram the alloy begins melt at 1248 K and
ends melt at 1278 K.( 5 6 )

Using an intermed~ite temperature of 1263 K

the transitional entropy for the alloy is 5.5 + 2.4x0--5 Mj/Kgm-K.

If

the large confidence interval is ignored the alloy is observed to have a
higher transitional entropy than the pure gold, as might be expected.
The resistivity of the alloy does not grow as rapidly as a function
of enthalpy as the resistivities of the other metals of this work.

At

the beginning of melt the Au-Cu resistivity has barely reached 0.15 1.m
as compared to the 0.60 P2m value for platinum at a similar point (see
Figure 23).
of 1.00
down.

Both lead and platinum resistivities are in the neighborhood

pf2m

at the end of melt while that for Au-Cu is a factor of three

The conductivity of Au-Cu remains very high throughout the liquid

region as does the thermal conductivity by Wiederann-Franz law
reasoning.

The liquid state resistivities are 1c,.t- sqiares fit hy,

(4-16) and representative values listed in Table 11.

SC

C1

1

=

+ C2 H +C 3H 2

0.24382

C2 = 0.212790
C3 = 0.910419

Enthalpies are

(4-16)
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Fig. 24 Gold-Copper Resistivity
The resistivity of gold-copper in Qm is diplayedj as a function of enthalrw
relerented to 300 K and cell prr:ssur,. No significant separacion is observed
among isobars at 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 GPa. Sporadic and inconsiktent resistivities
are recorded for enthalpy depositiorns above 0,9 Mj/kgmn which could be
indicative of imperfect voltage probe contasct or nearness to the liquid vapor
two phase region. The rmeiting transition for this alloy is iess distinctly identifiable than it is for single constituent metals.
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referenced to 298 K and the cell pressure of a given run and are thus the
enthalpies added electrically.
Teaperature measurements on the alloy proved very difficult to make
consistent for reasons that are not completely understood.

Experimental

problems arose with a suspected uistable pyrometer baseline while
computations proved sensitive to a necessarily indirect calibration
technique.

Figure 25 is a plot of enthalpy versus temperature for six

different runs, the temperature being based upon channels centered at
600, 700, and 900 nm.

Several of the data tracks plotted exhibit a sharp

upward turn at relatively modest temperatures (detector voltages) while
others display a downward dip near minimum detector response.

Both of

these unphysical characteristics are quite evident in the trace labelled
AC8E31BA, in which the temperatures are derived from the 700 rur channel
of a 0.20 GPa run.

The abnormal initial droop and the later time upturn

are thotught not to be a function of wavelength rnr pressure ryor any real
effect of the sample, but evidence of electronic instability in the
pyrometers.

The pyrometers rely on a battery arrangement to maintain a

noise-free, stable baseline. (12)

In retrospect the state of cbarge of

the pyroneter batteries appears to have beenimarginal for many of the
g,)Id-copper data runs.

Only the run ACI9E32CB was made at a time when

the batteries were relatively freshly charged.

Data of this run define a

line of most camoident temperatures and are least squares fit as given in
R1. (4-17) with representative values listed in Table 11.

H

C1 4 C2 T 4 C3 T2 + C4 T3 + C5T4 + C6,_5

C1 =-1.3517

(4-17)

C4 = 1.9526xi0i 10
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Table 11
Measured Properties of GoCd-Copper
T(K)
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3200
3400
3600
3800
4000
4200
4400
4600
4800
5000
5200
5400
5600
5800
6000
6200
6400
6600
6800
7000
7200

V0 - 0.055 cm /gm

H-H (T, P) Mj/kgm
0.3648
0.4061
0.4398
0.4685
0.4941
0.5182
0.5421
0.5668
0.5929
0.6208
0.6508
0.6826
0.7163
0.7514
0.7874
0.8238
0.8601
0.8957
0.9300
0.9623
0.9924
1.0197
1.0442
1.0658
1.0845
1.1007
1.1151

(AIm)
0.443
0.480
0.514
0.543
0.571
0.599
0.627
0.657
0.690
0.727
0.768
0.81.3
0.863
0.918
0.976
1.037
1.100
1.165
1.229

V/V 0
1.18
1.20
1.22
1.24
1.26
1.27
1.29
1.31
1,32
1.34
1.36
1.38
1.40
1.43
1.45
1. 47
1.49
1.51
1.53
1.55
1.57
1 o8
1.60

SI100
c2
C

3

-

1.9810x

4
C5 = 2.0312x10-

-8.7698x0- 7

C

= 7.9449x10- 1 9

6

The fifth order fit is chosen as the lowest order expression that
shadows a dip in the heat capacity observed in the oscillocupke record of
the pyrocmetric response.
as entirely suitable.

The accuracy of the data suggests a linear fit

The indicated uncertainty intervals are calculated

using Eq. (A-1) with a variable estimate for AMi/Ii.
the enthaljy of Figure 25 and Eq.
through resistive heating.

(4-17)

As in Figure 24

is tivit added to the sample

Calibration was accrlished by associating

the enthalpy needed to reach the end of melt as identified in Figure 24
with a sample temperature of 1278 K.

From this base point below minimum

detect.or response a constant heat capacity was used to e.trapolafe to a
mfldsuLei enthalpy onrrespondi'iy to an intensity strong enough to be
measured with some precision.
to be 0.22 Mj/Kgm.

For run AC19 the base enthalpy was found

A constant heat capacity of 1.672xi0-4 Mj/Kgm-K was
The

used to establish a calibration point at 2600 K and 0.44 Mj/Kgm.

heat capacity choice was dictated by matching the slope of the enthalpytemperature curve at the low temperature end and was necessarily an
iter.ative process.

It

should be emphasized that this technique carried

with it accuracy pr.;bl1rms inherent in extrapolating over 1000 K which
are, however, adequately represented by the graphed error bars.

The

large electronically caused systematic oft-sets are not coipletely
accommodated by the eý-ror bars.
Figure 26 displays enthalpy-specific volumee data of the 0.2, 0.3, and
0.4 GPa isobars for the gold-copper alloy.

i

/.

. . .:

lrathalpy is referenced to 298

:_
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='ponents due to pressurization and

K and 0.1 MPa and thus includes
resistive heating.

Enthalpies ot corpressia,

are 0.0109, 0.0163, and

0.0218 Mj/Kgm at 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 GPa, respectively. and are conpauted
K-.

(l-oT)V0 6P where a = 42.3xl0

from the expression All

57)

Expected resolution of the isobars is far less than experimental
uncertainty and, in fact, no consistent separatiai is observed.

In each

of the runs of Figure 26 expansion was carried to the point where the
sariples became non-ccAducting, although at this limit sample

resistivities and to a lesser extent densities exhibited an unstable
oscillatory behavior.

The diameter fluctuations were not pronounced

enough to be easily detected with the late time ruby snapshot.

However,

the resistivities indicated the sample to be passing back and forth
between highly resistive and moderately conducstive states.

The first

sharp upturn of resistivity occurred at enthalpies of 0.88, 1.15 and 0.97
Mj/Kgm for the 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 GPa runs, repsectively.

The uncertain

behavior of the samples near maximum expansion makes identification of
the boundary of the liquid vapor two phase region impossible and casts
doibt on the validity of the data beyond V/V 0

1.6.

A se:ond order

least squares fit of these data is:

J

I

...

H=C

1

+ C2

C1

-2.0681

C2

2.4088

C3

-0.29781

"v " + C3

V

2

(4-18)
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Fig. 26 Gold-Copper Enthalpy vs Spoific Volume
Gold-copper data taken at 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 GPa. The horizontal scale is the
specific volume riormalized to Vo = 0.055 cm 3 /gm, and the veitical scale
is specific enthalpy referenced to 300 K and 0. 1 MPai. No systematic separation among the isobars is observed.
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and representative values are listed in Table 11.

A comparison of Figs.

24 and 26 indicates that the melting transition oocurs at expansions
between 1.05 and 1.10.

Uranium
Uranium terperature data have been analyzed for thi-ee separate 0.2
GPa runs 'labelled here U80,

U83,

and U85.

For purposes of determining

the emissivity of uranitun, Lantalum calibration runs were made in
ccnjur-cticn with U80 and U85,
respectively.

and are here designated Ta58 and Ta6l,

These uranium data were used as a test case to compare the

temperature determining technique discussed

up to chis point with a

"second technique based upon choosing a constant emissivity for each
channel that affords best agreement among the applicable SCT and ToIl
temperatures,

The second method,

for reference p-rpses

callcd th-

constant emissivity method, rests upon evaluating the unknown calibration
factor, Gi, for each channel through use of a tantalum calibration
run.

Specifically Eq.

(3-10)

is awplied to the measured intensity at the

tantalum melting plateau with a known tantalum emissivity. (36)

Ii1i (Tm)
1

(4-19)

'(X.,T )Fi(Tm)

Primes refer to quantities associated with the tantalum standard and T
is the tantalun melting temperature assumed to be its, one atmosphere
value of 3270 K.

Substitution of Eq.

(4-19) into Eq.

following expression for the SCT temperature:

(3-8) yields the
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I'(T )C(A.,T)Fi(T)
1,
C (XiTm)Fi(Tm

I(T)

(4-20)

where the sample emissivity E(Ai,T) is
Applicaticn of Eqs.
and j,

(3-8)

and (4-19)

the only unknown parmneter.

to individual channels designated i

and a snall amount of algebraic manipulation,

produzes an

expression for the TCT temperatures that is analogous to Eq.
I

I(T)

lIT) -

(3-13).

I

E (X.,T )I(THIT (
j - mi
j
_____'__
'

(L,T)
X)
1

I(T)

(4-21)

(C ,T )I(Tm)Fi(Tm)c (XjT)FP(T)
As with Eqs.

(3-12) and (3-13)

two channels c<t pyrometry data enable

the determination of two SCT temperatures with Eq.
temperature with Eq.
S(A

,T) and c (j

(4-21).

(4-20)

and one ¶YTF

In practice the unknown sample emissivities

,T) wvre assumed

independent of temperature and

chosen to bring best agreement among the SCT and TCT tepperature6 for the
entire experimental run.

It is important to remember that all measured

intensities represented in Eqs.

(4-20) and (4-21) are actually

intensities relative to a calibration intensity 10.

For this reason

both the tantalum standard and the data run must use the same pyrometer
voltage to intensity transfer function

(see Fianre 14).

Figure 27 illustrates the full range agreement achieved with the
choice of endssivities listed in Table 12.

For the pyromertric windows of

this study the temperatures are only a weak function of the emissivity.

It

is felt that the fact that the emissivities calculated are of the

right order of magnitude represents a positive resuJt.

1b special

meaning should be attached to the precise values nor the relative
magnitudes among the channels.

The sig,jificant conclusion is that the

_____n____________I____________________
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choice of a reasonable set of emissivities results in close agreement

aTong the SCT temperatures over the full range of temperatures reached in
t1e experiment.

A similar computation was done with the data of run U85.
*

The SCr

temperatures calculated exhibited agreement as close as that shown for
run U80,

and the emissivities necessary to achieve that agreement are

listed in Table 13.

Within the precision of the calculation the

emissivities of Table 13 are consistent with those of Table 12.
Stephen's calculates an emissivity of 0.32 + 0.01 at 650 run by measuring
the radiance terperature at the melting point. (58)

He then assumes

this emissivity to be valid for a temperature range of 1406 to 2350 K.

Table 12:

Uranium Emissivities Derived from Run 1;80

%Ta

i

(i)

(UR

450

0.40

0.25

600

0.38

0.48

650

0.37

C.37

Table 13:

Uranium Emissivities Derived from Run U85
ICd

I

UK

1,

450

0.40

0.44

700

0.37

0.35

900

0.35

0.35

ali provide a direct cw
t

eparison of the constant emissivity tantalum

calibraticn method with the method that assumes a linear temprerature
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5000

00

4200

I,-

0

3400

0
A
0
0

2600

X= 4b5 nm c = 0.25
X2 =600nme=0.48
X3 =650, nm e = 0.37

1800
14
F79. 27

i''

20

26
32
Time - psec

38

44

Uranium SC TI emperatures Calculated with Constant Emissivities
Single channel temperatures are derived from data taken at 450, 600, and 650 nm
using constant emissivities of 0.25, 0.48, and 0.37, respectively. Calibration is
accomplished by using a separate tantalum calibration run in a manner outlined
by Eqs. (4-19) and (4 - 20). Full range close agreement is obtained with this
choice of temperature independent reasonable magnitude ernissitivities,
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dependence, Eqs.

(3-12) and (3-13) were applied to the data from the two

red channels of run U80.

The agreement among the three temperatures is

illustrated in Figure 28.

The necessary tie point was T = 2800 K and H =

0.529 Mj/Kgm and was chosen by extrapolating Stephens data with a
consantC .(58)
constant C
The Cp was selected as a compromise between
p
Stephens value, C = 2.04 + 0.5x10-4 Mj/Kgm-K (11.6 + 0.3 cal/wole
p
K), and one that matches the low temperature end of the current liquid
-4 Mj/Kgm-K (12.7 cal/mole-K).
= 2.23x04

data, C

Although the

emissivities are not a direct result of the tie point method it is
possible to find them through a comparison of the data with its
associated tantalum run.

An outline of this calculation and the results

are presented as Table 14 and Table 15 for runs U80 and U85,
respectively.

In view of the many arithmetic operations involving

uncertain quantities the agreement anmg the uranium emissivities found
in each of the data runs and published by Stephens is excellent.

Blue

channel. (X = 450 nm) data were not used because the low intensities at
the tie point were believed to be noise dominated, and did not provide an
adequate calibration.

The overall temperature dependence of the

emissivity is seen to be very slight and may just be compensating for
inherent inaccuracies in the measurement and calibratimn proredures.

Ii

Figure 29 presents the enthalpy versus temperature data for runs U80
and UJ85.

Error bars are calculated using Eq.

(A-1) with AGi/Gi = 10%

and A1i/Ii = 10% for low temperatures and 5% for higher temperatures.

Stephen's data taken at 0.1 MPa is plotted also and is least

squares fit for the temperature range of 1407 K to 2348 K by the
following expression: (58)
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00
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-

C

3400

<>

0Q<

0

00
I

00
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0=
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X = 600 nm SCT

0

X0/m3
0
TCT

ox 2/X3 'c
1800
14
Fig. 28

IIII
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32
26
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44

Uranium Tenperatures CaIcu.lated wii Temperature Dependent Emissivities
ei-f.,
,.'tures derived tro-' data taken at 500 and 650 nrm and TCT terperaiures
deduced from the ratio of the intensities of these two channels show close agreement
over the full temperature range. Temperatures are calculated with linearly dependent
emissivities and are calibrated to a tiepuint at 2800 K and 0.529 Mj/kgm extrapolated
from Stephe.ns data. 168) Emissivity for the 600 rim channel varies between 0.37 and
0.44 while remaining constant at 0.32 for the 650 nrn channel.
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Table 14

U80 Driissivity Determination

Chan

)

CUc>4A.T

A.

1

±i~i

GicAX.,T)
±$±
M

T'

I. (X.,T ) G. aI,
iTa
m
I a~m)
'iTa (Tn)
F(X1 Tm)

1

450

2.21x10-3

2

600

5.70x10'3

5.86xltF 3

6.20x10-2

5.558x10-3

3

650

S.O5xlO-

5.osxxo3

1.2x10 -1

5.83x103

Chani

E£ (X.,

)

G

c R(X.,TM)

cU (A.,2500)

~cRX15500)
1.

0.40

2

0.38

l.46v1C

3

0.37

1.576x10-2

Tie Point Calculation
= 2800 K

TT
H
ri11n

=

0.529 mj/Krm
3270 K

2

IV~

_0

0.32+-0.05

v37-044
0.

0.32-0.32
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Table 15
U85 Emissivity Determination
Chan

G
G.i.

M4X.,TT)

GiE:U

(xT)II

I.~ (Xj,T)

G. a(A.,T)

1u~~P it~in~

i~irn

iTa (in)

1

450

7.258xlO -4

2

700

1.334x10-3

l.348xI10 3

3.OxlO-2

1.513xlcF-3

3

900

1.535xI0-s

1.595xIcf 3

4.JxI0-3

1.810X10-3

Chan

T

Fx,

XfM)G

cU

XT

ORXV50
-r:R',5500)

1

0.40

2

0.37

3
4.089x10-

0.-'730+O0.05

0,327-0.338

3

0.35

5.17Ixl10 3

0.309+0.05

0.296-0.348

Tie Point Calculation

Tp

= 2600 K

H = 0.488 Mj/Kgm

Tm~ 3270 K

(4-22)

H = 0.2449 + 2.039x0-4 (T-1407)

The current data are fit with the following least squares expression:

H = -0.2337 + 2.8813x10- 4 T

The enthalpy of Eq.

(4-23)

(4-22) is referenced to 0.1 MPa and 298 K while the

(4-23) is referenced to 0.2 GPa and 298 K.

enthalpy of Eq.

A linear fit

of the data forces the heat capacity, 2.8813x10-4 Mj/kgm K, to be
larger than Stephen's heat capacity and the heat capacity used to
extrapolate Stephen's data to a temperature tie point.
suggests that a lower C

The current data

is appropriate to approximately 3100 K but

that a higher heat capacity better characterizes the material above 3100
K.

To illustrate cxnce again the problem with extrapolating Cp s

measured at lower temperatures to the high temperatures of the current
work Stephens C is used to extend his data to 5000 K as illustrated in
p
SFigure 29,
Figure 30 is a plot of the voluine enthalpy data of two recent runs
made on uranimn.

Enthal]xy is referenced to 298 K and 0.1 MPa and

thus includes an enthalpy of cold compression given by hH = V0 (I-aT)AP
6
where U, the volume thermal expansion coefficient, is 3.78xi0- . (35)

AH is 0.0104 Mj/kgm and 0.0208 Mj/kgm for the 0.2 GPa and 0.4 GPa data,
respectively.

The data are least squares fit by the following expression:

ii=-3.2509 4 4.2589

(V)

-

0.9550 (

VO

(4-24)

2
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-
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Fig. 29 Uranium Enthalpy vs Temperature
Uranium data taken at 0,2 GPa The vertical scale is specific enthalpy referenced to
300 K and cell pressure while the horizontal scale is temperature in degrees K.
Temperatures are derived from data recorded in the 650 and 700 nrn channels and
are computed with temperature dependent emissivities. The measurements of Stephens
are shown for comparison and extrapolated with constant beat capacity to the high
temperatures of this work, (58)
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Also plotted in Figure 30 for comparison purposes are 0.1 MWa data.
Solid state specific volumes are those of Touloukian (60) using Hultgren
tables to convert temperature to enthalay. (61)

Liquid state specific

volumes are those of Rohr and Wittenberg(62) with Stephen's expressions
used for conversion to enthalpy. (58)

There appears to be a systematic

displacement to higher enthalpies for the data of this work that cannot
be explained by the enthalpy of corpression.

Further there is

no

resolution beyord experimental inaccuracies between the 0.2 and 0.4 GPa
data which would indicate that none should be expected between the 0.1
MPa and higher pressure data.
terperature goes up it

Because the discrepancy increases as the

is reasonable to assume that the inherent problems

of the static measurement at high temperature might be the cause of the
off-set.

used alng .-,(ith Eqs.

has be

(4-24)

The inverse relation of Eq.
(4-23)

to pou

is given in Eq.

(4--25)

and

the values listed in the

first part of Table 16.

V = 0.9885 + 0.3398 H + 0.1964 i2
V0

(4-25)

Figure 31 presents uranium resistivity measurements made at pressures
of 0.2 and 0.4 GPa.
only.

Enthalpy plotted is that due to resistive heating

The resistivities measured in ref. 13 are shown for comparistm

are systematically higher than those of the current work.

and

A shift to

higher resistivities is consistent with the shift toward higher volumes
necessary to bring the data of Figure 30 into line with static data.
However,
it

______ ______

__Popp

the magnitude of the required change in resistivity would leave

very close to the measurements depicted.

The accuracy of the current

.4

1.14

1.2-

A P = 0.2 GPa
P-ýO.4GPa
P = 0.1 MPa, ref 58, 60, 61

C

A

C"

1.0-

0,

E 0.8O
a0.6
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0€l
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1.4

1.6
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vivo
Fig. 30 Uranium Enthalpy vs Volume
Uranium expansion data taken at 0.2 and 0.4 GPa. The vertical scale is specific enthalpy
referenced to 300 K and cell pressure
while the horizontal scale is volume relative to an
initial specific volume of 0.052 cm 3 /gm. Stephen's data (5 81are plotted for comparison
with the tables of Touloukian (60) and Hultgren (61) used for conversion from temperature to enthalpy. The data of this work exhibit a consistent offset to higher enthalpy.

work can be considered to be better than thzat of ref. 13 because of
improvements in the streak photograhy technique.

A least squares fit of

the liquid state resistivities is:

p = 0.3424 + 1.3310 H - 1.1426 H2 + 0.6602 H3

(4-26)

Resistivity as a function of VAT 0 can be obtained throUgh successive
of Eqs.Sapplication
(4-24) and (4-26) and will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Table 16 presents the measured liquid uranium properties as described
by Eqs.

(4-23),

(4-25),

and (4-26).

Enthalpy considered is referenced to

cell pressure and 298 K for columns one, two, and four.

However the

enthalpy considered in calculating specific volume is referenced to 0.1
MWa and 298 K.

For temperatures below detector response Stephen's

enthairn. te-he,-rature relationship, isus

. (58)-

Niobium
Extensive niobium pyrometry data were taken at 0.3 GPa in order to
corroborate results published in ref. 15 and to extend the range of
temperature measurement above 4000 K.

Detector windows were set at

ruminal wavelengths of 450, 650, and 900 nm.

As shown in Figure 32 the

two longer wavelength channels provide art opportunity to calculate ¶IX
temperatures with better than the usual precision.
S

!

This is the result of

the calibration temperature's being high enough to produce significant
and precisely measurable intensity at the two longer wavelengths yet
having sufficient spread between the channels to cause the intensity
ratio to be sensitive to temperature (see Eq. 3-13).
intervals are caroited from Fqs.

S

!

Graphed confidence

(A-.I) arid (A-4) using intensity
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Fig. 31

Uran;um Resistivity vs Enthalpy
Uranium resistivity data taken at 0.2 and 0.4 GPa. The horizontal scale is enthalpy
relative to 300 K and cell pressure vhile the vertical scale is resistivity in u2m.
Indicated phase transitions are taken from Hultgren (61), and previous measurernents of Shaner, et al (131 are plotted for comparison.
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Table 16
Measured Properties of Liquid Uranium

T(K)

H-H (TOP)

V/V 0

p (Ni)

1407

0.2420*

1.081

0.6073

1600

0.2843*

1.101

0.6440

1800
2000

0.3250*
0.3426

1.120
1.128

0.6774
0.6912

2200

0.4002

1.156

0.7348

2400
2600

0.4578
0.5154

1.185
1.216

G.7760
0.8157

2800

0.5731

1.248

3000
3200

0.6307
0.6883

1.281
1.315

0.8546
0.8934
0.9329

3400

0.7459

1.351

0.9739

3600

0.8036

1.388

1.0171

3800

0.8612

1.427

VUU
4200

0.9188

1.466

1.0633
1.1132

0.9764

1.507

1.1677

4400

1.0341

1.550

1.227

4600

1.0917

1.594

1.293

4800

1.1493

1.638

1.366

5000

1.2070

1.685

1.446

5200

1.2646

1.732

1.534

5400

1.3222

1.781

1.631

*Ref. 58
V0

h-

0.052 an 3/gm
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uncertainties of 5% in inid-range and 10% at the extremes.

Calibration i.

accoplished by assigning a temperature of 2741 K to the prominent
melting p.ateau.

The emissivities necessary to reach the agreement

illustrated varied 20% over the full temperature range for the 650 rn
channel and not at all for the 900 nm channel. Cezairliyan reports a
-aiiance temperature of 2425 K at the melting plateau for A = 650 nm
which, when conpared to a true temperature of 2750 K, yields an
emissivity at melt of 0.340. (63)

The present calculation,

an emissivity varying between 0.32 and 0.39.

then, yields

A variation of this

magnitude may be numerical artifact introduced by imprecision in
measuring the melting point intenstiy.
Figure 33 is a plot of measured enthalpies, referenced to cell pressure, versus the SCT temperatures deduced from the longer wavelength
charnels of two separate runs.

Earlier data are plotted to demonstrate

the omnsistency of the measurements. (15)

Liquid state points can be

represented by the follading least squares fit:

H

(4-21)

C 1 + C2 T + C3 T2

-3
C1,

4.0783xi0-3

C2

2.9706xI0-4

C3

4.1968x10

8

The liquid state specific heat is then approximately 5.321xi0

4

Mj/kgmr-k (5.95 R) at 2800 K which is comparable to the constant heat
capacity of 6.10x10- 4 Mj/kg-k reported in the earlier work. ( 1 5 ) Also
plotted are solid state measurements made ry Cezairliyan (64) and

Sheindlin, et al. (65)

both of which are in agreemeit with the current
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Fig. 32 Niobium Temperature
Niobium temperatures calculated from data taken at 650 and 900 nm are shown as
a function of time. Calibration is accomnplished by ascribing a temperature of 2741 K
to the prominent melting plateau. The excellent agreement among the SCT and TCT
temperatures is typical of the results obtainable when both channels have a strong
calibration signal yet are sufficientiy separated in wavelength to cause significant
variations in the ratio of measured intensities over the temperature range.
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Fig. 33 Niobium Enthalpy vs Temperature
Enthalpy referenced to 300 K and cell pressure is shown as a filnotion of SCT
temperatures derived from data taken at 650 and 900 nm. Comparison is made
to the solid state measurements of Sheindlin, et al (65) and Savvatimskii (66)
and previous IEX data covering a lower temperature range.(15)
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the sharp breaks in the curve of Figure 33 are internreted as

If

data.

the beginning and ending of melt the enthalpy of fusion is determined to
measures the enthalpy of fusion to
Savvatimskii
S(66)

be 0.30 + 0.02 Mj/kgm.

be 0.297 + 0.0015 Mj/kgm.
Figure 34 presents niobium resistivites

ionpited from the measured

enthalpies of the current work and the 0.2 GPa volumes of the earlier
The 0.2 GPa volumes are fit

work. (15)

with the following expression up

to an enthalpy of 3.0 Mj/kgin as referenced to 298 K arnd cell pressure

(0.2 GPa).
V

Vj

(4-28)

+ CH + C3H

C

1

2

C1

1.0109

C2

4.0652x0- 2

C3

3.0888xi0-2

3

Having a bulk modulus of 170 GPa, niobium is

sufficiently stiff that the

expected separation between specific volumie isobars is much less than
measurement errors for IEX range pressures.

Thus, Eq.

(4-28) is

applicable to the current 0.3 GPa data but, because of a lower specific
volume boiling point, does not cover the full 4 Mj/kgm range of the
recent measurements.

For this reason the resistivities of Figure 34 are
Liquid resistivities are fit

truncated at 3.0 Mj/kgm.

by the following

expression:

p

C1 + C 2 H + C 3 H2

-

(4-29)

.
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Fig. 34 Niobium Resistivity vs Enthalpy
Resistivity in pS2m is shown as a function of enthalpy referenced to 300 K and cell
pressure. Agreement is good with the solid state measurements of Cezairliyan (64)
and Sheindlin, et al i65 but less perfect with the melting point measurements of
Savvatimskii.
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C1 = 1.0942
1AfA

Cl-l
C2 = -1.2317x0'I
C3 = 8.7008x0-2
Also plotted for vxoparison purposes are Cezairliyan's resistivities
which are fit by the expression: (64)

p

=

0.1074 + 3.396x10-4 T

-

1.823x0-8 T2(4-30)

The data of Sheindlin, et al. are used to convert from enthalpy to
temperature. (65)

Agreement of th.e current data with Cezairliyan's

earlier results is very close.

However, Savvatimskii's measurement of

the solid and liquid resistivities at the melting point are approximately
5% higher than ours and Cezairliyan's.
Eqs.

(4-27),

(4-28),

and (4-29) are used to generate representative

val•es listed in Table 17 for liquid state niobium.

Solid state

temperatures and resistivities are either data or literature values,
while specific volumes are omputed from Eq. (4-28).

Enthalpy is

referenced to cell pressure for all parameters and is thus only that

added resistively.

Niobium-Hafnium
Equation of state and resistivity measurements have been made on an
alloy of niobium and hafnium, labelled here Nblif.

The nominal compo-

sition includes 10% hafnium, 1% titanium, 88% niobium, aind trace amounts
of zirconium, tungsten, tantalum and lesser constituents.

Temperature

data were taken at 0.3 GPa while density and resistivity were

-i
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Table 17
Measured Properties of NiobijA

T (K)

H-H (To IP)Mj/kgm

V/V0

p (•T•)

400
800
1200
1600

0.2074*
0.1412*
0.2623*
0.3919*

2000

1.012
1.017
1.024
1.022

0.5322*

0.48
0.60

2400
2741 (k)
2741 (S)
2800

1.041

0.6862*
0.830

0.72

1.053
1..066

1.1336
i1.1649

0.83
0.90

3200

1.097
1.1.00

1.066
1.059

1.3844

4000
4400

L.126
1.157

1.090
1.123

1.8638
2.1236

1.194
1.236

4800

1.167
1.225

2.3969

5200

1.286

2.6836

1.299

5600

1.342

2.983"7

1.390

6000

1.407

1-501

3.2973

1.481

6400

3.6243

6800

3.9647

3600

*Ref. 65

SRef. 15
V0

0.117 cm3/gin

11

_
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measured at both 0.2 GPa and 0.4 GPa.

For these pressures no parameters

exhibit any discernible dependence upon pressure, i.e. ti !re is no
resolution between the 0.2 GPa and 0.4 GPa isobars for ti

-pecific

volLfle data.
Enthalpy versus temperature data are plotted in Figure 35.

A

cxxmparison of Figs. 33 and 35 reveals quite similar data traces with two
rPossible excepticns.

j

First, assuming 'each material was driven as close

as possible to the liquid vapor two phase boundary, the NbHf required
note enthalpy addition to traverse the liquid regions and thus achieved
higher temperatures.

Secondly, the melting plateau is less sharply

defined for NhHf, as might be expected for the alloy melting transition.
Although full range agreement arong the graphed SCT temperatures is
excellent some qualification is necessary in interpreting these data.
Calibration was accomplished by assigning to the melting plateau a
temperature of 2741 K (see F.

3-10),

which is the melting point of pure

niobiui arnd not necessarily applicable to the alloy.

j

The NbHf melting

point might actually be suppressed as it was in gold-copper or it could
L. higher than that of pure niobium.

In the absence of a suitable phase

diagram it was felt best to use the niobium number.

This choice is

viridicated socmwhat by the resulting overall consistency of the
calculation.

Experience has shown that an improper choice of calibration

point leads to difficulty in achieving agreement among the independently
datern•ined tepperatures.

The error flags of Figure 35 are identicclly

those of Figure 32 and do not acxcmmodate the above discussed possibility
of a large systematic error.

The entire range of liquid Nblif data are

least r.luares fit by the following expression:

-

-

-

-

-

- ---.----------------

,--.-t-*--

-
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4.2 -T-

"

,

"-'-

1

0~

•

3.4Z3

.

A"

I

2.6

1.8

A NbHf8E2C N = 900 nm
NbHf7E2CN = 900 nm
L1NbHf7E2B N = 650 nm

1,0

o

0 .2

,

1800

2600

3400

I

4200

t

J

i

5000

I

5800

J

.

I

6600

,

_

7400

Temperature - K
Fig. 35

Niobium-l-Iafnium Enthalpy vs Terperature
Enthalpy rPfvrIrlr,Pe
I tr 300zn
"', 'l "n,

"
e as IUUL....
I
f.
temperatures derived from data taken at 650 and 900 nm. Calibration is
accompllished by assuming the rather indistinct melting plateau of the alloy to
occur at the melting temperature uf pure niobium.
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H = C1 + C2 T + C3T2

(4-31)

C1 = -0.33655
C2 = 4.,4606x!0-4
C3 = 2.0857x10-8
where eithalpy is again referenced to 298 1Kand the cell pressure.
For completeness the results of three recent volume measurements on
NbHf are graphed in Figure 36. (6'7)

The plotted data are representative

of several runs made at 0.2 and 0.4 GPa with the 5% uncertainty intervals
appoinring to moadel well the scatter.

The full range of expansicn is

least. squares fit by the following expression:
V+

C1 +.Co

H

~=-+C

1

C1

C3

1 01

12 +

4

,
(

(4-32)

J-'I0)0

-16.789

C2 = 25.814
C3

-10.346

C4 = 14.010

L

...1... -

re

ep:e

s••

4,4

V- = C + C t1 + C 2
1
2

C1 = 1.0165
C2 = 5.3616xi0-2

C3 = 2.7721xi0-2

(4-33)
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5.0

I

I

A

AAA,
A
A01A

4.0~

3.0

AA

3,o,

2.0
A

k
• NbHf3 0.2 GPa

Melt

.1.0

1 NbHf4 0.4
GPa
A NbHf6 0.4 GPa

AKn

0

1.0
Fig, 36

i

I

1.4

I
1.8
V!4Q

.......

L..._
2.2

..
2.6

Niobium-Hdfniurn Ernthalpy vs Volume
Enthalpy referenced to 300 K a. .A cell pressuruý is shown as a function of volume normalized
to V0 = 0.113 cm 3 / gm. Data are taken at 0.2 and 0.4 GPa and exhibit no separation between
the isobars.
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where it was necessary to truncate the range to less than 4.5 Mj/kgm in
order to achieve a reasonable low order fit.
NbHf resistivities are plotted in Figure 37 as a function of
enthalpy. (67)

The resistivities of the alloy are quite similar to

those of niobiun which can be seen by comparing Figs. 34 and 37.

The

extended range of the alloy data is made possible because the 0.4 GPa
pressures suppress boiling to higher enthalpies and lower densities.
Liquid state alloy data are fit as follcows:

S+ C1

(4-34)

H++C2H 2

C1 = 1.lA14
C2 = -l.2459xi0 -'

1

I J*',J -J.UAJL'

lithalpy is again only that due to resistive heating.
Eqs.

(4-31),

(4-33),

tabulated in Table 18.

and (4-34) are used to generate the numbers
A conparison of Tables 17 and 18 reveals that in

the liquid state the enthalpies necessary to reaching a given teirperature
are coisistently less in NbHf than for niobium.
ate quite similar for the two rmaterials.

Solid state enthalpies

Measured volume expansions are

equivalent as a furn.tion of temperatui'e but the alloy requires less
enthalpy to get to the same expansion.

Further refinement of the

terqerature data is poss.ible should the necessary melting point data
beoame available.

l9
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3.6

A

I

3.0
2.6

A

2.2

AZ,

E 2.0 -AA
1

1.6 -A

1.6

A. A A

AvI-

.

1.2
1.0

NbHf3 0.2 GPa

-j

A NbHf4 0.4 GPa

-]

A NbHf6 0.4 GPa

Melt

0.

1

1

0.2
0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

H-HOP - Mj/kgm
Fig. 37 Niobium-Hafnium Resistivitics
..........

asa,

u u

li~ildipy ru•jrenced to 300 K and ceii

pressure for data taken at 0.2 and 0.4 GPa. The transition from the solid to the liquid
state is less sharply defined than for pure niobium.
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Table 18
Measured Properties of Niobiumi-Hafnium
T(K)

H-H(TOP)Mjigm
0.0274*

L.018

0.30'

800

0.1412*

1.025

0.43'

1200

0.2623*

1.032

1600

0.3919*

2000
2400

1.042

0.55'

0.5301
0.690 T

1.052
1.067

0.76'
0.90'

i
2741
(k)
2741 (S)
2800
3200

0.830

1.080

1,07'

1.0428
1.0759
1.3044

1.103
1.106
1.134

1.104
1.106
1.124

3600

1.5396

1.165

1.152

4000

1.7814

1.200

1.191

2.0299
2.2851

1.240

1.241

i1.284

1.303

5200

2.5469

1.333

1.379

5600

2.8155

1.387

1.469

6000
6400

3.0907
3.3725

1.447
1.513

1.574
1.694

6800

3.6611

1.584

1.832

7200

3.9563

1.663

7600

1.988

4.2582

1.747

2.162

Ref.

65 for Niobiuzn

T Data Figure 35

'Data Figure 37

r
I

J (U.QM)

400

S4400
S4800

*

V/V0

O 0o:
.113 cm 31/9m

/
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5.

ELECTICAL RESISTIVITY AND EQUATION OF STATE MODELLING

This chapter is devoted to the rudimentary beginnings of using the
data presented in the previous chapter to reach some basic understanding
of liquid metals.

The basic theory applied, labelled by Ziman "the

method of neutral pseudo-atoms", (17)

is not new and has been widely

discussed in the literature for the past twenty years.

What has emerged

is a theory rife with necessary simplifications and adjustable parameters
to be determined empirically.

The major value and innovation of the

calculations presented here is that they take advantage of a much broader
range of liquid metal data than has been available previously.

Because

of these data it has been possible to subject the theory to calibration
points at much higher temperatures and pressures and lower density than
were formerly attainable.
Electrical resistivity is the primary material property modelled, and
extensive calculations are presented on liquid lead and liquid uranium.
Lead has been chosen because of the free electron like nature of its
conduction electrons while uranium presents a much more oomplex case
having d and f bands near the Fermi surface.

It

is believed that Ziman's

nearly free- electron model of a metal should be applicable to both
mater ials although the theory has a somewhat simpler form for lead whose
conduction electrons retain inherent s and p characteristics.

For lead

it is possible to use non-unique screened ion model potentials to
characterize the scattering of the "free" electrons by the ionic cores,
while for uranium it is necessary to use the t matrix of a muffin tin
potential to calculate the relevant scattering cross sections. (69)
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This chapter will begin with an elementary development of the nearly
free electron expression for liquid metal resistivity.

This is shown to

depend only on the interaction potential between an electron and a single
ion plus the distribution of the ions.

The necessary distribution

function is obtained by treating the ionic cores as hard spheres and
eimploying the hard sphere pair distribution function as developed by
Asrhcroft and Lekner from a known solution to the Percus-Yevick
equation. (47)

Among the issues to be discussed will be the choice of

hard sphere diameter as a function of liquid density, and the selection
of an appropriate dielectric function to properly account for the
otherwise neglected electron-electron interactions and electron
correlation and exchange effects.

Next the computations On liquid lead

resistivity vill be presented along with some parallel but slightly
different equation of state calculations using a code developed by

SRoss"'

from a theory outlined by Jones. (6 9 )

Finally, the results

of t-matrix calculations on liquid uranium will be discussed with
allusions to pos;3ible methods of improving the agreement between data and
theory.

Nearly Free Electron Resistivity
In the nearly free electron theory of metals the metal is considered
to be a matrix of ionic cores, each consisting of a nucleus plus the most
closely held electrons, immersed in a sea of conduction electrons.

The

cores have an effective charge zeff and the conduction electrons tend
to form screening clouds about each ion.

The usual practice is to ignore

the screening initially in deriving an expression for electron-ion

I

interaction potential, and incorporate it later on in the form of a
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dielectric function.

With this simplification each conduction electron

can be considered to move irdependently of the others in a field E due to
In concert with Reif's treatment of this situation the

the ionic cores.

(701
equation of motion of each conduction electron is:
dv
M -- = eE - vz = V

0

+ et

(5-1)

where vz is that coirpci~ent of velocity in the direction of the
If the system is assumed to be in equilibrium just

impressed field.

after a collision the net conponent of the particle velocity will be zero
Letting T be the average time between collisions the

at time t = 0.

average velocity of a particle in the direction of the field will be:

< Vz > =

z

Fn

(5-2)

The current density may be given as:

SJz = nee < v. > =-Zeff nevz = oa

(5-3)

which is an expression of Ohm's law where n is the ion density, zeff is
tie number of free electrons per ion, and 0 is the electrical
conductivity.

The resistivity, defined as the reciprocal of the

conductivity, is:
I

m
P

2

zeffne
ef i

fI

T

(5-4)
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Hq. (5-4) expresses the resistivity of a metal, a fraction of whose
electrons may be considered to move freely independent of each other
under the influence of a spatially uniform field for an average time,
between collisional encounters with the ions.
the model more realistic it

Tr,

In modifications to make

is commcn practice to retain the form of Eq.

(5-4) but to acco4mmodate the electron's periodic potential environment
with an effective mass in place of true mass, and to incorporate
electron-electron interactions in the calculation of

T,

the relaxation

time.

Following a development originally suggested by Mott(71) and

discussed in detail in Appendix C the relaxation time may be expressed as:

"f

1

2TrK2f (1-cos0) P (0)sinO&d

(5-5)

f 0

where 8 is the ai-ig-it between incident and scattered wave vectors, Kf is
the wave vector magnitude of a free electron at the Fermi surface, and
P(O)

is a transition rate derivable from time dependent perturbation

theory. (72)

Implicit in Eq. (5-5) is the assumption that only those

electrons very near the Fermi surface participate in the scattering
process.

P(0)

P(O) is given by:

"KK q

=

1-,
2L l<K+q4W(r)li>jn(E

(5-6)

where W(r) is the scattering potential experienced by the electron due to
the ionic cores, and n(E') is the density of states available to the
electron at the Fermi surface.

If it

is assumed that the potential,
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W(r),

can be expressed as the sum of the potentials due to the N ion

sites it is possible to factor the matrix element as follows: (73)

<kt4 Wi)

S(q) <R"4,j'w (r4) I-K)>
S

K'>

(5-7)

where

'~iq.r

S (q)

J

e

D

(5-8)

is the structure factor and w(r) is the scattering potential due to a
single

ion.

The normalized Fourier transform of this single ion

scattering potential is known as the form factor.

e.

transformation q =

2

Kf sin

result into Eq. (5-4)

in Eq.

Using the

(5-5) and substituting the

the expression for the free electron resistivity

becomes:

1

1> 1 24 (__f

(q)

2

3

dK-'IJ
dl-q-

(5-9)

0 is the volume of the system and v,, is a velocity related to the
Fermi energy and the Fermi wave number by the free electron expression
2
fmvf

Ef 2

2 2

= iKf
-

In order to implement 1.

(5-9)

it

is

representation for the structure factor,

necessary to obtain a
S(q),

to model the ion electron

potential, and to provide a modification of the form factor that will
accormodate electron-electron
exchange effects.

ow

interactions and electron correlation and

While in principle S(q),

the Fourier transform of the

3.37
pair distribution function,
experiments,(

7 4 ,7 5

is directly obtainable from diffraction

) there exists no data over much of the temperature

range of this work.

However,

a closed form expression for S 2 (q) has

been obtained by Ashcroft and Lekner(47) who assume that the ion-icn
interaction is the dominant phenomenon in determining the ionic
arrangemnent in a liquid metal, and model that interaction with a hard
sphere potential.

Subject to these assumptions they solve the Percus-

Yevick equation for the factor a(q) = NS2 (q).

In terms of this factor

the resistivity may' be expressed as:
1

Pa('q)

where P. is

te
~~ 2

JK> 1

2 f(

4ý(-'d--KJ(5-10)
Kf

the volume per ion and fikv = mvf.

The Percus-Yevick

derived factor is then:

a(qo) = [l-nc(qo) ]-i

where u is a hard sphere diameter,

(5-11)

n is the ion density, and c(qo) is

given by:
1
c(qo) = -47ro3f

ds S 2 sin(sa)

+S+*S3

(5--12)

with
3

n = 7/6 na
=

fi
y

L• .. RmL
2 • -.

:.

....

(l+2n) 2/(1-n) 4
2 /(-)2 ) 4
-6 (1+T/2)1
- (1/2) ri(1+2ti) 2/(),-T))

2...

(5-13)
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The_ principle metlhcA employt.3 for determining a suitable hard sphere
diameter: with whicih to i.plement Eq. (5-10) rests uLp.cy requiring the
packing fr•ction,

n, to be 0.45 on the melting curve (liquidus),

a value

for which calculat.ed a(qx) fit the neutron diffraction data of Sharrah,
et: al., in the case of liquid kead.(74)

For a given temperature, Tm,

it is possible to determine the melting volubme using Eq. (4-7),
Vul is the volume at the solidus.
thsri be obtained by adding a

where

VL, the voluIe at the liquidus, can

AV which is assumed to be approximately the

same increrrenit prevailing at the normal melting temperature.
then be used with the first of Rq. (5-13),

VL Can

the packing fraction

expression, to find a value for G, the hard sphere diameter,.

The

relevant quantities are shown schematically in Fig,. 18 ar3 the resulting

hard sphere diameters cnoputed for liquid lead are graphed in Fig. 39.
The function a(qo) is thus fully determined.
The uhnscreened electron ion interaction potential, w(r),
uniquely determined.

is rot

It is wnnai practice to choose both the form and

the adjustable parameters of w(r) to achieve agreement between data and
calculatio•Gn.

One furm found to work particularly well with lead is a

combination of coulobic and exponential terns usually identified with
Harrison(76) and discussed in detail by Egelstaff. (77)

=

-

r(r)-

+

(5-14)

Ce

Evaluation of the matrix element with this potential function produces
the Harrison bare sphere form factor:

_

_-

-

L;
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Solidus
Liquidus
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Scaling

eliQuantities for Lindemariui

schematic iE-ie•,•'jIIidiiul vi the quantities necessary to the Lindemann
a &
scaling law as expressed in Eq. (4-7). Given any temperature, Tin it is possible to
compute the "melting volume", Vm, using the normal melting volume, V0 , and
the normal melting te:mper3ture, To VL, the volume at the liquidus for temperature T,, is used with a known packing fraction to find a hard sphere diameter.
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3.1
Melting point calculation
26 Free energy minimization
12.7

A

110A

2-3

2.3

1.0

/

01
0
,1 .2-

10 1
1.8

2.6

3.4

4.2

V/V 0
Fig. 39 Hard Sphere Diameters for Liquid Lead
The hard sphere diameter in angstroms is shown as a function of volume normalized
to V0 = 0.088 cm 3 /grn. Comparison is made between diarreters calculated from
Lindemann melting point scaling of Eq. (4-7) and Hdlmholtz free energy minimization as computed in "MET". (81)

S-:.

i

M
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V (q)q:;7J
q

(5-15)

C

where C and R

allow a two parameter fit

choice of w (r)

and derivation of Eq.

The

to the resistivity data.

(5.-15)

are further discussed in
The guiding philosophy

Appendix D along with several other form factors.

of these modelling calculations has been to choose an ion-electron
interaction potential based on physical considerations with the minimum
number of adjustable parameters necessary to obtain a good fit

to

available data.

This has resultEd in local potential form factors

analogous to Eq.

(5-15).

Wallace(

78

and

The approach has been used by Ross

) &-mg others who have chosen pseudo-potential parameters

based upon matching resistivity and phonon spectrum aluminum data,
respectively.

This metWodooyh

sbohuld be ,aitrasted

ta the mrc usual

80
)
approach described by Anamalu and Heine (79) and used by Sunstrom(

and Evans( 8 1 ) among others (see Appendix D).
In order to achieve reasonable computationa]

results it

is

necessary

to modify the bare sphere form factor with a dielectric function to
aoount for electron-electron interactions.

For this purpose the Lirthard

dielectric function given by!

c(q)

with x

=

=1

--

[L#XnK InI++
has been found to be appropriate (82)

(5-16)

(see Appendix D).

further modification proposed by Hubbard arid Sham( 8 3 't

4

) and

A
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specifically applied by Wallace (78) accounts for exchange and
correlation effects.

The form factor used for the calculations of this

work is then:

K+q{-g(q)
W(

(5-17)

2
2
2
where g(q) = q2/2(q + X Kf).
The parameter X is calculated in a manner outlined by Brovman, et

al: (85)

20.01557

=

(5-18)

1 + O.l53
where aB is the Bohr radius and ý differs from 2 only due to the small
seconr

term in the denominator which introduces the effect of electron

correlaticns.
The corbination of Eqs.

(5-JO),

(5-11),

(5-15),

and (5-17) is

sufficient to compute the liquid metal resistivity.

The independent

variable is the specific volume, V, and the calculation is

initiated by

choosing V and from that finding the values of wave nunber and velocity

at th- Fermi surface.

=
KE V=[3-r2NaZ,

L

-II/

and vf

=

-

a

t -"free

i

electron values for these quantities with Na Zeff being the number of
free electrons in the volume V.

The integral in Eq.

(5-10) is evaluated

nunerically choosirg values of q from just above 0 to a maximum of
2 Kf..

The process is repeated for each new value of V until values oI

resistivity have LFen computed for the entire range of measured specific
volumes.

Data are needed in order to associate a given temrperature with

eaci choice of specific volume, the terrperature being required to coirpute
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a hard sphere diameter (see ED. 4-7 and Fig. 38).

A ConpMaison is made

between computed and measured resistivities, and the parameters of the
pseudo-potential (see Eq. 5-15) or the effective number of free electrons
per ion, Zeff, are varied until the best agreement is achieved.

Electrical Resistivity[ and

uation of State Calculations on Liquid Lead

Fig. 40 compares resistivity data with pseudo-potential calculations
made an liquid lead.

The data are the 0.3 and 0.4 GPa tcaces while the

calculations employ either the Harrison bare sphere form factor of Eq.
(5-15) or and Ashcroft hollow core form factor listed below: (18)
2
-41TZeffe

V(q) =

2

cos (qRc)

(5-19)

q
Eq.

(5-19) represents a bare sphere form factonr derived fr-'C, the

following potential:

V(r)=

0

r <R

Ze

r>

(5-20)

The hard sphere diameters of Fig. 39 are oommon to all the
i...-.

-i

cept

se li-aUtkdl±d ivof.

Trhese diameters make use of the

data of Kirschenbaurn et al. (7) for volume expansions between J .1 and
1.3 and the current temrperature-volumne data fo.- exparinions between 1.3
and 2.3.

Because of the lack of temperature &-ita at higher expansions 0

was allowed to vary linearly between 2.4 and 2.3A for 2.3 to 4.0 fold
expansions.

2 l) calculations employ the bare sphere form factor
"MEPT"(

of Bq. (5-15) but use a hard sphere diameter obtained by minimizing the
Helmholtz free energy with respect to the hard sphere diameter.(b 9 )
t
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Liquid Lead Pseudo-Potential Calculations
Lead resistivity data taken at 0.3 arid 0.4 GPa displayed as a function of volume
normalized to V0 = 0.08 crn 3 /gm are compared to pseudo-potential calculation.
"7hecalculations are done with Ashcroft hollow coie and Harrison-Wallace bare
sphere form factors employing screcning of various degrees of sophistication.
Results show that liquid lead resistivity is a strong function of volume and that
nearly free electron theory is capable of modelling this only for relatively small
expansions,
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These latter hard sphere diameters which are tabulated in Table 19 are
plotted in Fig. 39 for crmparison purposes.
'7o demonstrate the effect of screening the Ashcroft hollow core form
factor is used both with simple Linhard dielectric screening and the more
complex screening of Eq.

In both cases the parameter Rc is the

(5-17).

0.57 A chosen by Ashcroft to produoe a form factor that correctly
predicts the known band gap of lead. (18)

The more cxmplex screening

produces slightly better agreement with experiment but neither
V

calculation produces the dramatic growth in resistivity measured at
higher expansions.
The initial choice of parameters used with the Harrison-Wallace form
factor, Eg. (5-15), was based upon those reported by Harrison. (86)

He

mnodels measured dispersion relations rather ixperfectly with two sets of
parameters, the first being 3 = 96.9 ryd-4, R_.
the second being A = 19.6 ryd-a5,

Rc = 0.30 a 0 .

0.31 a,, and
In these

3

calculations A =8V CRc and is held constant independently of RC.
By trial and error the best fit to the resistivity data was obtained
using A = 55 ryd-a33 and Rc

0.30 a0 .

The calculational

sensitivity to 6 and R. is illustrated by two additional traces, one
,ir~~~cn

Z

_Wt.C
.. A

_

3

_a.f

35 ryd-a3 and Rc = 0.30 a 0 .

n-1

5.5

a0, a"iOa secxnd with

=

These variations show that

resistivity can be off-set to higher or lower values with a change in
these parameters but that the overall functional dependence on specific
volune is not appreciably altered.
On(e further variation tried in order to better Todel the data was a
change in the number of free electrons per ion.

It seems reasonable to

assLxne that Lt the higher expansions there might be a tendency for some
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nornal densities to associate 1
of the electrons that were free at more
themselves more closely with individual ions.

Using this reasoning the

pseudopotential parameters that gave the best fit with a Zeft of 4 were
tried with a Zeff of 2.

The result graphed in Fig. 40 was a lessening

of the resistivity, further widening the discrepancy between data and
calculation.

It was possible to bring the zeff = 2 calculation into

line with the best Zetf = 4 curves by reducing 8 to approximately 30
ryd a.

However,

the dependence upon relative volume is still

almost linear rather than the steep exponential required to model the

data.
Table 19 summarizes the equation of state and resistivity
calculations done with the coaputer code "MWT". (21)

I

As has been

pointed out MET implements the theory discussed in detail by Jones (69)
and makes use of the Harrison-Wallace form factor, Eq.

(5-15).

The first

three C0Oufmfus of Table 19 are data while the last five columns list
computed values.

Volure-teuperature data are appropriate to 0.4 GPa so a

completely successful calculation should reproduce 0.4 GPa in the column

labelled pressure.

The best fit resistivities were obtained using P?

57.5 ryd a. and Rc = 0.31 a 0 .

The resistivities, sound

speeds, aid packing fractions all appear reasonable while computed
pressures are totally unrealistic.

In an attefpt to obtain a more

realistic pressure without altering the transport properties an overlap
potential of the Born-Mayer form was incorporated into the calculation.
Benedek calculates the two-body overlap potential using nonrelativistic
Hartree-Fock wave functions and expresses the result in
=AeW-R/P. (87)
squares fit

He determines the parameters A and P from a least

of several of these calculations performed for separation

I.
I',

!

"I II

the form,

I I I II

I
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Table 19
MET Calculations on Liquid Lead

T (K)

4

3
Vol/role cm V/V0

Press
(GPa)

Us
kc/sec

Packing
Fraction

U cm
8

600

19.35

1.06

0.953

-16.7

1.2

0.449

3.02xi0

1600

21.50

1.18

1.214

-15.3

1.18

0.342

2.86x0-8

2000

22.54

1.235

1.344

-15.0

1.13

0.313

2.82x0-8

3000

25.39

1.39

1.713

-14.2

1.16

0.258

2.75x10 8

4000

28.53

1.56

2.134

-13.4

0.88

0.217

2.70xl0-8

5000

32.58

1.78

2.696

-12.5

0.76

0.181

2.65xi0-8

5980

39.34

2.16

3.665

-11.5

1.27

0.143

2.61x10-

I •

i
i,

""

p (prn)

__'__,__III__I__I__I__•
....
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distances between 1.99 and 2.39A, which correspond to compressed states
for lead.

Nearest neighbor distances for the expanded liquid states of

interest to current calculations are on the order of 4A or more.
surprisingly Benedek's calculated parameters,

Not

A = 1.566x10 4 ryd and P

0.361 a0 , yield an insignificant overlap potential at the interatomic
distances characteristic of expanded liquid lead.

Subsequent adjustment

of these parameters to raise the potential led to greater than solid
density packing fractions and nonconsistent thermodynamic properties.
The effects of ionic core overlap apparently cannot be made to model the
physics of the expanded states of lead.
In reviewing the calculations illustrated in Fig. 40 some broad
conclusions may be reached.

First, it is quite possible to precisely

model measured liquid lead resistivities over the very limited range of
previous data with a variety of form factors and a range of reasonable
form factor parameters.

Secondly, dispersion relationship modelling is

not sufficiently precise to yield an unequivocal choice of form factor.
Finally, while pseudo-potential theory appears to be effective for low
specific volumes it fails to predict the correct volume dependence for
resistivity over the highly expanded states of the current measurements.

Uranium T-Miatrix Calculations
In the event that the conduction or valence electrons are not s or p
like the weak scattering criterion inherent in the cross section
calculations based upon Eq. (5-6) is not automatically satisfied by the
screened coulomb pseudo-potential approach discussed so far.

As pointed

out by Ziman what is needed is a quasi-potential whose matrix elements
give the true scattering amplitude fron the ionic cores. ( 1 7 )

Such a
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matrix is most commonly referred to as a t-matrix.

The conduction

electrons of uranium are known to exhibit d and f character making it
necessary to pursue t-matrix formalism in calculating uranium
resistivities.

Skipping for the moment the justification, the t-matrix

calculation is quite similar in form to the pseudo potential
calculation.

Resistivity is given by the following expression:
0

13
a (,:)

f

KK

4

d A

(5-21_)

"where all quantities are identical to those of Ej. (5-10) with the
exception that the t-matrix Mas been substituted for the screened coulomnb
form factor.

[k>

The t-matrix gives the probability of an electron in state

being scattered into state

68
ký'>and can be written as: ( )

-I

t(K,K')

The

-

1
(2£+l)sinn,(E) exp[irk (E)]P,(cos6)
P,00 k

2rrh
m(2rnE)1

(5-22)

Tz's are phase shifts calculated at energy E.
Qualitatively, the ccAduction electrons are again assumed free and

are thus represented as before by a plane wave.

The plane ....

rrmny

ther

be expanded into a set of spherical waves given by:
oo

e

(2t+1~

.Kr

K) P. (cosO)

(5-23)

Z=0
where each component or partial. wave is associated with an angular
momentum

7y-(x+J)

-

. (88)

Upon interacting with an ionic core

different coxrponents experience different phase shifts, r1L

S• , -.,i " f • '•....... ...i '~ h '"

• 1 . ..

....-

I

iI--

-

-I

i

II

I

each of
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which depends upon the free electron's energy and the potential used to
conpute the phase shift.

The advantage of using phase shifts to describe

the scattering potential is that, although quite deep interaction
potentials may be ncdelled, the form of the t-matrix, Eq. (5-22),
automatically satisfies the weak scattering criterion. (17)
because only those portions of
into the calculaticns.

T,

mhis is

over and above multiples of 2 7Tenter

Shifts greater than 2 N correspond to rapid

oscillatiois within the potential well, and are indicative of large
electron kinetic energy which cancels the effect of the deep attractive
well.
As with the pseudo-potential calculation the electrons participating
in the scattering are considered to be near the Fermi level in energy,
and the Fermi energy is a function of density or specific volume.

It is

therefore necessary to obtain the phase shifts as a function of specific
lwne- in order to calcul-ate

~r ti.it.c.

For urani=n it was felt that

the conduction electrons could be adequately described by s, p, d, and f
axompcnents.

The required phase shifts were obtained by extrapolating

self consistent augmented plane wave calculatioxns of MaMahan (20) fronm
the compressed volumes at which they were made to the expanded regime of
the current data.

A linear fit produced the following expressions for

phase shifts good from normal density to two fold expanded:

Ts

= 0.82 (V/V0 )- 2.64

Tp

= 0.63(V/V0-

1.73

rd = 0.015 (V/V 0 ) + 5.5
f = -0.39

p

(V/AV)

+ 1.38

(5-24)
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The Fermi energy was also taken from McMahan's APW calculation and is fit

j

by the following expression:

E= [4.39

Using this energy Kf is
relationship, Kf =
Fig.

+ 0.8

3.46i

x10

ergs

(5-25)

derived from the usual free electron

[Ef2rtn 2

1

1/2

41 displays the results of the uranium t-matrix calculation with

the measured resistivities of Table 16 for conparison.

It

should be

pointed out that the ooxiputatioa does not depend upon a choice of zeff,
the. numbe) of free electrons per atom, because Zeff enters in only
through Kf and Kf is derived from the APW supplied Ef's.

The most

evident result of the calculation is that direct application of Fq.
(5-21) with m*/me = 1 yields resistivities that are an order of
ma~gnitude above the measured values and show the wrowg specific volLrne
dependence.
discrepancy.
it

Several factors are eligible contributors to this
The calculation is

sensitive to the phase shifts used,

and

could be that tre ANV calculations that proved self consistent for

conpressed uranium are not applicable to the expanded states and
therefore supplied inappropriate phase factors.

It

could also he th•t

the conduction electrons in uranium are inadequately described by the
2K2
assumed fi-ee electron dispersion relationship, E =-, and that this

inadequacy has a pronounced effect on the resistivity.
In an effort to improve the agreement between the t-matrix
calculation and measurement a purely pragmatic approach has been
adopted.

It was heuristically assumed that the phase shift and Fermi

energies derived fcon the APW calculation were truly representative of
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Fig. 41

T-Matrix Calculations on Uranium
T-matrix calculations on uranium are displayed as a function of volume normalizcd
to V0 " 0.052 cm 3 /gm. Necessary phase shifts and Fermi energies are provided
from a selfconsistent APW calculation dune by McMahan, (20) Results indicate that
the data are best modelled with an effective electron mass of m* 2.6 rme,
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the physics of liquid uranil.a.

It was further assumed, then, that the

computaticnal discrepancies arose from an incorrect assumption on the
relationship between Ef and Kf, and that good agreement could be
produced by varying this relationship.

Thiis variation was achieved by

retaining the free electron form but changing the effective mass, m*, of
the electrons.

As shown in Fig. 41 it was possible to attain reasonable

agreement between theory and measurement by using m*/me of 2.4 to 3.0.
The low specific volume resistivities are well modelled with m*/me

[e

-

3.0 while high specific volume requires m*/m = 2.4 for accurate
e
calculation. Resistivities at expansions betwee 1.2 and 1.6 are best
calculated using m*/me = 2.6. The implication is that whatever the
actual configuration of the Fermi surface is it must exhibit a changing
curvature with density since

1
mij *

•2

•Ki•K-

One rather subtle dependency of this calcutaticn c• .ncerns the
effective number of free electrons per ion.

As previously pointed out

the wave number at the Fermi surface is deduced frcom the AMW calculated

Fermi energy.
4>

It

is also possible to calculate from Ef a zeff

through the following relationship: (89)

Zff

where n is

2

1V-fl

3/2

K i(-6

the ion density.

Table 20 lists the APW supplied Ef s aliong

with the resulting Kf's and Zeff's for two choices of effective
mass.

It can be seen that the use of a specific volume dependent Fermi

energy results in an effective charge which also varies with volunie.

zeff dependency has sovie intuitive physical validity.

Thfe

One might expm:q:t

the number of. conduction electrons per ion ro drop as the density goes
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Table 20
Fermi Surface Parameters of Liquid Uranium

rn*/e

nt/me =1
VV

fjoules

KM

Zeff

K 1nz

2.6
f

1.0

1.73x1&"18

1.68x10'0

3.34

2.71x10'10

14.00

1.1

l.5SxlC'-8

1.59xI100

3.12

1.57xl0R10

13.09

1.2

8
l.39x10'-

1.51x10'0

2.89

2.43x10'0

12.10

1.3

l.24xlOr' 8

1.43x10'0

2.65

2.30x10 10

11.10

1.4

i.iixiGF1 8

1.35xI10 0

2.42

2.13x10' 0

9.76

1.5

1.00xIO10 8

1.28x10'0

2.20

2.06x101 0

9.23

1.6

9.02x10-19

1.22x10'0

2.01

1.96x10 10

8.44

1.7

8.20x10-1 9

1.16x10'0

1.85

1.87x10' 0

7.77

1.8

7.54x10-1 9

1.11x10'10

1.73

l.79x10'10

7v25

1.9

19
7.04x1&-

1 .0 7.,cO
10

1.65

1.73x10 10

6.91

2.0

6.70x1(7-19

0
1.05XI1016

~

.0xO1067
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dcwn because the "free" electrons should associate themselves more and
nnre with individual ionic cores.

In the limit of large separation there

should remain only neutral atcmis and no shared electrons.

In uranium

there are three 5f, one 6d, and two 7s electrons which might exist at
energies within the conduction band.

The normal density zeff of 14

necessary to coyute a reasonable resistivity seems too high while Zeff
3.34 implied by the m*/me = 1 calculation is low. T'ese values are
merely artifacts of forcing the nonsimple uranius conduction electrons
=

into the free electron formalism.
Another feature that warrants some examination is the dependence of
the resistivity upon effective mass.

As revealed in Eqs. (5-21) and

(5-22) the electron mass enters directly into the resistivity both
through the t-matrix and in the coefficients of the q-space integral.
The coefficient term v

relation wv.

contributes an m2 dependence through the

if,-. whil-e th

proportional to rn

squareld manitude of the t-matrix is

for an overall m

resistivity dependence.

Intuitively, larger electron masses should result in more lethargic
transport yielding higher resistivities.

.

In opposition to arid overriding

this effect is the lessened scattering of the higher masses.

The net

effect in this formulation is a resistivity that. decreases with effective

A perplexing result that awaits better knowledge of the liquid state
dispersion relationship is the fact that higher effective masses better
mxodel higher density states while slightly lower masses are needed to

1
;

calculate the lw.ýer density states.
-

,

-

Through the definition,

larger effective masses correspond to dispersion

t

7',

~

........
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relationships with little curvature, or "flat bands" as they are known.
Free electrons, having a parabolic dispersiou function, have nrore
curvature meaning smaller effective masses.

Physical reasoning vwuld

indicate that the behavior of the conduction electrons should be more
free electron like near normal density but should move to higher masses
as the material expanded.

The calculation indicates the opposite trend.

In sunmary, the t-matrix resistivity calculation using APW generated
phase factors and Fermi energies produces resistivities with bcth the
wrong magnitude and wrong specific volume dependency.

Due to the assuned

complex nature of the conduction electrons it was deemed reasonable to
model then as other than free electrons through the choice of a larger
effective mass.

An effective mass of 2.6 led to good agreement with

measurement but did not reproduce exactly the right volume dependency.
Although there is a measure of volume dependence in the calculation
through the volume dependent Vermi overall energies, it is not strong
enough to correctly reproduce measured values.

As with the screened-ion

pseudo-potential lead results the t-matrix uranium calculations are good
over a limited expansion range but fail to effectively model the high
temperature low density liquid resistivities.
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6.

RE

DATIONS

The discussions of the previous chapters have supported the concept
of naking equation of state and resistivity measurements on equilibrium
states of liquid metals.

Accurate reproducible results have been

reported for six materials, the confidence level being sufficiently high
to deduce even derivitive quantities in 9-we cases (see Table 1).

A new

temperature determining technique has been developed and applied to a
range of materials which presented a variety of pyrometric problems.
Finally the experimental results have been used to make pseudo-potential
and t-matrix calculations for the resistivities of liquid lead and liquid
uranium, respectively.

In each of these areas several avenues of

investigation have presented themselves which, for one reason or another,
have not been completely examined at this time.

The interesting but

unresolved issues fall naturally into three categories-projected
improveinents to the experiment and experimental techniques,

further

refinements on the reported data, and projected uses for the wealth of
data made available here for the first time.

This chapter is a brief

discussion of points thought to warrant further pursuit.

Experimental Improvements
LA.L,
LI
%

LtLW•tAiLLUCe
U

LL

most from further development.

L7YLUIR

Lieyy

n

drea that would benefit

Although the consistency of the data is

quite good the calibration techmique could be improved.
intensity calibration is

Currently

accomplished with Wratten neutral density

filters which are susceptible to damage and rather inprecisely
characterized.

The use of better grade glass filters wuld improve the

pyrometer response voltage to intensity transfer function.
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Probably the largest contributor to inaccuracy in the temperature
measurement is the current method of establishing a temperature
calibration point.

As has been discussed for much of these data a

calibration point was fixed by extrapolating published lower temperature
data to a temperature within the range of good pyrometer response.

This

of necessity meant extending known data approximately 1000 K with

estimated specific heats.

While the technique involved some iteration to

ensure a smooth joining of the new data to the old, the uncertainty was
always greater for this procedure than for the cases in which a high
temperature melting transiticn provided a "self" calibration point (see
Eq. 3-10).

What is needed then is a method of superimposing the

intensity of a known standard radiator on the data trace.

Initial

attempts to do this involved running a tantalum standard in conjunction
with each data run and assuming that the. pyrometric voltage measured at
the tantalum melting plateau could be used to establish a similar point
in the data trace.

In practice the intensity corresponding to the

tantalum melting temperature in the unknown sample was found as follows:
Ii(Tc) I Tarlt. Cunk ('i

Tant.

,'Tc)

6-

I_ c

where Ii(Tc) Iunknown and Ii(T)tantalum are intensities for
the unknown and tantalum, respectively.
used in Fq.

(3-10)

Ii (T0 )

Iunknown

is

then

to find the calibration factor, Gi..

There are at least t;o problems with this calibration technique.
First curi,Tc),

the emissivity of the sample at the tantalum

melting temperature,

is unknown arn

must be estimated.

Secondly, the

response of the pyrometers must be assumed to remrain unchanged over the

Is
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long times necessary to perform the two experimental runs.

It was these

considerations that made the extrapolated calibration point method seem
attractive.

.•

Fortunately,

relatively large errors in the estimated

emissivity, CurkO(i IT ),

result in much smaller errors in the

computed temperatures.

Therefore,

it

would be fruitful to compare

temfperatures calculated with a tantalum calibration to those calculated
a calibration taken from previous low temrperature data.

tantalum calibration it
IiýT)

is

inportant that both

i (T

For the

lunknown

d

tantalum be c°uputed using the same pyrometer voltage to

relative intensity transfer function.

Agreement of these two sets of

temperatures would give added confidence in the measurement.
The objective of obtaining the full range of temperatures on one
pyrcineter trace should be abandoned in favor of optimizing the
measurement to either the low or high ten•peratures.

All available sample

radiaticoi would be used for the low temperature measurement while well
characterized neutral density filters could be used to attenuate the
radiation for high temperature readings.

Separate runs made to optimize

either end of the temperature scale would overlap in the intermediate
temperature ranges and could be cr

related through measured enthalpy.

The high temperature run would thus be calibrated on the low temperature
data in the same way that current measurements are calibrated

ai

published data.
One of the unresolved experimental issues is

the inconsistent

occurrence of baseline offset in the pyrometry traces.
Fig. 8 the pyrometer baseline is

As illustrated in

recorded during the initial stages of

the scope sweep from before the resistive heating is

started until the

sample temperature is high enough to cause the emitted radiation to be

S
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above minimum detector response.

Infrequently this baseline suffers an

irregular deflection due either to electrical noise or to a spurious
optical signal.

Even though it may last but a few microseconds the noise

signal destroys the record of the baseline and renders the remaining
trace unusuable since all data measurements must be made with respect to
the baseline (see Appendix B).

It is very unlikely that the baseline

shifts on the timescale of the experiment (100 psec) but the loss of the
early tecord to noise makes it necessary to sample the baseline at some
later time in the trace.

The short experimental times and the relatively

slow (0.3 Psec)(12) pyrometer response times make intermittant chopping
of the sample radiation unfeasible.

However,

an electro-optical shutter

could be placed between the sample and the end of the fibre optics bundle.,
(see Fig. 11) which could be timed to open before the scopes are
triggered and close 60-100 psec after the heating is initiated.

This

shuttering of the sample radiation would place an additional record of
the baseline on the pyrometer data trace.
Better accuracy could be achieved by abandoning the logarithmic
amplifiers in favor of linear amplifiers.

The sample intensity within

the spectral window of a pyrometer channel may vary by as much as five to
seven orders of magnitude over the temperature range of an experiment,
making logarithmic amplificaticri an attractive choice.

To cover this

temperature range with linear amplifiers would require a series of
cscilloscopes each adjusted to receive an jidividual order of magnitude
signal.

Current logarithmic signals range up to 2.5 volts with a 1 volt

baseline offset meaning that linearly amplified signals for a sinilar
gain would require oscilloscope settings to achieve full scale ranges of
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0-2 volts, 0-20 volts, 0-200 volts, and 0-2000 volts to adequately cover

the sample intensity.

Projected Data and Calculational Refinements

W

One of the most interesting aspects of the experimental work of this
project is the capability to characterize those states near the liquid
vapor two phase boundary.

It the assumptions as discussed in Chapter 4

are valid it is within the realm of possibility to determine the equation
of state parameters at or near the two phase boLxndary.

In cases where

the critical point lies within the attainable pressure range it

should be

possible to measure the critical point parameters to an accuracy
determined by the amount of data taken.

In the work reported here only

lead has received the experimentaticn necessary to locate the two phase
boundary with acceptable accuracy,.

¶b increase this accuracy additional

specific volume measurements (streak photography) rneed to be made at
pressures of 0.1 GLa and below and between 0.2 and 0.3 GPa.
.

temperature data are also needed for expansions above V/V

0

Additional
z 2.3.

These added data and possible soft sphere modelling should establish the
critical point of lead more accurately than has been done for any metal
to this date. (5)
Among the materials studied here the next most likely subject for
further investigation of the liquid vapor two phase boundary is niobiuLn.
Although estimates place the critical point parameters of niobium at the
limits of IEX experimenta2 capability it should be relatively easy to
locate the low pressure portion of the liquid phase boundary with
accuracy.

These data should enable a further refinenent of the currently
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estimated parameters:

T

=

9989K, V/0=

4,25, and PC

0.963

GPa.(5)
In this paper are no reported temperatures above 8000 K.

In the case

of some of the materials, e.g. Au-Cu and Pt, higher temperatures were

"

measured than were reported because the reliability of the highest
temperatures was not comparable to the other data.

Confidence in these

higher temperature measurements can be readily improved through two
refinements.

First, as discussed in the last section the highest

terperature sample emission can be attenuated with neutral density
filters to bring it within the range of good detector sensitivity.
Secondly, the exhaustive thermal transport calculation alluded to in
Chapter 2 needs to be done in order to establish the credibility of the
higher teirperatures.
The temperature determining technique being newly developed could
benefit from further study.

In addition to the coirparison of calibration

techniques suggested in the previous section certain parametric
sensitivities could be more closely defined.

Calculations could be made

to establish exactly the effect of calibration point errors in the
computed temperatures over the range of the data.

A second study might

be made to more closely evaluate the effect of choosing the c 1 ihratic-w'
temperature at a range of values.

Alications of the Reported

_Data

The major value of this work lies in the wealth of data presented on
Opportunities for exploiting this

highly expanded liquid metals.

information have only begun to be realized.

A major use is in

formulating equations of state as has been begun Iyy Grover (39) and

_. .-
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YoLUg- 5 ).

The formulation of such equations of state are carried out

in a semi-empirical manner and req, re data to determine adjustable
parameters.
is

A first

principles approach to equation of state development

being pursued by Ross(21)

in which the current data are necessary to

choosing suitable interaction potentials for liquid metals.

"MLE7"

calculations are just begun and should be pursued as a means of gaining
theoretical insight as well as producing engineering data.
As a project in itself calculations of liquid metal resistivity
should be continued for lead and uranium and initiated for the other four
materials.

Further calculations should define the limits of

applicability for both pseudo-potential and t-matrix calculations.

Use

of the t-matrix theory will require new APW calculations which would
preferably be carried out for expanded rather than coapressed states.

A

principal objective should be to unfold the effects of mass and effective

charge, possbly

evelopiiiy a volume dependence for each.

An optimistic

result might be to correctly model the lcw density resistivity and the
metal to insulator

i777~

--

(Mott) transition.
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APPENDIX A.

TE'MPERATURE UNCERTAINIBES

The sanple temperature measurement is

subject to four major sources

of error which act both singly and in concert to determine the final
uncertainty in a given temperature.
measurement imprecision,
limitations,
techniques,

Factors to be ccnsidered are randan

systematic errors caused by instrument

the systematic effects of less thun perfect calibration
and the limits on accuracy imposed by the functional

relationship between temperature and radiated energy.

Although somae

effects are most significant in only narrow parts of the temperature
range the calibration technique and the full range criterion for
determining the unknown emissivity parameters tern

to make problems of

one temperature region important to all the calculated temperatures.
The temperature determining scheme rests upon the coupled solution of
Eqs. (3-12) and (3-13).

Recognizinq the equivalence of M.

(3-81

tn

(3-12) the former may be written as:

Ii(T)

Since it
e(ii, T9c

is

=Gi C(AiT)Fi(T) =G c (Xi,TJ[l+ai(T-Tc) ]F.(T)

difficult to extract the individual parameters Gi and

frum their product no infornatior. is

lost it

the intensity

is expressed as:

Ii (T)

=

Gi5 i (T)Fi (T)

'1[t
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where

(T)

=

1+ai (T-T.) and Gi has been redefined to designate
1

the product G. C(

T ).

With these dcanges in nomenclature the

uncertainty of the SCT temperatures is given by:

AT.

-T

+ ;T

F

(A-1)

where the error in the temperature dependence of the emissivity is:
A(c.

a.

-1

i

Ci.

(A-2)

l +a.i (T-TC)
II

The uncertainties of c(ii, To) and Gi derive from a variety of
sources and have been omobined into

/Ci/Gi.

In order to simplify the expression for the T1'C
Uncertainty Eq.

temperature

(3-13) may be rewritten as:

[l+a (T-T
ij

R,

j,

Gj

(A-3)

[i+a (T-T )

ij

1,j

is the ratio of measured intensities in channels i and
Ii. (&c) F] (Tc)
and Fi.j is the ratio of blackbody functions.
Ij
T9P0CT
iij

i,j
Uncertainty in the

AR.

1

~~~

AT. andAT.

WM' temperature
.

L

is then:

•.

A"
~~

i[~.(

. as defined [.y Eqs.

_1F,Ja-a.

+_ 9ýF.

+a (T.Th7

T

--

.

i'.
(A-4)

(A-1.) and (A-4) are the total error

in the temperatures to include all measure•ent

imprecision axri

systematic

inaccuracies.

I
~ ~

*t.

-

Io
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The least significant cxxitributor to the magnitude of either AT
or ATi~ is the imprecision in obtaining a true voltage from the
oscilloscope trace.

Careful calibration of the time and voltage axes for

each experimental run reduce this random error to much less than 1%.
Much more serious is the issue of translating these voltages into a
correct sample intensity.

As detailed in Chapter 3 this voltage to

internsity conversion entails constructing an accurate intensity scale
which in turn depends on having an extremely stable laser source, taking
standard intensity meRsuremfents without any hard to recognize mistakes,
and reading the intensity scale precisely.

Saxrple eiru.ssions in axue

cases may produce a maximumn pyrometer response above 2.5--2.7 volts vwhich
corresponds to cooplete saturation of the photo diode.

The low end of

the detector response curve is unreliable because of a small signal to
noise ratio.

Therefore,

be 5% and 10%,

Ali/Ii and ARij./Ri.j are estimated to

respectively, except at the extremes of the voltage scales

where they become prohibitively large.
Uncertainties in calibration are characterized bL AIG/Gi and
3i "

X

i,)

./Gi

i,)

The calibration schemes outlined in Chapter 3 in son-

sense represent a cormpromise between conflicting requirenents.

With the

current pyrometer configuration the most precise calibration is achieved
with a material which melts at a temperature that produces a resucriss of
1.0-2.0 volts, i.e. at the center of the detector range.

Depending cai

emissivities a 1.0 volt response corresponds to a tenperature in the
neighborhood of 3000 K. Of the materials in this study only Nb and NbJIt
which melt near 2750 K exhibit an identifiable trace feature in a range
where the measured intensities are reliable enough to be used for
calibration purposes.

id

Eaidence of the melting plateau (T' = 2045 K)
c

4

it
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was always seen in the platinum data but occurred too near minimum;
detector response to be used reliably for calibration.
materials melted at lower temperatures.

V

All other

Therefore, the calibration of

all but the niobium and NbHf data was done by extrapolating published low
terperature-enthalpy data to temperatures of 2600 K to 3000 K.

For all

cases except uranium this involved an extrapolation of over 1000 K which
pr( Lded the opportunity for a significant error.

To minimize this error

heat capacities were chosen that agreed well with the new data and the
published data.

The choice of a calibration temperature lower than 2600

K would mean a shorter range extrapolation but the associated calibrating
intensities were found to be too unreliable to produce consistent
temperatures.

Even then the calibration temperatures are near an

unreliable region of instrxnent response so AGi/Gi and
AG.i

/Gi,

are estimated at 10% and 20%,
ýF
a1,

The factors

3/Fi and

T-

IF ij

respectively.

are the normalized rates at

which the blacklx ly functions change as a function of temperature.

These

are numerically evaluated functions and depend very sensitively on the
temperature and the spectral range encoimpassed by a particular
intert-rence filter.

In calculating the percentage error, ATi/Ti,

the relevant parameters are the above discussed rates times the
temperature at which they are evaluat'ed.

Th illustrate the significance

of these parameters Table A-I presents values calculated for the lead
analyses of Chapter 4

It can be seen that the temperature dependence of

thi blackbody function provi8_3s a deinagnification of the uncertainties
associa ed with the, SCT teunpxratures.

Ps beneficial demagnification
T1

lessens as the temperature i ncreas,'s and the blackbody peak moves to
shorter wavelengths.

#aa

The situation is not so fortunate for the ¶RJT

---

W

'
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temperatures where the weak temperature dependence of the blackbody
function actually magnifies the uncertainties over much of the useful
temperature range of the pyrometers.

For this reascn the Tr

tempexatures have proven much less reliable than the SCT tenperatures.

Table A-I.

Lead Blackbody Uncertainty Factors

ýF.
-3T
T

1i=450

ýF.

F-i

T 3T-65 0

xi=600

<i=

Pi-j
xi//Xj600/650

2000

15.44

11.89

10.32

1.57

4000

7.86

6.04

5.24

.80

6000

5.30

4.10

3.59

.52

The range of the em-issivity parameter,

ai, that is

investigated in

finding the true sample temperatures is chosen based upon the full scale
temperature agreement criterion.

In other words that set of ai 's,

one

for each channel, that gives the best agreement among the three
independent SCT temperatures and two independent T[T temperatures over
the entire temperature range of the experiment is the one chosen to
specify the temperatures dependence of the emissivities.

In practice tbe

emissivity temperature dependence was found to be rather weak so that a
typical a, value gave an enissivity variaticn o
a temperature range of 3400 K.
less than 6x10-5 CK.
S•~Fi
the ai parameters is

Referencing Eq.

.. re

r'

(3--11)

-.

n 2%verL

usual ai's are

A conservative estimate of the iimportance of
found by coaparing aiT to (-/i)T,

Using

the values in Table A-I it car, blŽ seen thAt the term involving the
emissivity parameters in the denconinators of Eqs.

(A--l) and (A-4) is

never more than 10% of the other temn in the denc~ninator and therefore is
ignored in evaluating the tuc-wtainties in the SCT an" T7+-'r tenteratures.

V,
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With these discussed considerations the total uncertainty in the SCT
temperatures for the case of lead illustrated in Figure 13 is 5% at 2000
K, 2-3% at 4000 K, and 3-4% at 6000 K. The uncertainty in the TtXT
temperature is 58% at 2000 K, 50% at 4000 K, and 116% at 6000 K.
Altho~ugh the analyses have been admittedly conservative the uncertainties
illustrate the primary issues in deternining sample temperatures with
fast radiation pyrometry.

The confidence in the SCT temperatures is well

founded while the usefulness of the

=R'temperatures is severely

compromised by an unfavorable funtional relationship and the cumulative
effects of many measurements and computations.
The specification of temperature uncertainties is incomplete withoKut
identifying areas of possible consequence which are not adequately
accounted for in this analyses.

One such issue concerns the stability of

the pyrometer baseline as the pyrometer is subjected to a rather
violently dynamic electromagnetic field environment.

The pyrometer

amplifier was designed to provide a stable reference voltage. (12)
However,

evidence of baseline shifts was encountered in some experimental

runs which were discarded for that reason.

There exists a possibility,

though, that baseline shifts could occur in a region of the trace that
would make their detection very difficult.

Such shifts would have a

significant effect on the uncertainty in the tempueratures.

The

repeatability of the data presented in Chapter 4 reduces the possibility
of random baseline fluctuations but does not completely eliminate the
risk.

A possible diagnostic fix for this problem is suggested in Chapter

6.
A second issue is the reliability of the temperatures measured neat
the saturation limit of tlh

A.

detectors.

Extrefe temperatures were
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also.
an apparently high emissivity
achieved with scee samles having
Tbe emission.s of these uagples dr,-va the detectors to and beyond
saturation, i.e., the point where further intensity caused no fuLther
increase in voltage.

The antidote tor this problem is purely a

procediral one and will also be discussed in Chapter. 6.

II
1-.-

-

.

.

-

-
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APPEIX B.

PYFR), A

4PUE CODE FOR DMIRMINING

BPATFJM

PYRO uses oonputed blackbody functions (Eq. 3-9) and oscilloscope
pyroneter readings to calculate intensities relative to a standard
intensity, SCT temperatures,

"'Ttenmeratures, and emissivities relative

to an undetermined standard emissivity.

To simplify the calculations

there are three versions of PYRO, one for each of the possible
combinations of two channels available from the three data channels.

All

versions assume linear temperature dependence for the cwissivity, and all
use the same input card deck.

This appendix reveals no new information

about fast radiation pyrotmetry, but is designed to enable the uninitiated
user to apply the techniques of Chapter 3.

The code contains no

coxputing subtleties, being in fact crude but straightforward.

Cubic

splines, as computed in subroutine SPLINE, are used for the many times
interpolation between discrete data points is required.

The code listing

is given in sections with explanatory commentary acoqpanying each
section.

The version discussed,

stored in file

PYROLIN,

aaalyzes data

from the shortest wavelength channel (Channel 1) and the longest
wavelength channel (Channel 3).

PROGRAM PVRO3(TAPE2,HSP CEROUT,TAPEIO=CEROUT,CCOUT, TAPE15;COUT)
,:.ALL ASSIGN(2,O,4RDATA,6)
CALL ASSIGN(3 •1)
CALL CHANOE(5R+MARK)
CALL KEEP80(1)

C
C
C

r~

THE DIMENSION STATEMENTS
,I IFNSICON RDT(200), RDD(200)

DRI(15) DTVX((20),DTVY(20),STVX(C20)
6
63(251) C4(251) SEM(3)
C2(251)
DIMENSION SIVY(20),C1(251)
200),R[NT(6,200)
DIMENSION CERN(1506) ,TEMP'3,200),6TEMP(3
SMPi(3) C12(251)
COMT(200)
TCERN(251)
D I I.NS ION TMPC($)
DIMENSION c22(25!1, C32(251 ) 642(251))C13(251),63'251),C33(2511)
DIMENSION C43(P,1 ),EM(3,2OO),DRII (15IXND(15),TTIE(3)
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Each of the variables dimensioned here will be discuss]d as they are
used.

The size of the argunmts allow u

to 200 data points in each of

three channels with a resulting 200 ozmputed points for each output SC',
*

or T2T temperature.

Space is allotted for 251 calculated blackbody

functions for each of three SCT and three 'T

temperatures.

The program

reads these functions from file CEROUT into the one dimensional array
CEIN in the order channel 1, channel 2, channel 3, channel I/cha nel 2,
channel I/channel 3, channie

2/channel 3.

This particular version of

PYRO then uses functions for channels 1 and 3 and channel 1/channel 3.

C

READ (2,

10
11
48

1 O)NTC.

READ(2, 11) (SEM(I), I=I,NTC)
FORMAT':15)
FORMAT(3F10.3)
READ(2, 1I)(TMP( I), I=I.NTC)
READ(2, 48)TLO,THINUMT
,FORMAT(2F0.O, i5)
CHOOSE COMMON TIMES AT WHICH TO COMPUTE INTENSITIES

nLuber of data channels in the calculation.

This is almost

always 3.
SEM4

Time' in seconds at which the calibration intensity occu's, This
is either the thne the. center of the melting plateau is reached
or the time a calibration enthalpy is reached.

UfPC

Calculated blackbody function for the temperature reached I-, thc
sample at time SEM.

These values aLe read from a table of

computed furnctions output by the code ARBPLf.
ThO =

Experimental time in seconds at which temperature calculations
are to begin.

THI

Latest time in the experim•ent for which experimental
calculations are to be made.

NI]UTr

Total number of points for which calculations are to be made.
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C.

49
C
23
24

25
26
27

)(T=NUMT
DT=(THI -TLO)/XT
COMT(l )=TLO
DO 49 1=2 NUMT
C0M7I1i=C6MTu1-1)+DT
READ THE NUMBER OF: CALCULATE.D KERNELS PER COLOR.
READ(2, 1O)NCK
VIRITF(3, 23)NCK
FORFIAT(/ I~38H KERNALS ARE CALCULAYED FOR EACH COLOR)
READ(1O0 W(TCERMI) CERN(l),1=1,NCK)
FORMAT(3(E12.4,SX Elk 4 3X))
READ(1O,25)(CERN( ),I-N6K+1,2*NCK)
READ(1OCER2c),:-'.'ý;?NCK+ I 3*NCK)
READ(1O,25)ýCERN(I)4IT3*NCK+l,4aNCK)
READ(10,25)(CERN(I),1=4 *NCK+1 5 WNCK)
READ( 10 25),(CERN(l),,=5*NCK+1,6j*NCK)
1.
FORMAT(5(15X IE12, 4
WRITE(3 26)5NCK+A,:1'N';K
FORMAT(/ 19HCAL.CULATED) KERNALS ,14,6H
THRU ,14,6H
ARE--)
WRITE(3,k7)
FORMAT(/ 3(,4X tHTEU'7 (K) 9x I6HKERNAL,4X) /
WRIrE(3,k4)(TCERN(I'),CERhJ(5*NCK+1),!=l,NtbK)

C

Pints in exper irnental time at which teirperature is to be

LOW

calculated.
Nuibar of caipuLEV2 bidckbody functions for each SCI' and TOT
temperatuce.
'IrTY

Thbis is 251 to agree with the dimensioni statement.

I izaeratures for wpiich blackbody functions are calculated.
Tta-,

aire determined by the data on CEROWT anid typically range

'~~~a low around 1500 K to a high of 9000 K.
am~lThe blackkody functionis as com~puter by ARBPLT.

a
12
13
14
15
16

READ(2 I12)NC,NDET, NDP
FORMAT:315)
WRITE(ý;13)NDET NC
FORMAT(/ 33HTEMP~ERATURE ANALYSIS FOR DETECTOR,13,8H CHANNEL, 13)
WRITE(3, 14)NDP
FORMAT(/ 25HTHE TEMPERATURE CURVE HAS, 15,1211 DATA POINTS)
FORMAT( 6FI2.3)
WRITE(3, 16)
FORrMAT(/./,3'5X,4HT1ME,8X(,11HTEMr'ERATURE,2X),/)
DOj 17 1;2tNDP
RDT( I)~DF(I) -RDT( 1)
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17

ROD( I )=RDU(I ) -ROD( 1)
RDT( 1 )=0.
ROD! 1)40.
) (RUT(!),RDO(I ), I •1,NUP)
WRI'rE(:3•1

This is 1, 2, or 3 dependirng

Numnber of the pyrometer channel.

NC =

an the wavelength of the interference filter.

The order is

shortest wavelength to longest wavelength.
This is also 1, 2, or 3.

NDRh?

The pyrometer used with the NC channel.

N1DP

The numaber of data points in channel NC.

IMT =

Time in microns that a particular reading is made.

RDD =

Pyrometer reading in microns.

Both RDT and RDD are cards

punched by the film reader.
FOT and R1D are converted to mleasurements with respect to the
tirst read point which is placed on the baseline at the time of
bankfire.

C
18

19
20

21
C
C22
ii
T"

READ(2, 18)MRI,NRIL
FORMAT.215)
WRITE(3, 19)NRI

FORMAT,/,21HTHE

n

CDRI(1)-O,
READ THE TIME-VOLTAGE CALIBRATION FOR THE
=1,8)
I
READ(2,15)(DTVX(I),DTVY(I),
FORMAT(F1O.3)
READ(2, 28)DSCALX, DSCALY
TE (3, 29) DSCALX
•,WRI
FORMATI.2F10.3)

29

FORMAT:/,15HDATA X-SCALE
WWRI
TE( 3, 30OrSCALY

-

FP"
F SCALE)

DAFA.

E1O,2,6H SECS/CM)

FORMAT(/, I1HDATA Y-SCALE = ,E1O,2,QH

f'

.-

T
POIN.TS

21 12 1NRI
(I)-DRI(1)
RI i) )OR

28
28

30

H

RfEL INT CURVE HAS,13,12H POINTS MEAS)

WRI TE( 3, 20) NR IL
.31 M•nT _...
FORMAT(/. Il,3H
RLAD(2 15) (DR! (I) I =1, NRI)

VOLTS/Ct)

I
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Total nuwber of lines on the relative intensity scale.

Nl =

See

Figure 14.
NML =

Number of most int-rnse Lines that are off scale and missing from
the picture.

Because of electronic variations between the

pyrometers if 10 is adjusted to obtain full scale oscilloscope
deflection in one channel it will be off scale in others.
DRI =

Relative intensity deflections in maicrons.

These are

immediately ccnverted to distances with respect to the baseline.

mTVX

&

x and y positcions of 18 points read from the time and voltage
calibration film.

The p:ints oaiprise a 7x4 array with the

number. one point being one Lr from the bottom on the right (as
viewed through tie filrm reader) and sLccessive points read
counter-clockwise around the outside of the array ending with
the bottom right-hand corner.
A..-9.X =

Ti-e in secods- bctwc-en the= ti-e voltage points.

DSCALY =Vertical space in voltages between the time voltage points.

CHANGE

C

ALL

DATA

FROM MICRONS TO VOLTS.

C

C YSFDL-'O.
THE DATA CONVERSION.
PC 33 1=3,9
33
;3t
C
35
37
0
39

40
41

YSED=YSFD-DTVY( I)+DT'VY( 7+9)
YSF-=21 .DSCALY/YSFD
DO 34 I=INDP
NUULIJ)=ZD(I)WYSFD
THE RELATIVE INTENSITY
00 35 I=lNRI
DRI(I )YSF-DWDRI(I)
YSFD= .OE+04;1'SFD
WRI TE(3, 37)YSFD
E10.3,91H VOLTS/CM)
16HTHE DATA CAL IS
FORMAT(/
CALIBRATh THE TIME
XSFD=O.
Do 39 j1,3
XSFD=;XSED+DTVX(!+8)-DIVX(I )
XSFD=XSFD+DTVX(12) -DTVX( 18)
XSFD=24. DSCALX/XSFD
DO 40 1•INDP
RDT(])zRDT()*XSFD
XSFD1 ,OE+04*XSFD
WRI TE( 3,41 )XSFD
FORMAT(/,12HTIME CAL IS JEI0.3,H SEC/CM)

j

_________________________________________________

"-"

t

YSFD

Volts per micron conversion factor.
and printed as volts/cm.
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This is multiplied by 107

The distances involved are actual film

distances and because of variaticns in camera magnification may
be significantly different than oscilloscope settings.
XSFD =

C
C
C

Seconds per micron conversicn factor.

FIND THE VOLTS TO INTENSITY

TRANSFER FUNCTION.

XND(M)=0,
XND(2)=.3
XND(3)=.6
XND(4)=I.0
XND(5)=1.3
XND(6)=1.6
XND(7)=2.0
XND(8=2. 3
XND(9)=2.6
XND(10)

3.o

XND(11)=3.3
XND(12)=3.6
XND(13)z.4.0
CREATE A RELATIVE

C
42

C

43

INTENSITY

FOR EACH DRI

VOLTAGE,

00 42 I=2,NRI
K=NRI ýNRIL+1 -I
DRI I (1)=•1.
-XNDK)

DR! 1(1) =0.
PLOT TRANSFER FUNCTION.
CALL FRAFME(M)
CALL MAPGSL(DRI(1),DRI(NRI ) RII(2),DRII(NRI))
CALL SETCH(37.,1., 0,,1
,0
CALL CRTBCD(32HREL INtENSITY DEFLECTION (VOLTS))
35.,O0 1 1,0)
CALL SETCH(1
CALL CRTBCD(25HL_6G 6F'RELAT!VE INTENSITY)
CALL. SETCH(37 ,40.,0,0,4 ,0,0)
WOT 100,43,NC
FORMAT(46HREL INTENSITY TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR CHANNEL
CALL TRACE(DRI(2),DRII(2),NRI-1)

42)
1

XLU=

Neutral density filter number.

DRII

Relative intensity, I/IO, for a given measured voltage an the

relative intensity calibration film.

This is plotted versus DRI

' i a semi-log graph beginning with the second point to avoid
plotting the log of 0.

-

r~~r'

'~-~n-~~
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C

SPLINE

FIT TRANSFER FUNCTION.

C
C
C

45

46
44
C
C
C

CALL SPLINE(DRiDRILNIRI,CLC2,C3,C4)
FIND REL INTENSITIES FOR ROD VOLTAGES.
KC=0
DO 44 I=1,NDP
DO 45 Jr1,NRI-1
IF(RDD I).GE.D)RI(J).AND.RDD(I).LT.DRI(J+1))130 10 46
CONTINUE
KC=KC+ 1
RDD( I )=.
0O TO '14
SEP=RDD(I)-DRI(J)
RDD(I)SEP*ý:C3(J+SEP*(C2(J)+SEP*C1(J)l+C4(J)
CONTiNUE
NDP=NDP -KC
ROD

IS NOW RELATIVE

INTEr'SITY.

PLOT ROD,

CALL FRAME(1)
CALL MAPGSL.(ROT(2) RDT(NDP) RDV(3)jRDD(NDP))
CALL SE7CHk37.j1.,6,0,1,
CALL CRTBCD(24HTIME FROM 6ANKFIRE (SEC))
CALL SETCH(i. 35
0 0 1 1,0)
CALL ccrTBCD:-26HL66 6F'RELATIVE iNTENSITY)
CALL SETCH(37.,40.,.O,0,1,0,0)
WOT 100,47,NC
FORMAT('31HLOG OF REL INTENSITY FOR CHANNEL
CALL TRACE(RDT(3),RDD(3),NDP-2)

01a

47

,2)
1

C

The voltage to intensity transfer function is fit withl cubic splines
and this curve is used to convert RIX) in volts to RDD expressed as a
fractioni of I01

This relative intensicy is plotted as a function

of time.

C

FIND DATA REL

INTENSITIES AT COMMON TIMES.

CALL SPLI NE RDT( 2)

*ROD

C2),*NDt3- 1,Cl

,C2,

C3, 4)

C
DO 50 I=LNUMT

51
52

53
50
C

IF(COMT( ) .LT.RDT(2) .OR.COMTCI ) GT.RDT(NDP))LUO TO 53
DO 51 J=2 NDP-1
IF(COMTF(I ,GlT.RD-T(J) .AND.COMThI).LT.RD)T(J+1))GSo TO 52
CONTINUE
SEPýCOMT(I) -RDT(J)
RINT INC I)=SEPw(C3(J)+SEP*(C2(J)+SEP*C1 (J) ))+C4(J)
GO To 5
R114T (NC I)=0'
CONTINUE
HINT INODAARLIN7ENSITY AT COMMON TIMES.
WITE(3 24) CCMT(I),RINT(NC,I),I=1,NUMT)

TY'

1
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The relative intensity versus time transfer function is fit with
cubic splines and the relative intensity at cammn times is then
found and labelled RENT.
C
C
C

93
94
95
C;

FIND MEASURED REL

INT AT CALIBRATION ENTHALPY.

DO 93 1=2 NOP-2
IF(SEM(NC .GT.RDT(I).AND.SEM(NC).LTRDT(i+l))00
TO 94
CONTINUE
SEP=SEM(NC)-RDT(I)
SMlI'(NC)=SEPS(C3(])+SEPm(C2(I)+SEP*C
(: )))+C4(I)
WRITE(3,95)NC SMPI(NC),SEM(NC)
FORMAT:./
4HCHAN I3,11H CAL INT IS,E1O.2,9HOCCURS AT,EIO.2,5H SECS)
CALL SETIOCH(1,D lO)
CALL POINTC1HM, S-M(NC),SMPI(NC),1)
IF(NC.LT.3)GO

TO 5

The same spline fit is used to find the relative intensity at the
calibration time, SE4, and this is plotted as the letter M on the

intensity vs time plot.
This marks the end of the film distance to volts to relative
intensity conversicn process which is repeated for all three channels.
C
C

C

55
54
C

A=O.
DO 54 t:1,NUMT
IF(RINT(1.I).EQ.A.OR.RINT(2
RINT(4, I )=RINT( 1 I )/RINT(20
GO TO 54
RINT(4,I)=0.
CONTINUE

I

I)

EQ.A)SO

TO 55

DO 56 I=1,NUMT
IF(RINT(II).EQ.A.OR.RINT(3
I) EQ.A)GO TO 57
RINT(5,
=R,,NT(I,1)/RINT(3,h)•
:7

C

FORMULATE THE RATIOS OF MEASURED REL INTENSITIES.

56

59
58
89

GO TO j6
FRINT(5, i )=U.,
CONT I NUE
00 58 I=I,NUMT
IF(RJN7(2,IL.EQ.A.OR.RINT(3 1).EQG.A)O TO 59
RINT(6 I)=RINT(2,I)/RINT(3,A)
GO TO 58
RINT(6,I1) 0.
CONTINUE
DO 89 K=4,6
WRITE(3,J24;(COMT(I),RINT(K,I),I=I,NUMT)
A=O.
B=1 .0

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL.
CALL
CALL

FRAME(1)
MAPG(COMT(1),COMT(NUMT),AB)
SETCH(37.,1. ,
0, 1 0 0)
CRTI3CD(24HTIME FLR6 AANKFIRE
SETCH(I
35. 00 1 1 0)
CRTBCD(1JHREL iNt AATIO)
SETCH(37.:40.,0,0,1,0,0)

(SEC))

it
---------n----.
- --
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66
90
91
92

WOT 100 a6
CALL S~tPCH( 1 0 1 0)
POWER RATIOS)
FORMAT, 2I1MEAgURLT
00 90 [=1,NUMT
ROD(
)"--RINT(4, I)
CALL TRA,'.FC(1HD,COMT,RDD,NUMT)
00 91 I-I,NUMT
RODD( I ::RFI N T 5- I5
CALL TRA'I:> 0 1 HE, COMT, ROD, NUMT)
00 92 !=1,NUMT
ROD(I)=RINT:6, I)
CALL TRACEC( IHF, COMT, RDD, NUMT)

Ratios of the measured relative intensities are formulated and
plotted.

These are for use in finding the WTT temperatures.

READ (2, 10) I FLAG
IF(IFLAG.EQ.1)3GO
C
C
C
C

TO 8Z

AND CALC.
(RINT)
NOW HAVE MESD.
CALCULATE" EM1O, EMPOAND EMaO.

96
140
97

RELATINE

(CERN)

FM1 f=SMPJ (11 /TMPC( 1)
EM20=SMPI (2)/TMPC(2)
EM30=,MPI (3)/TMPC(3)
WRITE(3, 96)EM10
FORMAT(/,31HTHE TIE POINT CAL FOR CHAN 1
WRITE(3, 140)EM20
FORMAT(/,31HTIIE TIE POINT CAL FOR CHAN 2
WRI TE(3, 97) EM30
FORMAT'/,31HTHE TIE POINT CAL FOR OHAN 3

IS,E10.2)
IS,EI0.2)
IS.E10.2)

The option to omit the temperature calculation is
2410 is G1 (\ITc) with reference to Eq.

(3-8).

are the same quantities for channels 2 and 3.
C
C
C.
150

CHOOSE FITTING PARAMETER GRID
READ(2, 150)TMAX,TTIE(C ),TTI E(2),TTIE(3)
FORMAT(4F10 0)
READ(2,4.)A1MIN,A1MAX,NEM1
READ(2, 43)A2MIN A2MAX, NEM2
A3M
MN, A3MAX, NEM3
READ(2,4

Iti

INTENSITIES.

a 1 in col 5.
EM20 and EM30
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Y.TMAX-TTI EC1)
A1MAXtA1MIAX/T
AlMIN=A1MI N/T
T=TMAX-TTIE(2)
A2MAX=A211AX/T
A2MI N=A2MI N/T
Th'TMAX-TTI'E(3)
A3MAXzA3MAX/'T
A3MI N=A3M N,/T
XNEM1 xNEM1 -1
XNEM2zNEMZ- 1
XNEMS=NEM3- 1
DTA1=(A1MAX-A1MIN)/XNEM1
DTA2=CA2MAX-A2MI N) /XNEM2
DTAO= (A3MAX-A3MI N)/XNEM3

Temperature at which the emissivity will reachi AltOAX-A1±4IN per

24W

cent variaticni.
MUE

=Tenmperature

at the calibraticn point for each channel.

Mininr=m ar4 irraxirraznM

ALMIN;

frac~ticnal tfhanyes

in emissivity.

AII4AX
Na41 =

Number of emissivity coefficients to try in channel 1.

DTAI =

Change in temrperature coefficient for linear emtissivittv fit.

THE OUTSIDE FITTING PARAMETER LC'3P.

o

EAl AIMI N-DTA1
Fr,IN=). OEt5O
Do 100 Iel1NEM1
EAl=EA1 +OTA1
EA3=A3MI N-DTA3
SPLINE FIT CALCULATED KERNELS VS TEMP FOR CHANNEL 1.

o
C
101

DO 1,01 Kz1,NCK
T=TCERN(K) -TTIEC 1)
V. 1 . EA I T
CERN(K)=TECERNCK)
CALL SPLINIE(CERrtTCERN,NCK,CI,C2.CS,Cd)

190

C

C

F IND CHAIN 1 BR IGHT TEMP FOR CO5MMON I IMES.

C

104
105
103
102

A=0.
DO 102 K=1JNUMT
K.EO.A)GO TO 103
IF(CRNT1
Tl
NTR
TI 7 N (1,K) TMRC( 1)/SMP 1(1)
IF(TRINT.LT 6ERN(1),OR.TRINT.GT.CERN(NCK))GO TO 103
Do 104 J=I NCK-1
CER N(J).AND.TRINT.LT.CERN(J+1flGO TO 105
IF (T RINr4T.G
CONTINUE
SEP=TR:NT-0ERN(J)
BTEMP(1 K)zSEP*(C3(J)+SEFW(C2(J,+SErwO1(J)))tC4(J)
0O TO 162
BTEMP(I K=O,
CONTINUL

A tenperatuce coef ficient is chosen and the SOP tenperature for
channel 1. is calculated.

The technique is to crinpare:

l+aji T-T c) F.i(T) with I.i(T)*F.i(T c)/I.i(T
See Eq~. (3-12).

C

C

THE INSIDE FITTING PARAMETER LOOP.

C
00 106 Jt1,NEM3
EA3=EA3+DTA3
C
C
C

SPLINE FIT

CALCULATED KERNALS FOR CHANNEL 3.

DO 107 K=1,NCK

107

1=.+EtA39T
CERN (KK) IT-CERN (Kk')
CALL SPLINE(CERN(KIGJTCERN:NCKJC.12,C22J C32,C412)

C
C
C

FIND CHAN :3 BRIGHT TEMP FOR COMMON TIMES.
DO

110
111

C

109
!08

108 K-t1,NWUfrT

I'FrRINT() K,.EO A)GC TO 109
1-1(NT= MINT (3, K) ý1IMPC(3)/SMPI (3)
VKKI23NCK 1
I1F (TP IN1`T.-LT CERNN(KK).,OR,T7C1ZI N T.GOT.CERN (KKK))Go TO 109
D0 110 L:1,NCK-1
LLS-2*NCKýL
IF(TRiN.T.GE CERNCLL) .AND).TRINT4.LICERNCLLfl) )GO TO 111
G0 iT I iaLJE
SEP=T RINT-CERN(LL.)
2(L)+SEP* (C22(L)4+SEP*0C12 (L))+C42(L)
E%
TEMP (3, K):SEFx (Q3
G0 TO 1083
BTEMP(3,4)'0.
CONT IN'UE

Iffte SC? tenperatures are calculat(s] for Channel. 3.

*
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C
C:

112
C:
C
C

o

115
116
114
113

SPLINE FIT CALCULATED KERNALS FOR CHANi/CHANS.
CMAX=O.
00 112 K=INCK
KK<=4KNCK+K
T)=TCERN(K) -TTIE( 1)
T3=TCERN(K) -TTIEU3)
T=( 1 *EAI an )/(1, +EA3*T3I
CERN(KK )=TaCERNCKK)
)F(CERN(KK).LT.CMAX)GO TO 112
CMAX:CERNCKK)
CONTINUE
KK:4wNCK+1
CALL SPLINE(CERNC(KK)JTCERNJNCKJC1SJCZ3JC33,C43)
FIND CHANI/CHANO COLOR TEMP.
A=O.
COUNTi1
DO 113 K=1,NLJMT
IF(RIN7(1IOk.EOA.OR.RINTIS K),EQ.A)GO TO 114
TR1NT=TMPC(1wSMPi(3)xRINT~iK)/CTMPC(3VicSMPI(1)*RINT(3.K))
IFt¶TRINT.GT.CMAX)GO TO 114
DO 115 L=1,NCK-1
LL:4wNGKtL
IF(TRIN4T.GE.CERN(LL) .AND.TRINT.LT.CERN(L.L.+1))GO TO 118
CONTINUE
SEP=TRENT-CERN(LL)
CTEMP(2,K)rSEP*(C33(L)4SEPa(C23(L)+SEPaC1O(L)))+CAJ(L)
GO TO 113
CTEMP(2 K)=O.
COUNT:C6UNTl..
CONTINUE

The 'JUT temperature3s are calculated for cha

1',/C~han

C

C

CALCULATE THE MINIMIZATION FUNCTION F(A1,A2),

118
C119
C:
C

F=O.
COUNT'COUNT*COUNT
DO 118 K=1,NUMT
IF(BTEMP(11 K).EO.Z)GO TO 118
IF(BTEMP(3,K).EO.Z)GO TO 118
IF(CTEMP(2,K).EQ.Z)GO TO 118
A=BTEMP1( I,K -BTEMP(3,K)
8:BTEMP( 1,K) -CTEMP(I2,K)
C=BTEMP(3,K) -CTEMP(2,K)
F=F+AwA+BaB+CsC
A=0,
C-0,
CONTINUE
WRITE(3 l19JEA1 JEA3,F
FC'RMAT':&2X,E12',3, 1A))
CHECK FOR MINIMUM F,
IF7(F.C3E.PMIN)13O TO 12D

123

EAl M:EAI
EA3M=EAr,
00 123 Cr1 NUMT
EM(1 ,K)=BAtMPclK)
EM(2.K)jx8TEMP(3, K)
EM( 3,K;=CTEMPC2, K)

3.

192
The minimization- function, F, is comuputed as the sum of the
tenperature differences squared in the range of overlap.

For the

minimum F the two SC!? termperatures and the one 'TCT terrperature are
stored in the parameter EM.

I1?O" 00D

121 K=1,NCK
PlKK2'NCl(+K
Ti =TCERNU )-TYI ECI

121
C
122
C
C
C

T3=TCERN(K) -TTIE(3)
T=(1. +EA3xT3)/(1 +EA~wT1)
2E.RN(KK,)=CERNCKýK)/(1,+EA3*T3)
KKK =4 -t CK +K
CERN(KKK) ZT*CERN(KKK)
END OF INNER LOOP
DO 122 K=1 INCK
T'=TCERN(K)I -TI IE( 1)
CERN(Kh=CERN( K)/1+EA1*T)
END OUTER LOOP

100

CONTINUE

After the tenverature calculations have been made it is ry~cessary to
reaover the blackbody functions from the product quantities that had
replaced them.

C

C;
C
72
73

75
76

OUTPUT AND PLOT TEMPERATURES AND EMISSIVJTIES.
00 7i I=; 2
WRITE 3,77)]
FORMAT(/. 36l1BRIGHTNRSs TEMIPERATIIPE.
FOR CHANNEL
IR I TEO(3;
3
FORMAT'! q(3X 6QHTIME(SEC),4X,14HTEp~iPERATJRE(K)n)
WIRITE(3 ý?4)(C M-T(K),EM(IY) K;1JNUT)
K1

S

"WRTE(15,7*i(C0r1T(M

EM(I,k(),Kf1,NUMT)
F-ORMAT'3(E1O.3,F:1O.OS,
CONTINUE

WRITECS 77)M N
7/FOtRhATK ,24H±HE COLOR TEM4P FOR CH-AN
1l1,1 1H OVER OHAN 411,6H ARE--, /)
WRI TE(3,fB*)
70
FORMAT(/ 3U3X 9FTM(E),X1HO0
tK)),,/)
WRITE(3 44)
(C6MlTcK) EMcaK)KoNuMT)
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C

PLOT THE TEMPERATURES.

C

79

80
125
126
127

CALL FRAME( I)
REA)( 2, 79) TMNTMX, SHIN, BMA)(, IRUN
FORMA T4F10.6,15)
CALL MAPO(THNTMX ,BMIN BMAX)
CALL SETCH(37 .1.,C 0 i 0 0)
CALL CRTBCD(26HTIMC FhOM AANKFIRE (SECS))
CALL SETCH)). 35 0 0 1 1,0)
CALL CRTSCD(24F8RIGHTNEtS AND COLOR TEMP (KI)
CALL SETCH($7.,40.,0,0,l,0,0)
WJOT

100 S0

IRON

FORMAT(ý3Ht'EMPERATURES FOR RUN is
CALL SETPCH(I.O,1,O,100)
DO 125 I=l,NUNIT
RDO(I)ZEM(1AI)
CALL TRACEOC 1HA, COMT, ROD,NUMT)
DO 126 I=! NUMI
ROD[ I )=E~ll, I
CALL TRACEOC 1HO, COMT, ROD, NUMT)
DO 127 Ir I NUMT
RDD(I)c=EM(5,I)
CALL TRACEOC 1HE. COMT, ROD, NUM'r)

113)

The three tenperatures are plotted.

CC
131

CALCULATE THE EM!SSIVITIES.
DO 131 1=2,NET
ROT) I)ýRDT( 1-11+100,
DO 128 =1 NET
T1 sRDT. I ) -iT) EC1)
I )-TTJES3)
zFM10A( 1. EA1MýT1I

1

T3=R0T

L.M( 1,1

128

EMIO,11:EMSOE(1.+EA3MzT3I

The ertissivities calculated here zztuaIly inclWe the gecxretritca1
calibration factor, Gfwhich is undetermined (.see Eq. 3-10).
1;

C

OUTPUT THE EIIISSIVITIES,
00 81 1m1,3 2
WR ITE (3. 82)

82
81
83
C
C

*

FORMAT(' 25HE1IISSIVITIES FOR CHANNEL
1I5)
WR ITE (3, 63)
/RI TECS , 74) (RDT(K) ,EM) I K) ,Krl NET)
FORMAT(/,3 (3X,SHTIME(SEu),4X, I1ýHEM1$IVITIES,2X))
PLOT EMISSIVITIES
CALL FRAME())
Ti =TMAX-TTIE( 1)
T3:TMAY-ITfIE(3)
THI Jt 1500.
B1M=1,5wEM10*(1.+LA1MrT1)
1. 5-EM30* (1. EAOMwT3)
BI1AX.-BjsM
IF(Fs1N GTF33M)BMA)@01M
T1:TMIN-TTIE(1)
TO:TMf1I -TTI E(3)

~B3M'

-

t
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I

84
129
130
85

b1M=5-EM110*( 1. +EA1MtT1)
E13Mz .5,, EM10w ( 1 . ÷EA3MXT3)
ElM I N:=B3IR
IF(BI1M.LT.B3M)I3MIN:B1M
CALL MAPG(TMIN,TMAXBMIN BMAX)
CALL SETCH(37., 1. 00
1 6 0)
(K))
CALLI CRTBCD,(1IHiEMPFRATURt
35
0,0 1 10 )
CALL SETCH(1
CALL CRTBCD i6HEM1ISMIVItYS
CALL SETCH(37.,40.,0,0,1,0,0)
WOT 100 84 IRUN
FORMAT.h3HkMISSIVITIES FOR RUN
,10,100)
CALL SEITPCH(I
DO 129 I=I,NEt
RDD(I ) -xFM(1, I )
CALL TRACEC( 1HA,RDT,RDD, NET)
00 130 I=INET
RL)D( I ) =E1'(3, I )

* J13)

CALL TRACEC(I1HCRDT,RDD,NET)
CALL EXIT(W)
END

This has no absolute

C. (Xi,T) is plotted for all tenreratures.

emissivity information in it because of the undetermined Gi.
9,(,' fl)
SOJBRR1U itF qP1 INF"(). Y N A
UNEVENLY SPACED DATA POINTS AND
SUBROU-TINE SPLINE TAKtS N (X,Y(X))
(REF,
GERALD
FITS A CUBIC SPLINE TO EACH OF THE N-1 INTERVALS,
THE PROGRAM USES GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION TO SOLVE FOR
PArGE 290).
THE SECOND DERIVIlIVE OF THE CUBIC SPLINE AT EACH OF THE N DATA
POINTS.
REF.
GERALD PAGE 164.
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE...
N:THE NUMAE.3R OF DATA POINTS (MAXIMUM OF 500),
1.
X,Y) =THE X AND Y VALUES OF THE DATA POINTS.
2.
THESE ARE THE
OUTPUT PANIAMETERS ARE N-.1 VALUES OF A, B, C, AND D.
COEFFICIENTS OF THE N-1 CUBIC SPLINES.
Y:X=A, )*1X-X( I) )nO. +B( I )*1X-X(I ) )*12,+C(I )*(X-X(I ) )+D(I ).
IN ORDER 10 MAKE THE MATRIC TRIDIAGONAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS WERE
CHOSEN THAT MAKE THE END SPLINES PARABOLIC AND NO7 CUBIC,
DIMENSION Xý:N),Y(N),A(N),B.(N),C(N),D(N),H(501 ),S(501)

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

o
c
C
C

I

C
C
C

Pi RT U,.

C- 10
C

DO 10 I=1,N-1
MCI)=X(I11)-X(1)
nz'r,
nt GtlflNAI
DI
A=
ADOV
\
DERIVITIVES
THE SE-OND
10(1
=1:

CONSTRUCT

THE MATRIX

A(AI.9AIL

ARE

tCtClN5

StORE-

DI

iU

TI

AflflTtI

rEC-tCIcTAl

i

~

J'

'

"T

S.

0(1
-1:0.
C(I)=0.
BCN =-1.
D(N)
1
DO

11

I=2. N-

A(I 1=H-I

CCi) :6
11
C

12

*

)

C((Y' I +I~-Y

(I))/~H (I)-(CY(CI) -YCI -1)) /H-Il-1))

CONTINUE
TRIANGULARI2E THE MATRIX
D0 12 1-2 N
R=B( l)'
) F(1-1).
I-i),
DCI )D'. I) -*A(
CCI )-"09 IC -RWCC(I-i)
CONT INUJE

*
I

--.

:-

-
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C

BACK. SUBSTITUTION
S(N)ZC(N)/D(N)
00 14 1=2,N
JzN-I+1
S(J)u(C(J)-A(J)*S(J+1))/DCJ)
14
CONTINUE
C
PRINT OUT HEADING
C
WRITE(3,2001N
200
FGRMAT(/ 35H SOLUTION TO TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF
IV E-LIMINATI ON
//)
C
PRIN T OUT MATRIA SOLUTION
WRITE(3 201)(13 3(I) 1=1 t3)
C
201
FORMAT(SH S( 14 5HS
E14 7)
C
CALCULATE THL S5LINE PA AETER
DO 15 Ed, N-1
OHI )~Y
=5
15
C
C
210
C
211

2

14,26H EQUATIONS B3

)12

CONTINUE
OUTPUT SPLINE PARAMETERS
WRITECS,210)
FORiIAT(/ SH INTERVAL 3X 4HA(I) 9X< AHB(1) 10X,4H-C(I),11X,4HD(I))
WR!TEU3 ý11)(IACIA(S&( "
),6(HS.
I
oi5
FtRA(54,1.,5,lý(j3,l.,XE24
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C.

In developing tlh

FREE EX.¶IW)N RELAXATION TIME

expression for free electron resistivity, Eq.

(5-4), many of the physical considerations are deferred and consolidated
into the relaxation time, Tf, which is a representative tim. between
electron-icn collisions for electrons at the Fermi surface.

The method

of Mott and Jones (71) is used to establish a reasonable expression for
T

f

They examine the number of electrons within a specific volume of

K-space under the influence of an applied electric field and subject to
electron-ion collisions.

At equilibrium the rate of change of the

distribution function due to collisions should be equal and opposite to
that rate due to the applied electric field.
It can be shown that the volume in K-space occupied by one electronic
state is

()(-

.r.i.s f

where

th. t

po .r..i

is the volume of the sample and the 1/2
spin of-ientations.

Theretore, the number of

states per unit K-space volume per unit volume is 2/(21) 3, and the
numrber of electrons per unit volume within a volume element of K-space is
2d 3P
(2-0 3)
w1ere f 0 (k) is the Ferimi-Dirac distribution function which expresses
the probability of a given state's being occupied.
[(E-Ef)/KBT

f 0 (K) =

e

f

;-.i
+ 1l

(C-2)

Under the influence of a field applied in the directin of K the
distribution function will change and this change can be evaluated in
terms of the K-space equation of motion of the electrons.
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di x
dtX eX
j- = ec

dKx
xt
i
Ti -j-- KX(t.)

Kx
K (0) + et
e-xKO

(C-3)

h~(C3

Therefore the equilibrium distributicm function is:
ect
f(K(K - ect

, K)

= fo(Kxo1•'K)Y.Z

(C-4)

The rate of change in the distribution function due to the applied field
is:

3f0

dfl

X()

field

d~xA

-Of0 eE
R;

d

-df0 dE dK
d

Y-

ec

-df 0 Kx ec

dK dK~o nciK

(C-5)

A one term expansion of the distribution function about its equilibrium
value yields:

(K)-

df

K

-L

T

ec
-

(
T =

Because Becase
off the
factor -• ,•{field
df
te fcto
Fermi =,-,rf.3ri (i~e Ea E

f 0 (K)

+ g(K)

has significant value only at the

To determine the rate of change of f(k) due to collisions it is
necessary to examine the collisionally induced flux of electrons through
d 3 k.

3- of electrons scattered out of d 3-)The number
k is the product of

the numbet of electrons in d 3 k, the probability of finding an
unoccupied state at ý', and the probability of a 1$ to k' transition
suwned over all, possible k'.

If the scattering process is conservative

the sumiatia: proceeds over a surface of constant radius, kf.
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Nont

2

f( K-

d
2,

7
(C-7)

•c '(C
(K
K )K
[f
1-fi (K)]P(K

Anologously the. number of electrons scattered into dT

is the product

of the nurmber of unoccupied states in d' k, the probability of a state
at ý' being occupied, and tle probability of a k' to k transition summed
over all k' on the Fermi surface.

Nin

f(C-8)
f

= 2 (2n)3

K'K

K

Subtracting (C-7) from (C-8) and assLuning P(d') = P(i'•) the rate of
change of f(ý) due to collisions may be expressed as:

I
,K)dS

- f (K)

(C_-9/

'(K,K')dS'

-collisions
4-

Writing f(k) = f0()

4-

+ g(k.) and recognizing t't

only of the magnitude of k Eq.

f(M

is a function

(C-9) becomes:

dfr
At collisions

y

te-uili

dit

At collisions
df0
dE

Using Bq.
kf Eq.

dE
dK

x
K

(A-6),

h =J

[g(
(F

yielding:

field

--g('K)IP(A,ýK)dS'

the definition of g(k),

(C-i1) becomes:

arki the fact thatj k'

(C-il)

I =1k

I=
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K'

f[11-

1

] P(KK')dS'

(C-12)

The indicated integration is performed most easily by choosing a
coordinate system centered on the scattering site with 6 being the angle
between k and k'.

In this case

K' =Ij'I cos
x

e

=

cos

e

(C-13)

K

dS' = 27f K2 sin6dO

Assuming that P(Kk')

is a function only of 6 and not of k the expression

for the relaxation time at the Fermi surface becomes:

1

(C-14)

(-cTfO)P (0) sinTdK

2•K 2

f
which is the result expressed in Eq.

(5-5).

As pointed out in Eq.

(5-6)

P(O) is a transition rate which is given by: (72)

P()

P

-

2

(C--15)

<K+qw(r) IK> 2 n(E')

where n(E') is the density of states available to the electron at the
Fermi surface.

The matrix element of Eq.

(A-15) will connect only states

•mi
mI m

mI
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of identical spin so that the number of accessible states per unit volume
of k-space is:

2

1

(27/L)

2

(C-16)

-

3

(27) 3

where Q is the sample volune in direct space.
within

6

k' of k' on the k-space surface ds' is therefore

6

Noting that W

6TE-

,

with the result that:

n=mter of accessible states near (S'
unit energy

n(E')

k'ds%2/(2•n) 3

6 k' the number of states near ds' may also be
3 6E'

=

expressed as ds'Q/(2T) 3

Dq.

The n~uiber of states

dS '(1
(2T) 3

(E)

(C-14) becomes:
Tr

Tj

2d'

~K+1,K

'

or since Ef

3

42'n2

M

=

i

IT
S0

As alluded to in Eq.

K2Aql

(C-18)

(l-cosO)si-nOdO

(5-7) the .matrix element may be factored as

follows: (73)
<ýK+S4IW(+)•IK> =

Ia

fe-i('

.

W•(r-rj

j3

I)e•

d r
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where

(it-j
r

position r.

)

is the potential at r due to an individual ion at

Multiplying and dividing by e

reduces the

element to:

-A+
=
<K-fqjw(r)K> =

e

j'e-i(K-+q)

JI)ei-(r-rj) d3r

(r-rj)
(ir-r.
W

Noting that r-r. is a dummy variable ot integration the matrix element

reduces to Hg. (5-7):
J!

< II

where S(q) is the structure factor defined in Eq. (5-8) and
<K-fq
÷.4.4
÷ Ic-•'(r)

K>--•
i.=1 -i(K+ql)r

(,),

3r
1Krd
r 3_

is the form factor.

Elementary trigoffetric identities, 1
2 sin -t cos

,

.

-

cosO

=

2 sin2 0
-

and sin6

and &I. (C-19) transform Eg. (C-18) into:
2]

IITf
f

()

K+qLrK)

24 i.3 0
si

Cos-

-d

dO

(C-20)

2Trh

For elastic scattering q =2k

sin g.

Thus switching the variable of

fI

integjration to q/2k f the relaxation time becoms;

202

S=q

[+I

rK>] 4(.q )

0
which leads to the resistivity of Eq.

fU

(5-9).

d( q

;c-21)
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APPENDIX D. LOCAL POTENIAL FORI4 FACIDBS

ot the Ziman nearly free electron theory to calculation

Applicatico

of metal resistivities (Eq.
interaction potential.

5-10) requires choosing an electron-ion

For this work a series of simple "bare sphere"
(5-10) with a suitable

potentials were evaluaced and used in E1q.
c(K).

dielectric function,

More involved Heine-,Abarenkov potentials were

not tested because it was felt that the degree of oonplexity was not
warranted by the approximate nature of the theory. (79,90)

This

appendix deals with the chosen bare sphere potentials that model the
ion-electron interaction and the dielectric function which best
accommodates electron exchange and correlation effects.
The least complicated potential used is the Ashcroft hollow aore for
which the electron ion interaction is asstrned to be coulombic beyond a
and to Lb zero within Ut.L

core radius R

Ladius.

cc

r<R

0
V(r)

2

=

(D-1)

-Zoffe
rR

r

ci

Ashicrort has shown the form factor resulting from this potential to be in
good agreement with more complex Heine-Abarenkov forms. (18)

The bare

sphere form factor is defined as:

V(q)

S. ..

.

<AJjW i
M

•

'•

kd
0

' '.. .i

[f
r

ze

(D-2)

i

a0
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whetre 0,

volume pe-r atom.

Choosing a cj or.n-ate system centered at

the. scattering center whose polar axis is coincident with K redcuces Eq.
(D-2) to:
-21TZeffe

f

%

V(q) =

iqrm.s

2
ef
R-41Z

Odr

rsixOe-

-Te ffe
q

(1--3)

sqrd-

c

The integaticn of the last expiessicxi requires c ploy co circumveRt the
d ivergency.
CO

lin
V'+-0

I

00

e -r si

..d

R
c

sin qrc&

(D~-4)

=fr

c

The result is:
v

-4z EfeCOsql
2
4(q)Z=

(D-5 )

g•q

Vie Ashcroft hallow core form factor includes Cinly one parameter,

R

through which to matc!h theory to data.
A second mrcdel cotisists of a coulorb potential outside t•.
constant potential within.

core and a

Labelled here the Heire.--A.Žarenkov potential

it is in fact less cw.'lex than that ,_ef'ined

in reference 79.

2

Zeffe

'

r <Rr

c

V(r) =

2:
-Zeff e
Zffe
r

(D-6)
r>R
c

86
Defined as before the form factor becomes: ( )

205

V(q)

-

2 eff e --2(~)cs~
P+u)cosqR
-4TrZ

where the second parameter,

qRC

sinqRc

(D-7)

1

u, gives the relative height of the core

potential in terms of the coulomb potential at RdA third model,

identified here as the Harrison potential and

discussed in detail by Egelstaff (77)

is

the superposition of coulombic

i

and exponential terms.
-Zffe

V(r)

2

-r/Rc

r

The second term is

+ Ce

0 < r

(D-8)

intended to cancel the coulombic attraction in the

core region reflecting the fact that the free electrons are excluded from
occupying the ionic bound states.
approxinmately atomic dimensions,

This effect has an effective range of
i.e. a characteristic radius

Ag&i.n choosing the coordinate system of Eq.

Rc.

(D-3) the Harrisoi form

factor is

e2

-47Z
2eff

13

87rC

(D-9)

1

c

+

[[l+(qp
V0
The additional parameter chosen to correctly model the data is c,

the

height of the repulsive cox ponent at core center.
The form factors of Eqs.

(D-5),

(D-7),

and (D-9) are known as local

potential form factors, and their use should be contrasted to the mnte

usual approach taken by Anomalu and Heine among others. (79)
outlined by Evans, (81)

As

the latter procedure begins with the definition

of a single ion bare sphere potential:
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£0

0 (R -r) (A£

Zf
W0 (r) ----Zf
0r

f__f)p

0r

(D-10)
6 (x)

=

1

x > 0

6 (x)

=

0

x < 0

£

where P9 as defined is the projection operator that picks out the
oo(npcxient of the wave function with angular imomentum Z .

The parameters

A. are determined by choosing that potential which will reproduce
measured eigenvalues for an isolated ion.

The R

's are then chosen

through a variational technique seeking to produce the smyoothest possible
model wave function. (8 1)

Such a requirement results in A,

=

,

i.e. the 'rs.st" wave function is produced for those values of R for
which the discontinuity in (D-10) is eliminated.

This Heine-Abarenkov

procedure in some cases produces a potential remarkably similar in form
to Eq.

(D-8)

(see reference 79, Eq. 24).

the electron-ion interaction.

It can be shown that it is pK)ssible to

modify these bare ion form factors with a dielectric function that
accomtrdates the electron-electron interaction and the ef Lects of
electron exchange and correlation.
Harrison

WeVoutline here a treatment given by

that demonstrates that inclusion of electron-electron

interactions leads to a baLe sphere form factor modified by the dartree.
or Lindhard dielectric function.

'i'he potential eniergy at any point r is

'
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+ WY(r) where W0 (-r)

now defined as W¢r) = V€P)

is that due to the

electron-icn interacticn and W1 (r) is the contribution of the electronHarrison's method is to oopare the electron den-

electran interaction.

sity conputed qtantum mechanically with the electron density derived from
Poisson's relation and thus deduce the relationship between the total
w(S)IK> and the bare ion form factor <K+I&w(r) IK>.
form factor, <K+q4
The Kth wave function may be expressed as an expansion in K-space:

".ao
(K)e.
I(geig(D-11)
4

1-

-4-

j-

a

-17

.r

r

e

where in the spirit of perturbation theory, the wave functions are almost
plane waves, i.e. ao(K)% 1 and the remaining aq(K) are small by
Consequently the Kth state probability density is

oo~a•, 'ii.

approximately:

Z (K)e iq
L

+a•*()

K**K

qK

e-qr

0

[a(

and the electron density at any point, r, is n(t ) i

D(12)

týK

K

where the K swumation is over all occupied states in the free electron
Fermi sphere.

Y

if

density becanes:

(2 r)

"

I

is replaced by

KC

22Q 3F
f
(27i:)

L

q'!

q i(i-i3)

d3 K the electron
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The first term is the constant background that balances the ionic charge
distribution while the suimmaticn terms reflect the electron-electron

*

induced charge non-uniformity.
aq (K) e

without changing n('+,

be replaced with a_q(-K).

÷-

aq(K) e

can be replaced by

and similarly a

W(K)
can

(Due to the symnetry of the_ Fermi sphere

for every wave vector there is another equll in magnitude and opposite. in
sign, and any summation or integration over accessible 14ase space
includes both.)

Further, a q(-K) = a,(IN).

Therefore, neglecting

the constant term

n(r)

2
(21)

c"

2a ()e'
q

dK

qg0

n
q

(D-].4)

where

Noting that:

a (i•)

qK

=

<_l-)+Iw(

- 2/m( 2_.

K>
,

for q-j CI

the q Fourier component of the electron density is then:

4
nq (2)

K<ýA
22 Iw
f h S:
/2/i•(K-I-•2)(_s

(D

209

The matrix element is independent of K if the potential can be assumed to
Choosing Kz to be that cmp"nent of the irncident wave

be local.

vector, K, in the direction of q, the electron density omponent becomes;
4

(27T) -

I. _(Kf
z)dKz
h /2m. (-q _2qK)

(D-16)

2z

V.,
Integration of FR. (D-16) yields:

_1R K4 >
S 2TrF1I

where

F

x~2
2

x

2T

2x1-X(D-)

x = 2 q_
Kf

In addition to the quantum mechanical approach that prcxuced Bq.
(D-17) it is also possible to use L'oisson's equation to find an
expression for the potential at a point r in terms of the charge density,
and conversely to represent the charge density in terms oý the
potential.

Recalliing that W(r) = W0 (r) + Wl(r) is an expression for

the potential energy at point r in terms of electron-ion and electronelectron interactions the potential may be represented by:
0()4-

.+ ,Zee
(r)
(e
0 r+4

+ ý'(r)

(D-18)

R Ir-RI
Swhere

r

R+
R
is an ion site.

The~ charge density is:

I
_____
-

-

--.
- - - -- _ _

-

.
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p(r)

Ze6(rR)

-

(D-19)

n(r) e

R
4where n(r) is the electron density.

2
Poisson's equation (V

=

-4',rp)

can be expressed as:

Ze

V

+

,()

ze6(-)

-4iZ

V2

which, in view of the identity

+41Tn(') e

1
( Ir-RI

-41=6(r-'

redu.ces to:

-4"T

Z

Ze6(r-R)+V2 •' (r)

: -4T

(r-')+41irn(')e

R

R

or:

EZe6

V2 '()

(e-20)

= 4nn(r)e

In terms of potential energy Eq.

(D-20) is V2W' (')

=

4 n(')e

2

Fourier transforming the Poisson expression yields:

q2Wq, = 4re 2 nq

(D-21)

Making use of the fact that:

=

<K÷!w' ()"

<K+q W(r)=IK> -<KqW0(r

jK

I*

__________I_______

<!~

r

R>
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A second expression for the qth comrponent of the electrcn density is,
found to be:

q =47re
flq 2

'

)I>

<K~Il'P(rIK>

(D-22)

Comparism of Eq. (D-17) and (D-22) leads to a simple relationship
between the bare sphere and more complete matrix eleamnts.

i

(q)

P

E(q)

1+ 2JTh3nK---

(D-23)

n ii

+

Dg-. (D-23) expresses the Hartree or Linhard dielectric function which
models the electro-static repulsion of the free electrons but does not
account for correlation or exchange.

The latter effects are acclurdated

as indicated with respect to Sgs. (5-17) and (5-18).
To synopsize, the electrical resistivity calculations of this work

were done using the matrix eleam-t of

q' (15-171).

bare s=phre

potentials enployed are the localized models of Eqs. (D-i),
(>-8).

Consideration has been given to electron-icn, electron-electron,

and electron correlation and exchange interactions.

J=

(D-6), and

-

